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The (R)-selective amine transaminase from Aspergillus fumigatus was expressed

in Escherichia coli and purified to homogeneity. Bright yellow crystals appeared

while storing the concentrated solution in the refrigerator and belonged to space

group C2221. X-ray diffraction data were collected to 1.27 Å resolution, as well

as an anomalous data set to 1.84 Å resolution that was suitable for S-SAD

phasing.

1. Introduction

Transaminases belong to the pyridoxal-50-phosphate (PLP)-dependent

enzymes and catalyze the reversible transfer of an amino group to an

�-keto acid, ketone or aldehyde (Hayashi, 1995). The PLP and the

catalytic lysine side chain are the key elements in this reaction (Eliot

& Kirsch, 2004).

Transaminases are of biotechnological significance because of their

ability to produce enantiopure amines from prochiral precursors.

These amines are applied as ingredients or synthons in medicine,

agrochemistry, pharmacy and chemistry (Merck, 2001; Deng et al.,

1995; Martens et al., 1986; Höhne & Bornscheuer, 2009).

Based on their substrate range, transaminases can be divided into

�-transaminases, !-transaminases and amine transaminases. Whereas

the substrates of �-transaminases require a carboxylate in the �

position, the substrates of !-transaminases have up to five extra C

atoms between the terminal amino function and the carboxylate.

The substrates of amine transaminases can lack the carboxyl group

completely (Höhne & Bornscheuer, 2012; Mani Tripathi & Rama-

chandran, 2006). Amine transaminases often show excellent enantio-

selectivity and can be grouped into two classes. (R)-Amines are

generated by (R)-selective amine transaminases when the quinoid

intermediate of the reaction is protonated from the catalytic lysine at

the si-site (Hanson, 1966). Alternatively, the (S)-amine is produced

by an (S)-amine transaminase when the protonation occurs at the

re-site.

Aspergillus fumigatus is a mildew which can cause respiratory

allergy. It is a thermophilic saprophytic fungus with a worldwide

distribution (Latgé, 1999). The sequence of an (R)-selective amine

transaminase from A. fumigatus was identified by an in silico search

(Höhne et al., 2010) and is available online at NCBI (NCBI Reference

Sequence XP_748821.1).

Several structures of �-transaminases have been described and

these enzymes have been studied in detail (Schwarzenbacher et al.,

2004; Han et al., 2006). Recently, a few crystal structures of non-

homologous (S)-selective amine transaminases have been published

(Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013; Humble et al., 2012). In contrast, only

a homology model of an (R)-selective amine transaminase from an

Arthrobacter species based on a d-amino-acid aminotransferase

(PDB entry 3daa) has been published (Savile et al., 2010). Here, we

describe expression, purification, crystallization and initial crystallo-

graphic results to elucidate the structure of the (R)-selective amine

transaminase (AspFum) from A. fumigatus.
# 2013 International Union of Crystallography
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2. Materials and methods

2.1. Protein expression and purification

The gene for the amine transaminase was expressed in Escherichia

coli BL21 (DE3) cells containing the expression vector pET-22b,

which encodes the sequence of the amine transaminase including an

additional C-terminal His6 tag (SGSHHHHHH; Höhne et al., 2010).

The recombinant protein consists of 332 amino-acid residues with a

molecular weight of 37.16 kDa. The cells were grown at 310 K in

400 ml LB medium containing 0.1 mg mlÿ1 ampicillin until an OD600

of 0.4 was reached. The temperature was then reduced to the

expression temperature of 293 K and the cells were further incubated

until they reached an OD600 of 0.7. Expression of the protein was

induced by the addition of 1 mM IPTG. The cells were harvested 20 h

after induction (Höhne et al., 2010).

The cell pellet was resuspended in 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer

pH 7.5, 300 mM sodium chloride (buffer A) containing an additional

0.1 mM PLP and 30 mM imidazole. Cell disruption was performed

by two passages through a French press at 10.3 MPa. The resulting

suspension was centrifuged for 45 min at 10 000g. The filtrated

supernatant was applied onto a nickel–NTA column (GE Health-

care). After washing with three column volumes of buffer A

containing 60 mM imidazole at a flow rate of 5 ml minÿ1, the protein

was eluted with buffer A containing 300 mM imidazole. The amine

transaminase-containing fractions were identified using an aceto-

phenone assay (Schätzle et al., 2009), collected and pooled. The

pooled protein was then desalted by gel chromatography against

20 mM tricine buffer pH 7.5, 10 mM PLP at a flow rate of 2 ml minÿ1

(Höhne et al., 2010). The desired concentration of AspFum was

achieved by ultrafiltration with Vivaspin 6 columns (molecular-weight

cutoff 10 kDa; Sartorius Stedim).

2.2. Crystallization

Initial crystallization hits were obtained with a variety of PEG-

based conditions (JBScreen Classic 1–10, Jena Bioscience) within 4 d.

However, all diffraction images of these crystals were not indexable.

Suitable crystals of AspFum appeared after six months in an

Eppendorf reaction tube containing concentrated protein

(10.7 mg mlÿ1) and 20 mM tricine pH 7.5 with 10 mM PLP at 277 K.

The crystals could easily be seen by eye (>1 mm) and had a very

bright yellow colour, suggesting bound PLP (Fig. 1). Only the small

crystals (<0.4 mm) present at the bottom of the tube diffracted to

high resolution. The mechanical stress on the large crystals attached

to the wall of the reaction tube while fishing and upon cooling led to

loss of diffraction quality.

2.3. Data collection and X-ray crystallographic analysis

For cryoprotection, a solution consisting of 35%(v/v) glycerol,

20 mM tricine pH 7.5, 10 mM PLP was used. X-ray diffraction data

were collected at 100 K on beamline 14.1 at the BESSY II synchro-

tron source, Berlin, Germany (Mueller et al., 2012). Two data sets

were collected from one crystal. The first was collected at a wave-

length of 0.9184 Å using the highest intensity and the second was

collected at 1.77 Å to obtain a large anomalous signal from the S

atoms present in the protein. The resolution range of the anomalous

data set was limited by the detector geometry. All diffraction images

were processed with XDS (Kabsch, 2010) using the graphical user

interface XDSapp (Krug et al., 2012). The rotation function was

calculated using MOLREP (Vagin & Teplyakov, 2010; Winn et al.,

2011) with a resolution range of 30–3 Å and a radius of integration of

30 Å. Data-collection and processing statistics are given in Table 1.

3. Results and discussion

The (R)-selective amine transaminase from A. fumigatus was

successful expressed, purified and crystallized and X-ray diffraction

data collection was performed. The calculation of the Matthews

coefficient VM (Matthews, 1968) as 2.9 Å3 Daÿ1 with a corresponding

solvent content of 58% for two monomers offers the most probable

solution. The self-rotation function (Fig. 2) shows an independent

noncrystallographic twofold axis. Based on the self-rotation function

and the Matthews coefficient, we deduced the presence of a dimer in

the asymmetric unit. The structure could be solved directly at the

beamline using the SAS protocol of the automated crystal structure-

determination platform Auto-Rickshaw (Panjikar et al., 2005), which

incorporates SHELXC (Sheldrick, 2001), SHELXD (Schneider &

Sheldrick, 2002), ABS (Hao, 2004), SHELXE (Sheldrick, 2002) and

DM (Cowtan, 1994). Automatic tracing using ARP/wARP (Perrakis

et al., 1999) yielded 97% of the polypeptide model and indeed shows
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Figure 1
Crystals of the (R)-selective amine transaminase from A. fumigatus grown in an
Eppendorf reaction tube.

Table 1
Data-collection and processing statistics.

Values in parentheses are for the outermost resolution shell.

Data set Native Anomalous

Beamline 14.1, BESSY II 14.1, BESSY II
Detector Pilatus 6M Pilatus 6M
Wavelength (Å) 0.91841 1.77122
Temperature (K) 100 100
Orthorhombic space group C2221 C2221
Unit-cell parameters (Å) a = 102.2, b = 120.9,

c = 135.4
a = 102.2, b = 120.9,

c = 135.4
Resolution range (Å) 50.0–1.27 (1.35–1.27) 50.0–1.84 (1.95–1.84)
No. of unique reflections 426722 (68273) 135117 (17260)
Multiplicity 3.38 (3.3) 5.6 (2.6)
Rmerge (%) 6.3 (60.3) 3.9 (9.5)
Mean I/�(I) 13.2 (2.0) 30.29 (8.34)
CC1/2† (%) 99.9 (73.0) 99.9 (98.8)
Completeness (%) 99.1 (97.9) 95.9 (75.8)
Overall B factor from Wilson plot (Å2) 17.4 18.8
Total rotation, increment (�) 180, 0.1 360, 0.1

† CC1/2 is the percentage correlation between intensities from random half data sets
(Karplus & Diederichs, 2012).



a dimer in the asymmetric unit. Currently, manual completion of the

model and refinement against the high-resolution data is in progress.

Similarly to this amine transaminase, we have crystallized another

(R)-selective amine transaminase from Neosartorya fischeri (96%

sequence identity) from a concentrated protein solution without

adding a specific precipitant.
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BESSY II electron-storage ring (Berlin-Adlershof, Germany).
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Figure 2
The self-rotation function at � = 180� for the diffraction data of (R)-selective amine
transaminase from A. fumigatus in space group C2221 reveals one independent
twofold axis with noncrystallographic symmetry. In the orthorhombic space group
the dyad-related monomers and their rotational symmetry mates display 16
noncrystallographic relationships including eight twofold axes. In the packing
arrangement these axes coincide pairwise, causing four peaks (60% of the origin) in
the self-rotation function at � = 180� with ! = 15 or 75� and ’ = 0 or 180� .
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The importance of amine transaminases for producing

optically pure chiral precursors for pharmaceuticals and

chemicals has substantially increased in recent years. The

X-ray crystal structure of the (R)-selective amine transami-

nase from the fungus Aspergillus fumigatus was solved by

S-SAD phasing to 1.84 Å resolution. The refined structure at

1.27 Å resolution provides detailed knowledge about the

molecular basis of substrate recognition and conversion to

facilitate protein-engineering approaches. The protein forms a

homodimer and belongs to fold class IV of the pyridoxal-

50-phosphate-dependent enzymes. Both subunits contribute

residues to form two active sites. The structure of the

holoenzyme shows the catalytically important cofactor

pyridoxal-50-phosphate bound as an internal aldimine with

the catalytically responsible amino-acid residue Lys179, as

well as in its free form. A long N-terminal helix is an important

feature for the stability of this fungal (R)-selective amine

transaminase, but is missing in branched-chain amino-acid

aminotransferases and d-amino-acid aminotransferases.
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PDB reference: (R)-selective

amine transaminase, 4chi

1. Introduction

During the last decade, interest in transaminases has increased

strongly (Koszelewski et al., 2010; Kroutil et al., 2013; Malik et

al., 2012; Mathew & Yun, 2012; Rudat et al., 2012; Tufvesson et

al., 2011). Many new transaminases have been discovered and

applied in organic syntheses to obtain optically pure amines

and non-natural amino acids for chemical and pharmaceutical

applications (Höhne & Bornscheuer, 2012). This includes

oxazolone derivatives used for the treatment of diabetes

(Sutin et al., 2007), rivastigmine serving in the treatment of

Alzheimer’s disease (Fuchs et al., 2010; Rösler et al., 1999), a

protected kedarcidine aglycon useful as an antitumour anti-

biotic (Ogawa et al., 2009), mexiletine for the treatment of

cardiac arrhythmia (Koszelewski, Clay et al., 2009; Kosze-

lewski, Pressnitz et al., 2009) and imagabalin, which has been

suggested for the treatment of generalized anxiety disorder

(Midelfort et al., 2013).

Transaminases belong to the pyridoxal-50-phosphate (PLP)-

dependent enzymes. Besides transamination, the cofactor PLP

facilitates a broad variety of other enzymatic reactions such as

racemization, decarboxylation and elimination, where it

serves as an electron sink to stabilize carbanion intermediates

(Christen & Mehta, 2001). The reaction catalyzed by trans-

aminases is the reversible conversion of �-keto acids, ketones

and aldehydes to the corresponding amino acids or amines

(Hayashi, 1995). The catalysis itself is divided into two half-

reactions. During the first half-reaction the amino group of a



suitable amino donor is transferred to PLP to yield pyridox-

amine-50-phosphate (PMP) with the simultaneous release of

the co-product, the deaminated donor. In the second half-

reaction the amino acceptor is converted to the corresponding

amine and PLP is thus regenerated (Eliot & Kirsch, 2004;

Jansonius, 1998). Transaminases can be used in the kinetic

resolution of racemic amines and amino acids with a maximum

yield of one enantiomer or in asymmetric synthesis starting

from prochiral ketones to yield the corresponding optically

pure amine at up to 100% yield, if a suitable method to shift

the equilibrium to amine formation is employed. In particular,

the latter method makes them very useful in the production of

building blocks for pharmaceuticals (Martens & Schickedanz,

1986; Blaser, 2002).

Transaminases can be divided into �-transaminases,

!-transaminases and amine transaminases based on their

substrate scope. Whereas the substrates of �-transaminases

require a carboxylate group in the �-position to the carbonyl

function, !-transaminases also accept substrates with several

C atoms (Schrewe et al., 2013) between the carbonyl and the

carboxylic acid function and, typically, the ketone or aldehyde

function is at the (sub-)terminal C atom of the substrate.

Amine transaminases convert ketones to amines and do not

require a carboxylate group in the substrate (Höhne &

Bornscheuer, 2012).

Seven fold classes of PLP-dependent enzymes are currently

known, and transaminases have been identified in classes I and

IV (Eliot & Kirsch, 2004; Jansonius, 1998). All of the members

of these fold classes share the characteristic that the smallest

catalytic unit is a homodimer (Eliot & Kirsch, 2004). The

monomer can be divided into a large and a small domain. The

two active sites lie at the interface between the domains, and

amino-acid residues of each monomer contribute to the

catalytic centre. The active sites of fold classes I and IV can

be regarded as mirror images. Whereas (S)-selective amine

transaminases occur in fold class I, (R)-selective amine

transaminases belong to fold class IV (Jansonius, 1998; Eliot &

Kirsch, 2004). This assignment also matches observations

during protonation in the catalytic mechanism. In (R)-selec-

tive amine transaminases the si-site (Hanson, 1966) of the

generated quinoid intermediate is solvent-facing, whereas in

the (S)-selective amine transaminases it is the re-site.

To enable the production of enantiopure compounds, amine

transaminases with both enantiopreferences are required. In

2010, Höhne and coworkers discovered 17 (R)-selective amine

transaminases using an in silico search (Höhne et al., 2010).

To find these putative (R)-selective amine transaminases

sequences, the in silico search was based on the determination

of specific sequence motifs which characterize either d-amino-

acid aminotransferases (d-ATAs) or branched-chain amino-

acid aminotransferases (BCATs) to filter out motifs for (R)-

selective amine transaminases. Based on these criteria, the

sequences of BCATs and d-ATAs could be excluded and the

remaining sequences (approximately 0.4% of all investigated

sequences) were experimentally confirmed to be (R)-selective

amine transaminases (Höhne et al., 2010). Structures of

�-transaminases (Schwarzenbacher et al., 2004; Han et al.,

2006) and also of a few (S)-selective amine transaminases have

been published and investigated (Humble et al., 2012; Sayer et

al., 2013; Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013), but a structural

analysis of an (R)-selective amine transaminase has not been

published to date. Presently, a homology model of an amine

transaminase from Arthrobacter sp. is the only existing

toehold (Savile et al., 2010).

In this paper, we present the crystal structure analysis of the

(R)-selective amine transaminase from the fungus Aspergillus

fumigatus.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Expression and purification

The expression, purification and crystallization of the

(R)-selective amine transaminase from A. fumigatus were

performed as reported previously (Thomsen et al., 2013).

2.2. Crystallization and diffraction data collection

For cryoprotection, a solution consisting of 35% glycerol,

20 mM tricine pH 7.5, 10 mM PLP was used. X-ray diffraction

data were collected at 100 K on beamline 14.1 at the BESSY II

synchrotron, Berlin, Germany. Two data sets were collected

from one crystal. The first data set at a wavelength of 0.918 Å

was obtained using the highest intensity of the storage ring

and the second was collected at a wavelength of 1.771 Å to

obtain the highest anomalous signal of the S atoms present

in the protein. The resolution of the anomalous data set was

limited by the detector size. All diffraction images were

processed with XDS (Kabsch, 2010) using the graphical user

interface XDSapp (Krug et al., 2012). Data-collection and

processing statistics are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Data-collection and processing statistics.

Values in parentheses are for the outermost resolution shell.

Data set Native Anomalous

Beamline BL14.1, BESSY II BL14.1, BESSY II
Detector Pilatus 6M Pilatus 6M
Wavelength (Å) 0.91841 1.77122
Temperature (K) 100 100
Space group C2221 C2221
Unit-cell parameters (Å) a = 102.2, b = 120.9,

c = 135.4
a = 102.2, b = 120.9,

c = 135.4
Resolution range (Å) 50.0–1.27 (1.35–1.27) 50.0–1.84 (1.95–1.84)
No. of unique reflections 426722 (68273) 135117 (17260)
Multiplicity 3.38 (3.3) 5.6 (2.6)
Rmerge† (%) 6.3 (60.3) 3.9 (9.5)
Mean I/�(I) 13.2 (2.0) 30.29 (8.34)
CC1/2‡ (%) 99.9 (73.0) 99.9 (98.8)
Completeness (%) 99.1 (97.9) 95.9 (75.8)
Overall B factor from

Wilson plot (Å2)
17.4 18.8

Total rotation/increment (�) 180/0.1 360/0.1

† Rmerge =
P

hkl

P

i jIiðhklÞ ÿ hIðhklÞij=
P

hkl

P

i IiðhklÞ, where Ii(hkl) is the observed
intensity and hI(hkl)i is the average intensity of multiple measurements. ‡ CC1/2 is the
percentage correlation between intensities from random half data sets (Karplus &
Diederichs, 2012).



2.3. Structure determination of the holoenzyme by S-SAD

phasing

The crystal structure of the (R)-selective amine transami-

nase from A. fumigatus was determined by single-wavelength

anomalous dispersion sulfur (S-SAD) phasing using the

‘native crystals SAS’ protocol of the automated crystal struc-

ture determination platform Auto-Rickshaw (Panjikar et al.,

2005). SAD was preferred over MAD because higher CC (all/

weak) parameters were obtained in SHELXD. The automated

SAS protocol incorporates SHELXC (Sheldrick et al., 2001)

for data preparation as well as SHELXD (Schneider &

Sheldrick, 2002) to find heavy-atom positions. With two

cysteine and ten methionine residues per monomer, we sear-

ched for 24 S-atom positions per asymmetric unit. The reso-

lution limit for substructure determination and initial phasing

was set to 2.5 Å. The best solution obtained resulted in CC

(all/weak) of 27.11/16.93 and a PATFOM of 3.68. The program

ABS (Hao, 2004) determined the correct hand of the

substructure, which was subsequently used by SHELXE

(Sheldrick, 2002) for initial phasing. SAD phasing statistics are

listed in Table 2. Density modification was performed with

DM (Cowtan, 1994). Automatic tracing using ARP/wARP

(Perrakis et al., 1999) yielded 97% of the polypeptide model

at 1.84 Å resolution. Manual completion of the model was

carried out with Coot (Emsley & Cowtan, 2004). Final

refinement with anisotropic B factors was carried out with

data extending to 1.27 Å resolution using REFMAC5

(Murshudov et al., 2011). The quality of the refined protein

model was validated using MolProbity (Chen et al., 2010).

Refinement statistics are listed in Table 3. All molecular

graphics were prepared using PyMOL (Delano, 2002).

2.4. Docking studies

The docking studies were performed with YASARA

(Krieger et al., 2002) with default parameters using the poly-

peptide chains of the homodimer of our crystallographic

model. The enantiomeric PLP adducts of (R)- and (S)-�-

methylbenzylamine [(R)-�- and (S)-�-MBA] were generated

in YASARA and energy minimization was performed to the

lowest energy conformation. The completely flexible ligands

were then alternatively docked into the active site. The chosen

simulation cell was defined to be 18 � 17 � 18 Å around the

catalytic residue Lys179. All residues of the active site and the

active-site loop were included. H atoms were added in riding

positions. The correct solution of the docking analysis was

distinguished by the orientation of the cofactor PLP. The

comparison of the docked enantiomeric PLP adducts with the

PLP in the solved crystal structure led to the final assignment

of the correct enantiomer.

3. Results

3.1. Structure analysis

The phasing contributions of the chloride ions and the S

atoms of Cys and Met are shown in Fig. 1. Interestingly, the

highest occupancy is observed for two chloride ions, but not

for the other possible elements (S, P or K), even taking into

account that these atoms show clear signals in the final

anomalous electron-density map. The initial phasing based on

the anomalous diffraction at 1.84 Å resolution was sufficient

for automatic tracing. Refinement using the high-resolution
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Table 2
Summary of SAD phasing.

SHELXD

CC (all) 27.11
CC (weak) 16.93
PATFOM 3.68

SHELXE

CC between Eobs and Ecalc 20.47
CC for partial structure against native data 47.86
FOM 0.725
MapCC 0.901

No. of residues built by ARP/wARP 626

Table 3
Refinement statistics.

Resolution (Å) 50.0–1.27
Working/test reflections 208810/10991
R/Rfree† (%) 10.3/12.7
No. of protein residues 639
No. of water/glycerol molecules 994/2
No. of ions (Clÿ/K+/Na+) 4/4/2
R.m.s.d. from ideality

Bond lengths (Å) 0.014
Bond angles (�) 1.842

Average B factors (Å2)
Protein (5910 atoms) 14.7
Water (1031 atoms) 32.1
Others (96 atoms) 15.8

Ramachandran statistics‡ (%)
Most favored regions 97.64
Outliers 0

PDB code 4chi

† R =
P

hkl

�

�jFobsj ÿ jFcalcj
�

�=
P

hkl jFobsj, where Fobs and Fcalc are the observed and
calculated structure factors, respectively. Rfree is analogous to the R factor for 5% of
the diffraction data excluded from refinement. ‡ Categories were defined by
MolProbity.

Figure 1
Occupancies of the heavy-atom sites found by SHELXD (Schneider &
Sheldrick, 2002). Meaningful heavy atoms are labelled by locating their
positions in the refined model.



data converged to an R and Rfree of 10.3 and 12.7%, respec-

tively.

The final model contains 639 amino-acid residues of two

polypeptide chains (A and B), two PLP molecules, four

potassium ions, four chloride ions, two glycerol molecules and

994 water molecules. Ions are assigned according to electron

density and meaningful chemical terms and refinement

conditions. Both polypeptide chains are well defined by the

electron-density maps (Supplementary Fig. S21) and the final

model is consistent with the anomalous map (Supplementary

Fig. S3). Some residues with poor electron density at the N-

and C-termini (monomer A, Met1 and Ser322–His332;

monomer B, Met1–Ala2 and Ser322–His332) were excluded

from the structural model. The cofactor PLP was modelled

into the active site using Fobs ÿ Fcalc difference maps and

refined with a summed occupancy of 0.8. The occupancies of

the two PLP states were assigned so that the B factors were

consistent with those of neighbouring residues. The remaining

occupancy of 0.2 was filled with a single phosphate in the same

position as the phosphate group of the cofactor.

Additional positive difference electron density was

observed in the substrate-binding site within covalent bond

distance of the cofactor PLP in each monomer (Supplemen-

tary Fig. S4). Owing to the low occupancy of the ligand, we

could not conclusively model this density. All compounds used

in purification and crystallization and common metabolites

were ruled out; also, GC-MS-analysis of acid-denatured and

heat-denatured enzyme did not uncover the identity of this

ligand. Besides the tricine molecule in the buffer, no amine

or carbonyl compounds were added after cell disruption.

Nevertheless, d-amino acids were also tested as possible

ligands. In this case, the �-carboxyl group could not be

modelled into the small binding pocket.

Alternative conformations were modelled for 138 amino-

acid side chains out of 639 residues (�20%). Some peptide

backbone O atoms could also be modelled in alternative

conformations. Differences in the main-chain conformation

could be detected for residues Thr204–Gly206. The final

refinement and validation statistics are shown in Table 3.

3.2. Overall fold

The (R)-selective amine transaminase crystallized in space

group C2221 with two monomers in the asymmetric unit

forming a homodimer (Fig. 2). Each polypeptide chain is

constituted of 332 amino-acid residues with a molecular

weight of 37.1 kDa. The tertiary structure of one subunit

consists of the typical fold of enzymes belonging to the fold

class IV of PLP-dependent enzymes, as first described for

d-ATA from Bacillus sp. (Sugio et al., 1995). The subunit

divides into a small domain (N-terminus to Pro144) with an

�/�-structure, an inter-domain loop (Tyr145–Met149) and a

large domain (Ala150 to the C-terminus) with a pseudo-barrel

structure (Fig. 2). The enzyme belongs to fold class IVof PLP-

dependent enzymes, and the overall structure is very similar to

those of BCATs and d-ATAs, with the best fit to the BCAT

from Thermus thermophilus [PDB entry 1wrv; root-mean-

square difference on C� atoms (r.m.s.d.) of 1.8 Å, fitting 297

residues; RIKEN Structural Genomics/Proteomics Initiative,

unpublished work] and the d-ATA from Bacillus sp. YM-1
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Figure 2
Overall structure of the (R)-selective amine transaminase from
A. fumigatus viewed normal to the molecular dyad. The subunits of the
homodimer are shown in blue and red, respectively. The monomer is
divided into colour-coded domains: the small domain (blue, red) with the
active-site loop (yellow) and the large domain (cyan, orange). The active-
site loop derived from the left subunit is shown in yellow (with Arg126 as
a stick model). The cofactor PLP is bound to Lys179 at the domain
interface (shown as a stick model in pink).

Figure 3
Comparison of the overall monomer fold between the (R)-selective
amine transaminase from A. fumigatus (green), d-amino-acid amino-
transferase (PDB entry 3lqs; r.m.s.d. 2.0 Å, cyan) and branched-chain
amino-acid aminotransferase (PDB entry 1wrv; r.m.s.d. 1.8 Å, violet)
distinctly shows the unique long N-terminal helix found in the (R)-
selective amine transaminase. The cofactor PLP is shown as a stick model
in yellow.

1 Supporting information has been deposited in the IUCr electronic archive
(Reference: DZ5319).



(PDB entry 3lqs; r.m.s.d. of 2.0 Å, fitting 280 residues; Lepore

et al., 2010). However, the (R)-selective amine transaminase

from A. fumigatus has an additional long N-terminal �-helix

(Met4–Arg20) which has a significant effect on protein stabi-

lity, as discussed below (Fig. 3). Other differences in the

backbone folding compared with BCATs and d-ATAs are only

visible for loop regions on the surface. Residues from each

domain as well as residues from the other subunit of the dimer

participate in forming the active site. The active-site loop

(Gly121*–Asn135*; residues labelled with an asterisk belong

to the other subunit) limits access to the active site and is

contributed by the other subunit.

3.3. Cofactor binding

Well defined electron density is observed for the cofactor

PLP, which is located at the bottom of the active site between

the small and the large domains (Fig. 2). There are two distinct

states observed for the cofactor. One state (occupancies of 0.5

and 0.4 in monomers A and B, respectively) is covalently

bound to the active-site residue Lys179 of the large domain

(Fig. 4a), whereas the other state (occupancies of 0.3 and 0.4

in monomers A and B, respectively) represents an adduct with

an unidentified ligand (see x3.1) and a free lysine (Fig. 4b). The

covalently bound PLP shows the typical distorted aldimine

bond of PLP-dependent enzymes. The bond angles deviate

from the ideal 120� and the internal aldimine bond is out of the

plane of the pyridoxyl ring by about 11.5 and 14� in monomers

A and B, respectively. This typical geometry has been found in

various crystal structures of other PLP-dependent enzymes

and it is supposed that the release of strain on breaking

the internal aldimine bond enhances the catalytic ability

(Dubnovitsky et al., 2005; Hayashi et al., 1998). In the free state

Lys179 has a distinct alternative conformation and is involved

in a hydrogen-bonding network with Arg77 and the phosphate

group of PLP via a water molecule. The pyridoxyl ring shows

two distinct orientations, and the phosphate group is tightly

bound and is involved in several hydrogen-bond interactions

(with His74, Arg77, Thr273, Thr274, Ile237 and Thr238) as

an anchor for the cofactor. Residues Ile237 and Thr238 are

located at the N-terminus of helix �7 (according to Sugio et al.,

1995) such that the dipole moment of the helix additionally

facilitates the coordination of the phosphate group. The

pyridoxyl ring is sandwiched between Leu234 and the peptide

bond of Gly215 to Phe216. The ion pair formed by the highly

conserved Glu212 and the N atom of the pyridoxyl ring (N1)

provides an electron sink during the reaction mechanism. This

glutamate is in turn coordinated by the conserved Arg168.

Anchoring of PLP by the phosphate and N1 coordination
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Figure 4
(a) Schematic drawing of the coordination of the cofactor PLP (distances
are in Å) and (b) 2Fobs ÿ Fcalc map contoured at 1�. Note the covalently
bound (green C atoms) and unbound (cyan C atoms) states with Lys179.
The aldehyde O atom O4A of the free PLP, or alternatively the N atom
N4A of PMP, could not be identified in the electron-density map and is
therefore omitted in all figures.

Figure 5
Comparison of the docking studies of (R)-�-MBA-PLP (violet) and (S)-
�-MBA-PLP (cyan) into the active site of the (R)-selective amine
transaminase from A. fumigatus. On the basis of the docking experiments
the active site can be divided into a small binding pocket hosting the
methyl group and a large binding pocket which is responsible for
coordinating the aromatic ring. Only for the (R)-enantiomer is the
catalytic lysine residue (yellow) at a reasonable distance (2.8 Å, dashed
line) from the H atom (white) of �-MBA-PLP to initiate deamination.
Residues defining the small binding pocket are coloured green, while
residues of the large binding pocket are shown in blue.



limits movement of the pyridoxyl ring to a rotation around the

C5—C5A bond by about 19� (Fig. 4b).

3.4. Deletion of the N-terminal helix

Previously, we performed crystallization studies on the (R)-

amine transaminase from Neosartorya fischeri (96% identity

to the amine transaminase from A. fumigatus). Presently, the

diffraction images of the obtained crystals are not indexable.

Based on a homology model built from d-amino-acid amino-

transferase (PDB entry 3daa; Peisach et al., 1998) with a

flexible N-terminus, an N-terminal deletion of 22 amino-acid

residues was introduced to improve the crystallization quality.

Whereas the wild-type amine transaminase could be over-

expressed as soluble protein, this N-terminal deletion resulted

in insoluble protein. The insolubility of this amine transami-

nase variant could not be prevented by changing the expres-

sion temperature, varying the inducer concentration, altering

the induction time or the co-expression of chaperones.

In the solved X-ray structure of (R)-amine transaminase

from A. fumigatus, the N-terminus forms a long helix corre-

sponding to the sequence that was deleted in the (R)-amine

transaminase mutant from N. fischeri. It is obvious that the

N-terminal helix is important for the soluble expression of

fungal amine transaminases, but remarkable hydrophobic

patches on the surface of the modelled truncated enzyme are

not observed.

3.5. Structural design of the active site

Via docking studies performed with the program YASARA,

it could be demonstrated that the active site of the

(R)-selective amine transaminase from A. fumigatus is divided

into a small and a large binding pocket (Fig. 5). Docking was

performed with the substrate adducts of (R)-�-methylbenzyl-

amine [(R)-�-MBA] and (S)-�-MBA to PLP, which starts the

first deamination cycle. The pyridoxyl rings and the phosphate

group of the modelled substrate adducts superposed very well

with the free PLP state (r.m.s.d. of 0.14 Å) of the X-ray

structure, indicating good quality of the docking results. In

every docking run the methyl group was bound in the small

binding pocket formed by the residues Val60, Phe113 and

Ile146 (Fig. 6). The aromatic ring was coordinated in the large

binding pocket which is built by the residues His53*, Tyr58,

Arg126*, Val148 and Trp183. Although (S)-�-MBA-PLP

could be docked without clashes, the enantioselectivity can

be explained by the orientation of (R)-�-MBA-PLP and (S)-

�-MBA-PLP to the catalytically active lysine residue. This

residue initiates the deamination reaction by

deprotonation and is only at a reasonable

distance (2.8 Å) for abstraction of the

proton from (R)-�-MBA-PLP which points

directly towards the Lys179 N" atom. In

contrast, the proton of (S)-�-MBA-PLP

points in the opposite direction and cannot

be abstracted by Lys179.

3.6. Active-site comparison

Whereas the binding of the cofactor and

the backbone are conserved, a comparison

of the active-site residues responsible for

substrate recognition of the (R)-selective

amine transaminases (R-ATAs) with the

active sites of BCATs and d-ATAs shows

clearly that no amino-acid residues other

than the catalytic Lys179 and Glu212 are

conserved (Fig. 7). When considering
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Figure 6
Active-site architecture. The residues forming the small binding pocket
are shown in green and the amino-acid residues responsible for forming
the large binding pocket are shown in blue (residues which originate from
the other subunit are shown in dark blue and are marked with asterisks;
PLP-binding residues are coloured violet).

Figure 7
Stereo representation of the active-site comparison between the (R)-selective amine
transaminase from A. fumigatus (green), d-amino acid aminotransferase (PDB entry 3lqs;
cyan) and branched-chain amino-acid aminotransferase (PDB entry 1wrv; violet). The inter-
domain loop is omitted for clarity.



substrates to be converted by (R)-selective amine transami-

nases, the substitution of the carboxyl group by a methyl group

inverts the priority according to the Cahn–Ingold–Prelog rule.

Hence, the active-site architecture, based on the definition of

the small and large pockets, was postulated to be more similar

to the BCATs than to the d-ATAs. This can now be verified by

the crystal structure with the docking analysis (see x3.5) as well

as the sequence motif Y/(F)VZ (with Z preferably being

glutamate) postulated to be an important feature in the

structural design of the active site of (R)-selective amine

transaminases (Höhne et al., 2010). Whereas the large pocket

of the d-ATAs is mostly built by small hydrophobic residues,

the pocket volume is reduced in BCATs and in the (R)-

selective amine transaminase by bulky amino-acid residues

(Fig. 8). A search of the DALI secondary-structure database

(Holm & Rosenström, 2010) revealed the inter-domain loop

as an active-site limiting feature. The loop in question is two

amino-acid residues longer than the equivalent loop found in

d-ATAs and therefore contributes to the small binding pocket

of the active site. Whereas the small pocket of the d-ATAs

harbours predominantly positively charged residues to coor-

dinate the carboxylate group, in BCATs and R-ATAs aromatic

side chains form a hydrophobic environment for the mostly

hydrophobic substituents that are accepted. As mentioned

above, the entrance of the active site of the R-ATAs is limited

by the active-site loop. Interestingly, similar to dual substrate

recognition by the (S)-amine transaminase (Steffen-Munsberg

et al., 2013), the active-site loop of the R-ATA also has a highly

flexible Arg126 (slightly increased B factors and two alter-

native conformations of residues Arg126, Gly127 and Ser128).

By flipping in and out of the active site, Arg126 could facilitate

the coordination of the negatively charged carboxylate of the

amino acceptor pyruvate as well as the binding of uncharged

substrate in the same pocket of the active site. This assumption

needs to be investigated further via mutagenesis.

4. Conclusion

In the era of rational protein design, crystal structure or NMR

analyses at atomic resolution are the most valuable tools for

protein-engineering experiments. The crystal structure of

the (R)-selective amine transaminase elucidated here for the

enzyme from A. fumigatus provides essential information and

insights into understanding how substrate recognition occurs

in (R)-selective amine transaminases and distinguishes them

from other enzymes of fold class IV. For further understanding

of substrate binding and enantioselectivity, soaking and co-

crystallization experiments are in progress.

Note added in proof. A crystal structure analysis of the (R)-

selective !-transaminase from Aspergillus terreus has recently

been published (Lyskowski et al., 2014).
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Chiral amines are important precursors for the pharmaceutical and fine-

chemical industries. Because of this, the demand for enantiopure amines is

currently increasing. Amine transaminases can produce a large spectrum of

chiral amines in the (R)- or (S)-configuration, depending on their substrate

scope and stereo-preference, by converting a prochiral ketone into the chi-

ral amine while using alanine as the amine donor producing pyruvate as an

a-keto acid product. In order to guide the protein engineering of transam-

inases to improve substrate specificity and enantioselectivity, we carried out

a crystal structure analysis at 1.6  A resolution of the (R)-amine transami-

nase from Aspergillus fumigatus with the bound inhibitor gabaculine. This

revealed that Arg126 has an important role in the dual substrate recogni-

tion of this enzyme because mutating this residue to alanine reduced sub-

stantially the ability of the enzyme to use pyruvate as an amino acceptor.

Database

Coordinates and structure factors have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank under

accession code 4UUG.

Introduction

Amines are important building blocks for a range of

pharmaceuticals, fine-chemicals and agrochemicals

[1]. Although several chemical methods to produce

chiral amines have been developed, biocatalytic

routes have become increasingly important. In the

past few years, many amine transaminases (ATA)

with complementary enantio-preferences have been

discovered [1–3] and protein engineering has enabled

substantial alteration of the substrate scope, as

shown for the large-scale synthesis of Sitagliptin [4].

These enzymes are the most suitable for making chi-

ral amines because they can form optically pure

amines from a racemic mixture at kinetic resolutions

or, in the asymmetric synthesis mode, from ketones

usually using alanine/pyruvate as the donor/acceptor

pair. Various improvements in asymmetric synthesis

have been made to increase the yield of amine for-

mation [5,6].

Abbreviations

ATA, amine transaminase; mCPP, m-carboxyphenylpyridoxamine phosphate; PDB, Protein Data Bank; PLP, pyridoxal-50-phosphate.
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Depending upon their substrate scope, transaminases

can be divided into a-, x- and amine transaminases [7].

a-Transaminases convert substrates with the amino

group in an alpha position to the carboxylate. x-Trans-

aminases may have several carbon atoms between the

carboxylate and the terminal amino group [8]. ATAs

are able to convert ketones directly, so a carboxylate is

not required. All transaminases are pyridoxal-50-phos-

phate (PLP)-dependent enzymes that transfer an amino

group from an amino donor to an amino receptor. In

the seven different PLP-depending fold classes, trans-

aminases are located in fold classes I and IV [9–12].

Transamination takes place in two half reactions. In

the first half reaction, the amino group is transferred

from an amino donor to the cofactor PLP via several

intermediates. The corresponding ketone or a-keto acid

of the amino donor is released and pyridoxamine-

50-phosphate is formed. In the second half-reaction, the

amino group is transferred from pyridoxamine-50-phos-

phate via the same types of intermediates in the reverse

order to the amino acceptor. This is converted into the

amine or amino acid and PLP is regenerated [9,13].

a-Transaminases commonly use amino acids like

aspartate or alanine as an amino donor [14]. Even if ala-

nine is not the preferred amino donor, x-transaminases,

as well as ATAs, can use alanine as the donor [15,16].

Dual recognition is the ability of the transaminase to

use the same substrate-binding pocket by accepting

hydrophobic (e.g. phenyl group) as well as hydrophilic

(e.g. carboxylic group) substituents [17]. This phenome-

non has been described for different types of transamin-

ases and has been reported for branched-chain amino

acid transaminases and (S)-selective ATAs. Branched-

chain amino acid transaminases, which belong to fold

class IV, use hydrophilic residues to coordinate the car-

boxylate at the border of the large binding pocket, but

the main hydrophobic character of this pocket is main-

tained [2,17]. Dual substrate recognitions have also been

reported in fold class I, where (S)-ATAs and aromatic

amino acid aminotransferases are grouped. For the aro-

matic amino acid aminotransferase from Paracoc-

cus denitrificans, loop rearrangements with

conformational changes of side chains in the active site

caused by the type of substrate are known [17]. In the

(S)-ATA from Silicibacte pomeroyi [Protein Data Bank

(PDB) code: 3HMU] movement of the amino acid resi-

due Arg417 has been described [18]. Depending on the

substrate, either L-alanine or a-methylbenzylamine (a-

MBA) is bound, and Arg417 flips in or out of the active

site to constitute hydrogen bonding with the carboxylate

of L-alanine.

(R)-ATAs, which belong to fold class IV, also show

dual substrate recognition, and can use a-MBA as well

as D-alanine as an amino donor, similarly to (S)-selec-

tive ATAs [15,19].

To investigate this dual substrate recognition in

detail for (R)-ATA, a thorough knowledge of the

protein structure is necessary. Whereas structures of

a-transaminases and (S)-ATA are well documented in

the literature and the protein structure database

[18,20,21], until recently, the structures of (R)-ATA

were missing. Homology models [4] and substrate

scope studies [15] provided a hint of the overall fold

and the active site, but not a reliable explanation of

dual substrate recognition.

Recently, we reported the crystal structure of the

(R)-ATA from Aspergillus fumigatus (PDB code:

4CHI) [22]. Two additional structures have been

published in the meantime for the (R)-ATAs from

Aspergillus terreus (PDB code: 4CE5) [23] and Nec-

tria haematococca (PDB codes: 4CMD and 4CMF)

[24]. Detailed analysis of the protein structures –espe-

cially to understand dual substrate recognition –

requires inhibitors such as gabaculine to be bound to

the active site. Gabaculine (5-amino-1,3-cyclohexadie-

nylcarboxylic acid) is a neurotoxic natural product

from Streptomyces toyocaenis [25] and is known to be

a covalent inhibitor for transaminases. During the

transamination of gabaculine, a cyclohexatrienyl sys-

tem, which is bound to the cofactor PLP, is formed.

After spontaneous aromatization, m-carboxyphenyl-

pyridoxamine phosphate (mCPP, Scheme 1) is formed

and this finally inhibits the enzyme irreversibly [26].

To date, the substrate recognition and selectivity of

(R)-ATAs have been discussed based on the structural

determination of a gabaculine complex (PDB code:

4CMF) [24], but only in comparison with structural

and mutational data for a related enzyme (PDB code:

4CE5) [23]. These studies resulted in different models

of substrate recognition.

Scheme 1. Structure of m-carboxyphenylpyridoxamine phosphate

(mCPP).
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Here, we report the crystal structure of the (R)-ATA

from A. fumigatus with the bound inhibitor gabacu-

line, as well as mutational studies of the same enzyme

to clarify the dual substrate recognition phenomenon

for (R)-ATAs.

Results

Inhibitor binding to the active site

Crystal structure analysis of the ATA from A. fumiga-

tus with bound gabaculine was carried out to obtain

detailed insight into substrate recognition. Crystals of

the native enzyme crystallized in the trigonal space

group P3121 and were soaked with gabaculine to form

the covalent inhibitor-adduct mCPP. The resulting

crystal structure could be solved and refined to a reso-

lution of 1.6 �A. The asymmetric unit contains two

monomers forming a homodimer (Fig. 1) displaying a

fold typical of class IV PLP-dependent enzymes. Each

monomer contributes to the active site of the other by

providing an active-site loop (Gly121–Asn135). Mono-

mer B with the active-site loop of monomer A forms a

closed active-site loop conformation, whereas mono-

mer A with the loop contributed by monomer B is pre-

dominantly in an open conformation (occupancy of

0.7). However, some residues (besides Gly127–Asp132)

of the active-site loop of monomer B can be traced in

the electron-density maps with a low occupancy of 0.3

in the closed conformation. Superposition of these dif-

ferent loop conformations of the monomers showed

that the main difference in the backbone folding is

restricted to the active-site loop only (rmsd on Ca:

1.5 �A; Fig. 2).

The inhibitor is clearly bound in both monomers

with full occupancy in monomer B and an occupancy

of 0.8 for the benzoic acid moiety in monomer A,

owing to minor conformational disorder. However,

they display the same overall orientation in the active

site (rmsd on all atoms: 0.09 �A). These two states dif-

fer only in the orientation of the carboxylate (C7),

which rotates in the open form (Fig. 3). Both states

are in agreement with the previously reported classifi-

cation of the small and the large binding pockets [22].

The C-atoms C11–C12 of the benzoic acid moiety are

surrounded by the small binding pocket which is

formed by the hydrophobic residues Val60, Phe113

and Leu146, whereas the C-atoms C8, C9, C13 and

the steric-demanding carboxylate are coordinated by

His53*, Arg126* (*both of the adjacent monomer) and

Tyr58; Val148 and Trp183 compose the large binding

pocket. The carboxylate of mCPP is coordinated by

residues His53* and Tyr58 of the large binding pocket

via a water molecule (Fig. 4). The proposed responsi-

ble residue Arg126* for the dual substrate recognition

has a direct distance of 3.8 �A to the carboxylate of

mCPP. However, here, coordination is also facilitated

via a water molecule (Fig. 4).

Fig. 1. Overall presentation of the (R)-ATA from

Aspergillus fumigatus with mCPP atoms shown as van der Waal’s

spheres (color code: carbon, yellow; oxygen, red; nitrogen, blue).

Fig. 2. Comparison of the open and closed active-site loop

conformation by superposition of monomers A and B. In the closed

loop conformation (green) R126 forms a water-mediated salt bridge

with the carboxylate of mCPP (shown as stick model in yellow).

The open loop conformation (orange) is stabilized by an alternative

salt bridge of Arg126 with the carboxylate of Asp132 (R126-Ng1–

D132-Od2 3.1 �A). The Ca position of Arg126 is shifted by ~ 11.2 �A.

Hydrogen bonds are indicated by stippled lines.
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Influence of the Arg126Ala mutation on the

substrate recognition

To obtain deeper insight into the dual substrate rec-

ognition of the (R)-ATA from A. fumigatus, the

Arg126Ala variant was generated to investigate the

influence of this residue on the conversion of differ-

ent compounds because this arginine might have a

similar function as Arg417 reported previously for

the (S)-ATA from Silicibacter pomeroyi [18]. The

mutant was generated by a MegaWhop-PCR, over-

expressed in Escherichia coli, purified and analyzed

using the acetophenone assay [27] for its ability to

accept pyruvate, succinic semialdehyde, 2-butanone,

2-pentanone or pentanal. A comparison of the spe-

cific activities of the wild-type and the Arg126Ala

variant for the five amino acceptors revealed that

the activity of the Arg126Ala for pyruvate is signifi-

cantly reduced to only residual activity (3%) com-

pared with the wild-type. Also, the activity against

pentanal is reduced; nevertheless, it is higher than

the activity for pyruvate. The low activity towards

the other substrates remained almost unaffected

(Fig. 5).

Metal-binding sites

At the surface of monomer B, a metal ion was obser-

ved with an octahedral coordination sphere established

by three water molecules (2.37–2.40 �A), two carbonyl

A B

Fig. 3. The 2Fo  Fc electron-density

maps contoured at 1r of the mCPP. (A)

mCPP in the open active-site loop

conformation. Note alternative

conformations of the carboxylate on top.

(B) mCPP in the closed active-site loop

conformation with the view rotated about

90°.

Fig. 4. Presentation of the active site with bound mCPP (yellow)

showing the coordination of the carboxylate mediated via water

molecules to the residues Arg126*, His53* and Y58. Distances are

displayed in �A. Residues defining the small binding pocket are

shown in green and those defining the large binding pocket in light

blue. The catalytic Lys179 is shown in orange.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the relative activity of the (R)-ATA from

Aspergillus fumigatius with different amino acceptors. All data are

given relative to the wild-type activity with pyruvate as amino

acceptor (100% = 1105 mU!mg–1 protein).
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O-atoms of Leu133 and Asn136 (2.20–2.33 �A), and the

side chain of Asn137 (2.42 �A). Refinement could not

discriminate between the isoelectronic ions of Na+ or

Mg2+. The distances of the coordination sphere are

suitable for Mg2+, but Na+ was defined because of the

high concentration for crystallization. This coordination

site is only possible with the open loop conformation,

which is stabilized by crystal contacts. Thus, enzymatic

activity is not depending on this putative metal-binding

site.

Discussion

Recently, an inhibitor structure of the (R)-ATA from

Nectria haematococca (PDB code: 4CMF) was pub-

lished by the Littlechild group [25]. The sequence iden-

tity of this transaminase to the here-reported enzyme

is 69.1%. In the crystal structure of 4CMF, the

Arg126 of the active-site loop – whose guanidinium

group is within 5.5 �A of the carboxylate of the mCPP

– is not important for the binding of the carboxylate

[24].

In the here-reported inhibitor complex of (R)—ATA

from A. fumigatus (PDB code: 4UUG), the mCPP

conformation differs significantly compared with

4CMF. The dihedral angles C4–C4A–N9–C10

(Scheme 1) of these two conformations differ by ~ 17°,

and the carboxylate C-atom C7 is displaced by

~ 2.7 �A. In the Nectria haematococca enzyme the

mCPP and the pyridoxine are almost in plane to each

other, but these planes are at an angle of ~ 140° in the

mCPP of the A. fumigatus enzyme (Fig. 6). This bend

in the inhibitor complex of (R)-ATA from A. fumiga-

tus results in a relaxed orientation in the active site

without clashes with amino acid side chains. By con-

trast, some distances that are too short are observed in

4CMF, most probably due to some disorder caused by

alternative conformations (e.g. Phe113 in Fig. 6).

In addition, compared with 4CMF, the side chain of

the Arg126 of 4UUG is closer to the carboxylate of

mCPP by 1.7 �A and forms a weak salt bridge (Ne–O2

3.8 �A, Fig. 6). This interaction is supported by bridg-

ing hydrogen bonds via water molecules to the argi-

nine side chain and the carboxylate of mCPP (Fig. 4).

The closed active-site loop allows only one distinct

conformation of the carboxylate, whereas in the open

form at least one additional conformation is observed

due to more space and weaker alternative interactions

(Fig. 3).

The conformation of the open active-site loop

(Fig. 2) is stabilized by contacts to symmetry mates.

The closed active-site loop is not influenced by any

packing contacts, assuming a distinct active-site func-

tion. In the case of (S)-selective ATAs and aromatic

amino acid transaminases, which both belong to fold

class I, positional changes of the arginine are observed.

Arginine flips into the active site to facilitate coordina-

tion to carboxylated substrates, but is not involved in

binding of hydrophobic substrates [28,29]. Comparison

of our results with (S)-selective ATAs and the aro-

matic amino acid transaminase is difficult, because

these structures belong to fold class I, whereas the

ATA from A. fumigatus belongs to fold class IV. Nev-

ertheless, a loop movement is observed in both fold

classes [20]. In the ATA from A. fumigatus the open

active-site loop broadens the entrance to the active site

significantly, stabilized by a hydrogen bond between

Arg126 and Asp132. This is probably an artificial state

induced and stabilized by crystal contacts, but it might

be essential for the open conformation of the active-

site loop. This assumption needs further investigation

to prove the dual substrate recognition of (R)-selective

ATAs with hydrophobic substrates.

The distinct importance of Arg126 of the active-site

loop for binding carboxylated substrates is confirmed

Fig. 6. Superposition of the inhibitor structures of (R)-selective

amine transaminase from Aspergillus fumigatus and Nectria

haematococca showing two different conformations of mCPP.

Yellow C atoms: mCPP in chain B of the Aspergillus fumigatus

enzyme; green C atoms: mCPP in chain A of the Nectria

haematococca enzyme (rmsd on all atoms 0.85 �A). Note the

alternative positions of Phe113. N and O atoms in both structures

are blue and red, respectively.
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by the Arg126Ala variant. This enzyme variant shows

a significant decrease to a residual activity of 3%

towards pyruvate compared with the wild-type enzyme.

The Arg128Ala variant of the ATA from A. terreus, as

reported by the Steiner group [23], also supports our

observations. Mutations of the flipping arginine of (S)-

selective ATAs [29] have no significant effect on the

activity towards nonpolar amino acceptors, whereas

the substrate recognition of nonpolar amino acceptors

in (R)-selective ATAs requires additional interactions,

as indicated by the loss of activity against pentanal.

Interestingly, whereas Arg126 seems to play no

important role in the fixed carboxylate-binding posi-

tion in Nectria haematococca, our crystal structure

analysis of the inhibitor complex, our kinetic data and

the results from the Steiner group [23] support the

importance of Arg126 of the active-site loop in deter-

mining a carboxylate-binding position in the (R)-selec-

tive ATA from A. fumigatus.

Conclusion

The crystal structure of the ATA from A. fumigatus

was solved with the bound inhibitor gabaculine to a

resolution of 1.6 �A. The orientation and binding of

the carboxylate of pyruvate are facilitated by Arg126

via water molecules. Furthermore, mutagenesis of this

arginine present in the active-site loop to alanine

results in substantially reduced activity with pyruvate

as the amino acceptor. Hence, we conclude that

Arg126 is required to finalize substrate recognition and

is important for dual substrate recognition in the (R)-

ATA from A. fumigatus.

Materials and methods

Chemicals and materials

All chemicals were purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzer-

land), Sigma (Steinheim, Germany), Merck (Darmstadt,

Germany), VWR (Hannover, Germany) or Carl Roth (Kar-

lsruhe, Germany) and were used without further purifica-

tion, unless otherwise specified. Polymerases were obtained

from New England Biolabs GmbH (NEB, Frankfurt am

Main, Germany) and primers were ordered from Invitrogen

(Life Technologies GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany).

Cloning and mutagenesis

Mutagenesis was performed using the gene encoding the

ATA from A. fumigatus, which has a C-terminal His tag and

was cloned into a pET22b plasmid [2]. The mutant Arg126

Ala was generated by a MegaWhop-PCR. The following

primers were used: specific primer for the mutant Arg126

Ala: CTTCCGGTTTAGAACCCGCAACACCGGTCAG

and the T7 forward primer: TAATACGACTCACTA

TAGGG. After digestion of the wild-type plasmid, the

mutated plasmid was transformed into competent E. coli

Top10 cells. The cells were plated on Luria–Bertani–agar

plates with 0.1 mg mL–1 ampicillin. After overnight culture

at 37 °C colonies were picked and the plasmid was isolated

using the innuPREP Plasmid Mini Kit from Analytik Jena

(Jena, Germany). Sequencing was performed by Eurofins

MWG GmbH (Ebersberg, Germany). Finally, the plasmid

was transformed into E. coli BL21-competent cells.

Expression, purification and desalting

Expression, purification and desalting of the Arg126Ala

variant were performed as described for the wild-type

enzyme [30]. The protein content was determined by the

BCA assay using a Varian Cary 50 Bio spectrophotometer.

Activity test

The activity of the wild-type and the Arg126Ala variant

was determined by the acetophenone assay [27]. The ability

to process succinic semialdehyde, pentanal, 2-butanone or

2-pentanone as an amino acceptor was investigated by

measuring the activity of the variant and the wild-type with

a-MBA as the amino donor at 254 nm. Amino acceptors

and a-MBA were used at a concentration of 2.5 mM.

Crystallization and inhibitor soaking

Crystals were obtained by the hanging-drop method and

with a reservoir solution containing 0.1 M sodium acetate,

Table 1. Data collection and processing statistic. Values in

parentheses are for the highest resolution shell.

X-ray source BL14.1, BESSY II

Detector Pilatus 6M

Wavelength (�A) 0.91841

Temperature (K) 100

Space group P3121

a = b/c (�A) 144.4/96.1

Resolution range (�A) 47.28–1.6 (1.63–1.60)

Unique reflections 151504 (7496)

Redundancy 4.5 (4.5)

Rmerge (%) 5.8 (66.8)

Rmeas (%) 6.6 (75.7)

Rpim (%) 3.1 (35.3)

<I/r(I)> 16.1 (2.3)

CC½ (%) 99.9 (75.6)

Completeness (%) 99.9 (99.8)

Wilson B factor (�A²) 26.7

Total rotation/increment (°) 80/0.2
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pH 4.6, and 2.0 M sodium formate. The crystallization

drop contained an equal volume of reservoir solution

and protein solution. The concentration of the protein

solution used was 12.2 mg mL–1. The obtained crystals

had only a slight yellow color, and because of this they

were first transferred to a solution containing 10%

2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol, 0.1 M sodium acetate pH 4.6,

2.0 M sodium formate and 0.1 mM PLP to ensure full

occupation of the cofactor. After 15 min, the crystals

obtained a much brighter yellow color and were trans-

ferred to a solution containing 10% 2-methyl-2,4-pentane-

diol, 0.1 M sodium acetate pH 4.6, 2.0 M sodium formate

and 0.1 mM gabaculine. This solution had cryo-protectant

properties.

Data collection and structure determination

X-Ray diffraction data were collected at 100 K on beam-

line 14.1 at the BESSY II synchrotron (Berlin, Germany).

All diffraction images were indexed and integrated with XDS

[31], scaling and calculation of the structure factors was

performed with AIMLESS [32]. Data collection and processing

statistics are summarized in Table 1.

The structure was solved with Molecular Replacement

using the program PHASER [33]. The structure of the apoen-

zyme from A. fumigatus (PDB code: 4CHI) served as a

template [22]. The ligand was built manually into the

Fo ! Fc electron-density map with COOT [34]. Occupancies

of the mCPP were determined by adapting the B factors to

neighboring amino acid residues. Refinement was carried

out with REFMAC5 including TLS segments [35]. The quality

of the refined protein model was validated using MOLPROBITY

[36]. Refinement statistics are listed in Table 2. All molecu-

lar graphics were prepared using PYMOL [37].
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Artikel IV 



Two Subtle Amino Acid Changes in a Transaminase
Substantially Enhance or Invert Enantiopreference in
Cascade Syntheses

Lilly Skalden,[a] Christin Peters,[a] Jonathan Dickerhoff,[b] Alberto Nobili,[a] Henk-Jan Joosten,[c]

Klaus Weisz,[b] Matthias Hçhne,[d] and Uwe T. Bornscheuer*[a]

Amine transaminases (ATAs) are powerful enzymes for the ste-

reospecific production of chiral amines. However, the synthesis

of amines incorporating more than one stereocenter is still a

challenge. We developed a cascade synthesis to access optical-

ly active 3-alkyl-substituted chiral amines by combining two

asymmetric synthesis steps catalyzed by an enoate reductase

and ATAs. The ATA wild type from Vibrio fluvialis showed only

modest enantioselectivity (14% de) in the amination of (S)-3-

methylcyclohexanone, the product of the enoate-reductase-

catalyzed reaction step. However, by protein engineering we

created two variants with substantially improved diastereo-

selectivities: variant Leu56Val exhibited a higher R selectivity

(66% de) whereas the Leu56Ile substitution caused a switch in

enantiopreference to furnish the S-configured diastereomer

(70% de). Addition of 30% DMSO further improved the selec-

tivity and facilitated the synthesis of (1R,3S)-1-amino-3-methyl-

cyclohexane with 89% de at 87% conversion.

The enantioselective synthesis of chiral primary amines has ad-

vanced remarkably during the last decade,[1] and some enzy-

matic processes can now outperform well-established chemical

processes. One benchmark example is the manufacture of Sita-

gliptin, the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) of Januvia,

which demonstrates the potential of amine transaminase tech-

nology.[2]

Many APIs contain multiple stereocenters, and their prepara-

tion is therefore challenging. An elegant solution with regard

to atom economy is the combination of different (bio)catalytic

asymmetric synthesis reactions facilitating the stepwise crea-

tion of several stereogenic centers. If reaction conditions are

compatible, the synthesis can be carried out as a one-pot cas-

cade reaction. This biomimetic approach represents an exciting

recent development in “white biotechnology”.[3] In a cascade,

intermediate downstream and purification steps are unneces-

sary, and so cascades also represent a very promising approach

from a green chemistry point of view. For example, Sehl et al.

used the combination of a thiamine diphosphate (ThDP)-de-

pendent acetohydroxy acid synthase and amine transaminases

to produce the 1,2-amino alcohols pseudo- and norpseudo-

ephedrine.[4] Several other cascades with up to 13 different en-

zymes have been reported recently, thus showing the general

applicability of this strategy.[5] A great advantage is the modu-

larity of this approach, because different combinations of en-

zymes with distinct enantiopreferences result in a spectrum of

products with different diastereomeric configurations.

We were interested in the synthesis of ring-substituted exo-

cyclic amines because they are employed as building blocks

for the production of pharmaceuticals and fine chemicals.[6]

Typically, in reactions employing ATAs, acyclic ketones contain-

ing one large and one small substituent apiece have been

used as substrates,[7] and the molecular mechanisms governing

substrate recognition and enantioselectivity are fairly well un-

derstood: the active sites of an R- and an S-selective ATA differ

in the localization of the small and the large binding pocket,

thus forcing the ketone into one specific binding mode, lead-

ing to the formation of a distinct amine enantiomer.

In contrast, only a few reports on the amination of (substi-

tuted) cyclic ketones have been published.[6b,8] Structurally,

cyclic ketones are challenging with respect to activity and ste-

reoselectivity[9] because they do not possess the well-defined

large and small substituents that are usually important for ach-

ieving highly selective transamination. A few cyclic substrates

with large substituents (e.g. , 2-(1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)-1-meth-

ylpiperidin-4-one,[6b] 2-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)ethoxy]cyclo-

hexanone,[6a] or methyl (3-oxocyclohexyl)acetate[8]) were inves-

tigated recently, but cyclic compounds only bearing single

small alkyl substituents have not been explored. Therefore, we

envisioned the synthesis of 1-amino-3-methylcyclohexanes (3)

as model compounds by combining two asymmetric synthesis

steps based on 1) an enoate reductase (ERED), and 2) an amine

transaminase and starting from 3-methylcyclohex-2-enone (1,

Scheme 1).

An efficient cascade requires: 1) a highly enantioselective

ERED, 2) that the precursor 1 should not be an ATA substrate

(or otherwise, 1 must be fully consumed in the first step), to

avoid the formation of byproducts, and 3) that the ATA should

introduce the amino group with the desired enantiopreference
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and with high enantioselectivity, preferentially regardless of

the configuration of the 3-methyl group. Enoate reductases,

which are flavin-mononucleotide-containing (FMN-containing)

NAD(P)H-dependent oxidoreductases, are well known to con-

vert a/b-unsaturated ketones or aldehydes into the corre-

sponding enantiopure compounds.[10] ATAs introduce amine

groups, often with excellent enantioselectivities,[7b, 11] into a

wide range of ketones, but enantioselectivity drops drastically

if the size difference between the two substituents on either

side of the carbonyl group is too small or if the ketones are

small cyclic molecules such as our target ketone 2. If (dia)ste-

reoselectivity is not sufficient for a ketone bearing a chiral

center in the a- or b-position, this can in principle be improved

by protein engineering. One example was shown by Limanto

et al. , who used ATA to convert 2-[2-(3,4-dimethoxyphenyl)-

ethoxy]cyclohexanone;[6a] after three rounds of evolution selec-

tive enzymes for both chiral centers were found.

The aim of this work was to demonstrate the applicability of

the envisioned cascade and, in this context, to identify enan-

tiocomplementary ATAs, preferably with high stereoselectivity

towards 2. Identification of suitable ATAs can be achieved by

methods of protein discovery[7b,12] and protein engineer-

ing,[2a,13] which can be guided by bioinformatics tools. One of

these tools is the 3DM software package, which connects

a high-quality, structure-guided sequence alignment of a pro-

tein superfamily[14] with bioinformatics analysis tools. 3DM inte-

grates data from various sources, including sequences, struc-

tural information, protein ligand contacts, and mutational data

from the literature, using a unified amino acid residue number-

ing system for all proteins. We have previously used this plat-

form to guide the degree of randomization for the creation of

“small, but smart” libraries in multiple-site saturation mutagen-

esis experiments.[15] In this work, we have used information

from 3DM to guide the identification of variants of the ATA

from Vibrio fluvialis (ATA-Vfl) with suitable stereoselectivity and

enantiopreference for the synthesis of different diastereomers

of 3, because an initial screening had identified this ATA as

having sufficient activity. Unfortunately, ATA-Vfl exhibited only

moderate selectivity, with rac-2 having been fully converted

after 18 h. The observed compo-

sition of 30:26:40:4 for the four

amine diastereomers 3a–3d

clearly shows a low enantioselec-

tivity in the amination reaction.

Remarkably, the ratios of the

(1R)- to the (1S)-amines of 30:26

and 40:4 indicate that ATA-Vfl in-

troduces the amino group with

R enantiopreference (see below;

Figure S4A and B in the Sup-

porting Information). This is in

contrast with the well-docu-

mented[16] S enantiopreference

of ATA-Vfl and the previously re-

ported high S selectivity in the

conversion of the related six-

membered cyclic ketone methyl

(3-oxocyclohexyl)acetate.[8] Obviously, the type and size of sub-

stituents at the b-position in a cyclic ketone such as 2 strongly

influence enantioselectivity and -preference in the amination

reaction.

To identify amino acid positions governing enantioselectivity,

we modeled the internal aldimine intermediate of 2 into the

structure of ATA-Vfl by using YASARA[17] (Figure 1A). From

visual inspection, we chose Leu56 as target for mutagenesis

because its side chain would be in contact with the methyl

substituent in the PLP intermediates of 3b and 3c, so muta-

tions of Leu56 might induce a change in selectivity. Analysis of

the amino acid distribution at position 56 by use of the 3DM

database[14] identified six amino acids (Ile, Val, Ala, Trp, Tyr, Phe)

besides leucine as most frequently occurring in PLP fold type I

proteins (Figure 1B). In a subset containing only subfamilies

harboring S-selective ATA sequences, leucine is found in 90%

of the sequences. These six mutants were generated by Mega-

Whop PCR, overexpressed in E. coli Bl21 (DE3), and purified by

His-tag affinity chromatography (Figures S1–S3). Only the

Leu56Ile, Leu56Val, and Leu56Ala mutants showed sufficient

activity. Because of its lower activity, in combination with enan-

tioselectivities that were similar to those of the Leu56Val

mutant, the Leu56Ala mutant was also excluded.

GC analysis revealed that variant Leu56Ile showed an im-

proved 1R enantioselectivity in the amination of the R enantio-

mer of rac-2 (Table 1, entry 2). Interestingly, the enzyme ami-

nated (S)-2 with inverted enantiopreference. The Leu56Val mu-

tation improved the R enantioselectivity in the amination of

(S)-2, but had no effect on the R enantiomer of 2 (Table 1,

entry 3, Figure S4B). In the case of 2, the carbonyl group is

part of a flexible aliphatic ring: 2 is an almost symmetric com-

pound because only a small methyl group is present in the b-

position. Thus, the typical steric constraints originating from

the interaction of a substrate bearing well-defined small and

large substituents with the enzyme’s active site[7a,16b] do not

apply for 2. This difference could lead to the switch of the

commonly observed stereoselectivity of the ATA from V. fluvia-

lis resulting in the R configuration here. We were thus able to

show that subtle changes in the active site geometry produced

Scheme 1. The combination of an ERED with an ATA in a cascade reaction enables access to optically pure

1-amino-3-methylcyclohexanes. Glucose dehydrogenase (GDH) can be used for cofactor recycling in the ERED-cat-

alyzed reaction, whereas lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and GDH allow a shift of the equilibrium in the ATA-cata-

lyzed reaction. Note that different combinations of EREDs and ATAs with complementary enantiopreferences are

required to obtain all four diastereomers. The boxed diastereomers were obtained in this study.
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by small side chain variations at position 56 (located at the

boundary of the two binding pockets) significantly affected

diastereoselectivity.

To provide access to highly optically pure diastereomers, we

then investigated the one-pot reaction starting with the reduc-

tion of the a/b-unsaturated ketone 1 by using the enoate

reductases from Saccharomyces carlsbergensis (OYE) or from

Pseudomonas putida (XenB). This afforded optically pure (S)-2

with >99% ee[18] (Figure S8). Because OYE showed quantitative

conversion, this enzyme was used for further investigations. To

shift the equilibrium of the amination reaction, the well-estab-

lished lactate dehydrogenase/glucose dehydrogenase (LDH/

GDH) system was used;[16a,19] it also served to recycle the

NADPH required for the ERED. Interestingly, 1 was not convert-

ed by ATAs, so the process could be performed as a cascade

reaction in a simultaneous mode (both enzymes being present

from the beginning). This setup was used in all subsequent ex-

periments. In accordance with

the results described above, ap-

plication of the Leu56Val variant

increased the diastereomeric

purity of (1R,3S)-3a from 14% de

(WT) to 65% de (mutant). In con-

trast, the mutant Leu56Ile gave

the (1S,3S)-amine 3b with 70%

de (Table 1, entries 8 and 9, Fig-

ures S5–S7).

Because the ERED reaction ex-

clusively produced the S enan-

tiomer of 2, it was possible to

quantify the selectivity of the

amine transaminase by deter-

mining the ratio of cis and trans

products 3a and 3b. All 1H NMR

resonances of both diastereo-

mers in the mixture were as-

signed through DQF-COSY ex-

periments. The downfield-shifted H1 protons of the cis and the

trans diastereomer significantly differ in their chemical shifts,

by nearly 0.5 ppm, and were subsequently used for a stereo-

chemical assignment with a one-dimensional NOESY version

employing selective refocusing (Figure 2). Thus, on excitation

of the H1 resonance at 2.62 ppm in the selective 1D NOESY ex-

periment, NOEs develop for H3 and H5a as well as for the two

directly neighboring H2a and H6a protons (Figure 2B). This

places H1 and H3 on the same side of the cyclohexane ring

system in close proximity, thus confirming the cis form with

both substituents being in an equatorial position. On the other

hand, upon excitation of the other H1 resonance at 3.08 ppm

a noticeable NOE develops for the methyl group at position 7

in addition to the two H2a and H6a neighboring protons (Fig-

ure 2C). These NOEs, indicative of short interproton distances,

reveal a trans configuration with the methyl group oriented on

the same side as H1. Based on the unambiguous assignment

Figure 1. A) View of the active site of ATA-Vfl together with the modeled external aldimine of 2. The PLP intermediate and Leu56 are shown as magenta and

green sticks, respectively. The cyan spheres indicate which hydrogen atom is replaced by a methyl group if one of the amines 3a–3d is bound to PLP. Note

that the side-chain Arg415 can also adopt a conformation flipping outside the active site.[20] B) Amino acid distribution of PLP fold type I proteins at position

56 of ATA-Vfl. In the 3DM database this position corresponds to number 46.

Table 1. Diastereomeric purities of the products of the transamination of substrate 2 and of the simultaneous

cascade reactions starting from 1 with employment of OYE as the ERED and ATA-Vfl or its mutants in the ab-

sence or presence of the organic solvents DMF or DMSO.

Diastereomeric composition

Enzyme Substrate DMSO DMF t 3a 3b 3c 3d de Conversion

[%] [%] [h] (1R,3S) (1S,3S) (1R,3R) (1S,3R) [%][a] [%]

1 ATA-Vfl rac-2 0 1 18 30 26 40 4 n.a. 99

2 ATA Leu56Ile rac-2 0 1 18 7 47 46 n.d. n.a. 99

3 ATA Leu56Val rac-2 0 1 18 40 16 39 5 n.a. 99

4 OYE+ATA-Vfl 1 1 0 48 56 44 n.d. n.d. 12 99

5 OYE+ATA Leu56Ile 1 1 0 48 14 86 n.d. n.d. 71 97

6 OYE+ATA Leu56Val 1 1 0 48 83 17 n.d. n.d. 66 99

7 OYE+ATA-Vfl 1 0 1 48 57 43 n.d. n.d. 14 97

8 OYE+ATA Leu56Ile 1 0 1 48 15 85 n.d. n.d. 70 95

9 OYE+ATA Leu56Val 1 0 1 48 82 18 n.d. n.d. 65 98

10 OYE+ATA-Vfl 1 30 0 72 88 12 n.d. n.d. 76 88

11 OYE+ATA Leu56Ile 1 30 0 72 59 41 n.d. n.d. 18 81

12 OYE+ATA Leu56Val 1 30 0 72 94 6 n.d. n.d. 89 87

n.d. : not detected. [a] The enantioselectivity of the ERED was >99% ee for the S enantiomer.
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of the H1 protons of the two diastereomers, a preparative-

scale cascade reaction (77% isolated yield) with the ERED and

the ATA-Leu56Ile was found to result in a preference for the

trans product 3b over the cis product 3a (Figure S9).

The dependence of enantioselectivity on the type of solvent

is well known in traditional chemical synthesis,[21] but has also

been described for enzyme reactions, including for ATAs.[22]

Therefore we sought to identify suitable co-solvents that

might further improve the enantioselectivity of the ATA reac-

tion. Indeed, addition of DMSO or DMF during the transamina-

tion of rac-2 (with ATA-Vfl and its mutants) results in increased

formation of the cis products (Table 1, Figure S10).

The cascade reactions (Scheme 1) were then also investigat-

ed with the co-solvents DMSO and DMF. Fortunately, all of the

enzymes (ATA, OYE, LDH, and GDH) are active in the presence

of DMSO. Although OYE tolerated 30% DMSO, as reported

earlier,[23] the enzyme was inactive in 30% DMF. High levels of

DMSO increased the preference for the cis product 3a in all

three cases. We were pleased to find that, by adding 30%

DMSO, the diastereomeric excess of the cis product (1R,3S)-3a

could be substantially improved to 76 and 89% de in the pres-

ence of ATA-Vfl or the mutant Leu56Val, respectively. Because

mutant Leu56Ile forms the trans product 3b, DMSO addition

had no useful effect for preparative purposes, but we observed

a switch in diastereoselectivity towards a slight preference for

the cis product 3a (Table 1, entry 11). As described in other

studies, such as the hydrolysis of a,a-disubstituted malonate

esters,[24] the mechanisms of these solvent effects are currently

not understood.

Our results demonstrate the advantage of a cascade based

on the use of EREDs and ATAs for the successive introduction

of the two stereogenic centers to yield particular diastereo-

mers of the cyclic, alkyl-substituted amine 3. Thus, we consider

this cascade to represent a valuable synthetic strategy for the

production of compounds of this class. Mutations leading to

very small variations in the active site can strongly influence

the diastereoselectivity of the amine transaminase from V. flu-

vialis, and this is further improved by use of co-solvents.
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Material and Methods 

Materials. All chemicals were purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland), Sigma (Steinheim, 

Germany), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), VWR (Hannover, Germany), or Carl Roth (Karlsruhe, 

Germany) and were used without further purification unless otherwise specified. Polymerases were 

obtained from New England Biolabs GmbH (NEB, Beverly, MA, USA) and primers were ordered from 

Invitrogen (Life Technologies GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). The HisTrap FF, the HiTrap Desalting and 

the GST Trap columns were ordered from GE Healthcare (Buckinghamshire, GB). 

 

Bacterial strains and plasmids. E. coli TOP10 [F’lacIq, Tn10(TetR) mcrA D(mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) 

F80 LacZDM15 DlacX74 recA1 araD139 D(ara leu)7697 galU galK rpsL (StrR) endA1 nupG] was 

obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). E. coli BL21 (DE3) [fhuA2 [lon] ompT gal (l DE3) [dcm] 

DhsdS] was purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA, USA). The plasmid pET24b bearing 

the gene encoding the amine transaminase from Vibrio fluvialis (UniProt: F2XBU9) was kindly 

provided by Prof. Byung Gee Kim (Seoul National University, South-Korea) and the plasmid pET26b 

bearing the gene encoding the enoate reductase ERED (UniProt: Q02899) was kindly supplied by 

Prof. John D. Stewart (University of Florida, USA). 

 

Modeling. The modeling was performed with YASARA
[1]

 using the default settings of the program. 

The polypeptide chains of the homodimer of the crystal structure of the ATA from Vibrio fluvialis (pdb-

code: 4E3Q) were used. The external aldimine of 1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane was modeled into the 

crystal structure.  

   

Cloning. All mutants were generated via MegaWhop PCR with specific primers for each mutant: 

Leu56Ile: 5’-CTCGGGCATTTGGAACATGGTCGCGGGC-3’ 

Leu56Val: 5’-CTCGGGCGTGTGGAACATGGTCGCGGGC-3’ 

Leu56Ala: 5’-CTCGGGCGCGTGGAACATGGTCGCGGGC-3’ 

Leu56Trp: 5’-CTCGGGCTGGTGGAACATGGTCGCGGGC-3’ 

Leu56Tyr: 5’-CTCGGGCTATTGGAACATGGTCGCGGGC-3’ 

Leu56Phe: 5’-CAACTCGGGCTTTTGGAACATG-3’.  

4 µl of the plasmid was mixed with 5 µl Pfu+ buffer, 1.5 µl dNTPs, 0.5 µl Pfu+ polymerase, 1 µl specific 

primer for the specific mutant, 2 µl T7 forward primer and 35.5 µl dist. water. The PCR program 

included the following temperature steps: hold at 95°C for 5 min, afterwards 30 cycles of the following: 

hold at 95°C for 45 sec, 54.8°C for 45 sec, 72°C hold for 6 min. Finally hold at 72°C for 10 min. 8 µl of 

the PCR-product were mixed with 5 µl 10x Pfu+ buffer, 2 µl plasmid, 1 µl dNTPs, 1 µl Pfu+ polymerase 

and 33 µl dist. water. The following program was used: hold 68°C for 5 min, hold 95°C for 1 min, 10 

cycles of the following 3 steps: 95°C for 30 sec, 53°C for 30 sec and 68°C for 7 min. Afterwards 10 

cycles of the following 3 steps were made: 95°C hold for 30 sec, 55°C hold for 30 sec and 68°C hold 

for 11 min. To digest the wild-type (WT) plasmid, 25 µl of the MegaWhop-PCR product was mixed with 

0.5 µl Dpn-I enzyme. After incubation at 37°C for 2h the enzyme was deactivated at 80°C for 10 min. 5 

µl of the Dpn-I digested mutated vectors were transformed into E. coli Top10, sequenced by Eurofins 

Genomics (Ebersberg, Germany), and finally transformed into E. coli BL21 (DE3). The WT and all 

constructs contain a C-terminal His-tag to facilitate purification.  
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Cultivation and expression conditions. Bacteria were incubated on agar plates in a Heraeus 

Instruments FunctionLine incubator under air. All materials and biotransformation media were 

sterilized by autoclaving at 121°C for 20 min. Aqueous stock solutions were sterilized by filtration 

through 0.20 mm syringe filters. Agar plates were prepared with LB medium supplemented by 1.5% 

(w/v) agar. 

The genes encoding the amine transaminase from Vibrio fluvialis and its mutants were expressed in 

Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) containing the expression vector pET24b, which encodes the sequence 

of the amine transaminase concluding an additional C-terminal His6-tag. The cells were grown in 

400 ml LB medium containing 0.05 mg ml
-1 

kanamycin in baffled Erlenmeyer flasks in orbital shakers 

(InforsHT Multitron 2 Standard) at 37°C and 200 rpm until an OD600 of 0.4 was reached. After that the 

temperature was reduced to the expression temperature of 20°C and the cells were further incubated 

until they reached an OD600 of 0.7. Protein expression was induced with the addition of 0.5 mM IPTG. 

20 hours after the induction the cells were harvested. 

The gene of the enoate reductase (ERED) was expressed in Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) containing 

the expression vector pET26b, which encodes the sequence of the ERED including an additional N-

terminal GST-tag. The cells were grown in 400 ml LB medium containing 0.05 mg ml
-1 

kanamycin in 

baffled Erlenmeyer flasks in orbital shakers (InforsHT Multitron 2 Standard) at 37°C and 200 rpm until 

an OD600 of 0.7 was reached. After that the temperature was reduced to the expression temperature of 

30°C. Protein expression was induced with the addition of 0.5 mM IPTG. The cells were harvested 8 

hours after the induction. The overexpression of the generated mutants was analyzed via SDS-PAGE 

(10% acrylamide/bis-acrylamide as resolving gel and 4% acrylamide/bis-acrylamide as stacking gel). 

The samples were standardized based on the optical density. 

 

 
Figure S1: SDS-PAGE of the expression of the mutant ATA-Leu56Ile, which is representative for all produced mutants. All 
mutants were overexpressed as soluble protein. Lines 1-4: samples at different time points of the crude extract (0, 1, 6 and 22 h 
after induction). Lines 5-6: samples of different time points of the soluble protein (0, 1, 6 and 22 h after induction). 

 

Purification and desalting. The cell pellets containing the amine transaminases were resuspended in 

buffer A (50 mM sodium phosphate-buffer pH 7.5, 300 mM sodium chloride), which contained 

additional 0.1 mM PLP and 30 mM imidazole. Cell disruption was performed with a French Press at 

1500 psi in two cycles. The resulting cell suspension was centrifuged for 45 min at 10,000 g. The 

filtrated supernatant was applied to a Nickel-NTA column (GE Healthcare). After washing the column 

with a triple volume of buffer A containing 0.1 mM PLP and 60 mM imidazole at a flow rate of 5 ml 

min
-1

, the protein was eluted with buffer A containing 0.1 mM PLP and 300 mM imidazole. The amine 

transaminase containing fractions were collected and pooled. The pooled protein was afterwards 

desalted by gel chromatography against 20 mM tricine buffer pH 7.5 and 0.01 mM PLP at a flow rate 

of 2 ml min
-1

.  
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The cell pellet containing the ERED was resuspended in purification buffer A (sodium phosphate 

buffer, 50 mM, pH 7.5), containing 1 mM DTT and 150 mM sodium chloride. Cell disruption was 

performed with a French Press at 2000 psi. The cell suspension was centrifuged for 45 min at 

10,000 g. The filtrated supernatant was applied to a GST His-trap column (Health Care) with a flow of 

0.5 ml min
-1

. After washing the column with 5 CV with buffer A by a flow of 4 ml min
-1

, the protein was 

eluted with Tris-HCl elution buffer (50 mM, pH 8) containing 1 mM DTT and 15 mM reduced 

glutathione. The protein containing fractions were pooled. The successful purification of all enzymes 

was analyzed via SDS-PAGE (10% acrylamide/bis-acrylamide as resolving gel and 4% 

acrylamide/bis-acrylamide as stacking gel).  

 
Figure S2: SDS-PAGE of the purified amine transaminase from Vibrio fluvialis and its mutants ATA-Leu56Ile and ATA-
Leu56Val. Line 1, 3, and 5: crude extract of the WT (1) and its mutants Leu56Ile (3) and Leu56Val (5). Lines 2, 4, and 6: purified 
enzyme of the WT (2) and its mutants ATA-Leu56Ile (4) and ATA-Leu56Val (6). 

 

 
Figure S3: SDS-PAGE of the purification of the OYE via GST-tag. Line 1: crude extract, line 2: flow through, line 3: washing 
step, line 4-6: elution fractions. 

 

Activity measurements. The activity of the amine transaminase from Vibrio fluvialis and its mutants 

was determined by the acetophenone-assay.
[2]

 To 95 µl sodium phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) and 

100 µl acetophenone reaction solution (2.5 mM pyruvate and 2.5 mM (S)-phenylethylamine in sodium 

phosphate buffer 50 mM, pH 7.5), 5 µl enzyme was added. The slope of the absorption was 

determined at 254 nm. The ERED activity was determined spectrophotometrically by the consumption 

of NADPH measured at 340 nm for 3 min. 968 µl sodium phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) were 

mixed with 1µl N-ethylmaleimide, 1 µl NADPH and 30µl enzyme.
[3]

 

 

Biocatalyses. Purified and desalted enzyme solution was used for all biocatalyses. The LDH and 

GDH were ordered from Sigma Aldrich (Germany). Different values of units were utilized: 0.5 U of the 

amine transaminases, 0.2 U of ERED, 0.9 U of GDH and 0.15 U of LDH. All reactions were incubated 

at 30°C at 750 rpm. 
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Biocatalysis with amine transaminases and the racemic substrate 2 

The total volume was 1.0 ml. The biocatalyses contained the aforementioned enzymes, excluding the 

ERED, 200 mM L-alanine, 1 mM glucose, 10 mM substrate solution and 1.1 mM NADH dissolved in 

sodium phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) including 0.1 mM PLP. The substrate solutions were 

prepared as 1 M stock solution in DMF or DMSO. To investigate the effect of organic co-solvents, the 

buffer was replaced with the respective solvent concentration. 

 

Biocatalysis with the ERED 

The total volume was 0.5 ml. Biocatalysis was performed in sodium phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5) 

with 4 mM substrate, 1 mM glucose, 1.5 mM NADPH, ERED and GDH. The substrate solution was 

prepared as a 1 M stock solution in DMF or DMSO. The reaction was incubated at 30°C at 750 rpm. 

 

Cascade reactions 

All aforementioned enzymes were used in the cascade reaction. The total volume of all cascade 

reactions was 1.5 ml. The biocatalyses contained in addition to the mentioned enzymes 200 mM 

L-alanine, 1 mM glucose, 10 mM substrate solution, 1.1 mM NADH and 1.5 mM NADPH dissolved in 

sodium phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7.5, 0.1 mM PLP). The substrate solutions were prepared as 

1 M stock solutions in DMF or DMSO. From all biocatalyses, 300 µl samples were taken at different 

times and extracted with 300 µl ethylacetate and 250 µl hexane. The combined organic phases were 

dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate and analyzed via GC. 

 

Preparative biocatalysis 

A preparative biocatalysis was performed for the cascade reaction with the mutant Leu56Ile and the 

ERED (Old Yellow Enzyme) with 1% DMF at a substrate concentration of 10 mM. The reaction 

conditions were the same as given above in a 50 ml reaction volume. At the end of the reaction, first 

concentrated HCl was added to adjust the pH to 2. Afterwards the aqueous phase was extracted three 

times with 1.5 volumes of dichloromethane. Then, pH was adjusted to 12 with NaOH solution followed 

by three times extraction with 1.5 volumes of dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were 

washed twice with 50 ml brine. Finally, the organic phase was dried with anhydrous sodium sulfate 

and residual solvent was removed by a rotary evaporator (isolated yield 77%). 

 

GC-analysis. Two different GC-methods were developed. The composition of the produced 

diastereomers of the conversion of the racemic substrate 2 and the produced diastereomers of the 

cascade reaction were determinated by GC-analysis using method 1 after derivatisation. For this, 5 µl 

trifluoroacetic acid anhydride was added to the organic solvent, washed with 200 µl dist. water, dried 

with anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporated with a nitrogen flow. Finally, the compound was 

dissolved in 50 µl dichloromethane and measured. Method 1: Macherey-Nagel γ-TBDAc (50 m, 0.25 

mm); GC program parameters: injector 220°C, FID 220°C, pressure 94.2 kPa, flow 1.06 ml/min; 

130°C/hold 5 min, 180°C/rate 1°C per min, hold 180°C for 5 min.  
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a)   b)     

c)  d)  
Figure S4: GC-Chromatograms of the derivatisation of the product 1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane. Investigated were the product 

of the reaction of b) the wild-type and its the mutants c) ATA-Leu56Ile and d) ATA-Leu56Val with the racemic substrate 2 on the 

chiral column γ-TBDAc with GC method 1. The commercial standard of 1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane 3 (a) is shown too. 

 

a)  b)  
Figure S5: Chromatograms of the derivatisation of the cascade reaction with the enoate reductase OYE and the mutant (a) 

ATA-Leu56Ile and (b) ATA-Leu56Val. 

!

To simplify the measurement of the enantiomeric and diastereomeric excess of the produced 

diastereomers by the cascade reaction the GC methods 2 without derivatisation was used. The 

produced diastereomers were group into the cis- and trans-products on the BPX5 column. This 

separation allowed the measurement of the diastereomeric excess of the cascade reaction on the 

BPX5 column without derivatisation. Method 2: SGE BPX5 (25 m, 0.25 mm); GC program parameters: 

injector 250°C, FID 220°C, pressure 50.8 kPa, flow 0.81 ml/min; 60°C/hold 10 min, 180°C/rate 10°C 

per min, hold 180°C for 5 min. 

!

"#!$%!&!
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NH2NH2
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!!Figure S6: GC-chromatogram of the product standard 1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane with the achiral column BPX5. 

a)           b)              c) !!!!! 
Figure S7: Close-up of the GC-chromatograms of the cascade reaction of the OYE with (a) the wild type enzyme and its 

mutants (b) ATA-Leu56Ile and (c) ATA-Leu56Val. 

 

NMR analysis. To determine the absolute configuration of the product, the samples were dissolved in 

CDCl3 with TMS added as an internal standard. 
1
H-NMR measurements were performed on a Bruker 

Avance 600 MHz spectrometer equipped with an inverse 
1
H/

13
C/

15
N/

31
P quadruple resonance 

cryoprobe head and z-field gradients. DQF-COSY and one-dimensional NOESY experiments with 

selective refocusing were acquired at 293 K. For the latter, either the H1 resonance at 2.62 or 3.08 

ppm was excited using a mixing time of 300 ms.  

NMR spectroscopic data for the cis-product. 
1
H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 0.70 (q, J = 11.8 

Hz; H2b), 0.77 (qd, J = 13.0 Hz, J = 3.9 Hz; H4b), 0.90 (d, J = 6.6 Hz; H7), 0.94 (m; H6b), 1.27 (qt, J = 

13.3 Hz, J = 3.5 Hz; H5a), 1.41 (m; H3), 1.61 (m; H4a), 1.72 (dtt, J = 13.5 Hz, J = 6.6 Hz, J = 3.4 Hz; 

H5b), 1.80 (m; H2a), 1.81 (m; H6a), 2.62 ppm (tt, J = 11.2 Hz, J = 3.9 Hz; H1) 

NMR spectroscopic data for the trans-product. 
1
H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3): δ (ppm) = 0.9 (d, J = 6.8 

Hz; H7), 1.05 (m; H4a), 1.33 (m; H2a), 1.34 (m; H6b), 1.46 (m; H2b), 1.53 (m; H5a, H5b), 1.57 (m; 

H4b), 1.58 (m; H6a), 1.81 (m;H3), 3.08 ppm (m; H1) 

Conformational equilibria. The large vicinal coupling of >10 Hz for H1 indicates its axial orientation in 

the cis-product in line with the two substituents strongly favoring equatorial positions. In contrast, 

smaller H1 couplings for the trans-product suggest a rapid equilibrium between the two chair 

conformations with either the amino or the methyl substituent occupying an equatorial position. 

'(! )*+,-./*! )*+,-01/!

O

O

external 

standard 

NH2 NH2

+

NH2 NH2

+

NH2 NH2
NH2NH2 NH2 NH2
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Determination of the absolute configuration of the diastereomers. The enoate reductase OYE 

produces the same enantiomer as the enoate reductase XenB. Consequently the produced compound 

2 of the cascade reaction is the (S)-enantiomer.
[4]

 Because of the (S)-configuration of the methyl group 

of 3-methylcyclohexanone, the ratio between the cis- and the trans-product of 1-amino-3-

methylcyclohexane can be connected with the absolute configuration of the amino function.  

 
Figure S8: Comparison of the produced 3-methylcyclohexanones through the enoate reductase XenB (blue) and the 

enoate reductase OYE (magenta). The racemic mixture of product 3-methylcyclohexanone is coloured in black. 

 

By performing the cascade reaction with the OYE and the ATA-Leu56Ile the absolute configuration of 

the amino function was solved. With an (S)-configuration at the methyl group the trans-product is the 

(1S,3S)-diastereomer whereas the cis-product is the (1R,3S)-diastereomer. The trans-product was 

preferred over the cis-product in the cascade reaction with the OYE and the ATA-Leu56Ile. 

  
Figure S9: Portion of the 

1
H-NMR product spectrum for the cascade reaction with substrate 1 and the OYE and the 

mutant Leu56Ile. 
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Solvent dependency of the diastereomeric composition. The addition of co-solvent shifted the 

ratio of the produced products. More co-solvent resulted in a stronger preference for the cis-products. 

 
Figure S10: Influence of organic solvent on the cis/trans-ratio in the amination of rac-2 catalyzed by ATA-Vfl and the two 

mutants ATA-Leu56Ile and ATA-Leu56Val. 
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In this review we analyse structure/sequence–function relationships for the superfamily of PLP-dependent

enzymes with special emphasis on class III transaminases. Amine transaminases are highly important for appli-

cations in biocatalysis in the synthesis of chiral amines. In addition, other enzyme activities such as racemases or

decarboxylases are also discussed. The substrate scope and the ability to accept chemically different types of

substrates are shown to be reflected in conserved patterns of amino acids around the active site. These findings

are condensed in a sequence–function matrix, which facilitates annotation and identification of biocatalytically

relevant enzymes and protein engineering thereof.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Motivation and learning objectives

What's the function of a certain gene or protein? Answering this ques-

tion precisely is still a challenging, but very important task. An over-

whelming number of potentially interesting enzymes for biocatalysis are

available in public protein databases. However, this resource is only par-

tially useful, because often the function and properties of enzymes cannot

be predicted reliably. This review exemplifies how structural knowledge

of enzymes and bioinformatics tools can be integrated to increase the pre-

cision of function prediction. As an example, we analysed enzymes of the

PLP fold type I superfamily with special focus on class III transaminases.

With the help of the review, the reader should be able to:

• understand the fascinating mechanisms and features that govern re-

action and substrate specificity of PLP-fold type I enzymes,

• understand howbioinformatics tools and structural knowledge can be

combined to study structure–function relationships,

• understand how the enzymes' activities are reflected in small amino

acid sequence fingerprints,

• take a class III transaminase amino acid sequence and easily assign the

most probable function (out of 28 different known functions),

• apply this knowledge to guide experiments for the discovery of novel

enzymes,

• apply the guidelines and tools covered in this review to analyse other

enzyme superfamilies

1.2. How the review is structured and where do I find what?

Some basic introduction about the diversity of PLP chemistry, PLP-

dependent enzyme classification and the biotechnological relevance of

transaminases is given in the introductory sections 1.3 and 1.4. The sec-

tion 1.5 introduces the active site fingerprint concept, which forms the

basis of our structure–function relationship analysis. The most impor-

tant terms and concepts of sections 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, which are used

throughout the review, are summarised in Boxes 1 and 2. Section 2 con-

denses all information from literature and our bioinformatic analysis:

first, in section 2.1 we provide a brief description of the algorithms be-

hind 3DM, the bioinformatics platform used for our analyses. General

structure and sequence features of the class III transaminase family

and specificity determining residues are analysed in sections 2.2 and

2.3. Section 2.4 presents the sequence–activity matrix, the central part

of our analysis. It shows a correlation of the function of different pro-

teinswith amino acid patterns of a few active site residues (fingerprint).

The most important structural details behind these analyses are pre-

sented in section 3. In this section we aim to illustrate the artful mech-

anisms and active site adaptations that facilitated the development of

28 different enzyme activities. On the one hand, specificity is created

by providing a binding pocket that is complementary to the substrate

in shape and polarity and provides electrostatic interactions. On the

other hand, different mechanisms render the active site very flexible

and allow two or more chemically different substrates to bind in the

same pocket (so called dual substrate recognition). An overview of sec-

tion 3 is given by Table 3, which contains structures of substrates and
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products of all presented enzymes. To make understanding easy, we

provide a PyMOL (Version 1.6.0.0) session file containing the aligned

structures shown in all figures as Supplementary PyMOL session to

this review. This allows the reader to rapidly inspect all presented fig-

ures in more detail and in comparison to the others. Section 4 contains

a detailed discussion about challenges and possible limitations of the

presented approach.

1.3. The protein environment of PLP-dependent enzymes diversifies reac-

tion specificity

Pyridoxal 5'-phosphate (PLP) is by far the most versatile cofactor

enabling enzymes to catalyse an outstanding array of reactions includ-

ing transamination, decarboxylation, racemisation, elimination, substi-

tution and ring opening (Eliot and Kirsch, 2004). The electron sink

Box 1

Important concepts.

Transaminase classification

Besides from the classification of PLP-dependent enzymes based on fold type, transaminases are additionally divided into six classes based on

common structural features and sequence similarity (Grishin et al., 1995) (for a summary of members within the classes see Table 3 in section

3). Amine transaminases belong to the class III transaminase family, which is also referred to as ornithine TA-like family. A suitable tool for de-

termining a protein's family membership is InterPro (Hunter et al., 2012), which combines several family and domain databases and is also ap-

plied by the UniProtKB (Magrane and UniProt Consortium, 2011). For determining the ‘aminotransferase class-III’ family (IPR005814), InterPro

combines the signatures of PANTHER (Mi et al., 2013), Pfam (Punta et al., 2012), PIRSF (Nikolskaya et al., 2006) and PROSITE (Sigrist et al.,

2010).

We define the class III transaminase family according to this family in the InterPro database. Note that this — initially PROSITE-based —

terminology of class III transaminases differs from an earlier attempt for transaminase classification that referred to the ornithine TA-like family

as class II (Mehta et al., 1993).

Active site terminology

The active site architecture in PLP enzymes is often described relative to the cofactor.Wewill apply the re and si-face terminology introduced for

transaminases to indicate the face relative to the cofactor's plane (Soda et al., 2001). This term is derived from the protonation or deprotonation

step of the C4’ of PLP relative to the cofactor's plane (Fig. in Box 1 B). In all PLP fold type I enzymes, the active site entrance is located at the re-

face of the cofactor. To indicate the position of active site residues relative to the cofactor, the terminology introduced byWybenga et al. (2012)

will be applied. The side where the 3’-O of PLP is located is named the O-side and the other is termed the P-side, owing to the location of the

phosphate group of PLP (Fig. in Box 1 A).

A) B)

Figure in Box 1.Model of the quinonoid intermediate of alanine bound to the Vibrio fluvialis ATA (PDB ID: 4E3Q) to exemplify active site nomen-

clature. The intermediate is shown in orange and the catalytic lysine in green. A) The P-side is coloured yellow and the O-side is coloured red. B)

The protonation of the quinonoid intermediate is the chirality-introducing step in transamination. In this example the (S)-enantiomer of alanine

will be formed through protonation by the catalytic lysine, which is located at the si-face of the cofactor (relative to its C4’).

Active site fingerprint

We identified a set of 13 amino acids lining the active site that play an important role for determining substrate and reaction specificity in the

different enzymes.Weuse the terms ‘active site fingerprint’ and ‘active site pattern’ throughout this review to refer to subsets of these residues

that were found to be the most important for a certain specificity. Fig. 10 shows their location, Supplementary data Table S4 summarises all

fingerprints and search results when applying those and the sequence–function matrix (Table 2) enables a comparison of these sequence pat-

terns between different enzymes.
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nature of the PLP cofactor allows for this vast variety of chemistry. It is

the enzyme scaffold, however, which elegantly determines which

reaction pathway is followed. Toney (2011) recently reviewed the sub-

ject of reaction specificity and summarised three main themes.

1) Stereoelectronic control: the enzyme forces the substrate/aldimine

intermediate to adopt a certain conformation. The bond to be cleaved

has to be aligned parallel to the π-orbitals (perpendicular to the PLP

plane) for a π–σ-orbital overlap, facilitating bond cleavage and reso-

nance stabilisation of the developing charge by the conjugated

π-electron system of PLP. This principle that explains the preference

for cleavage of one of the Cα substituents over another was initially

published by Dunathan (1966) and is therefore known as Dunathan

principle (see Fig. 1). 2) The electrophilic strength of the Schiff base—

pyridine ring π-electron system: this property governs the capability

of negative charge delocalisation. Different reactions, i.e. racemisation

or transamination, require a lower or higher degree of negative charge

stabilisation, respectively. Thus, different enzymes affect the electro-

philic strength of the aldimine intermediate by controlling the proton-

ation state of the pyridoxyl N atom. Its protonation increases the

capability of resonance stabilisation and a quinonoid intermediate can

be formed. 3) Catalytic side chain placements: to control the outcome

of the reaction, the enzyme provides catalytic functional groups

possessing a certain positional flexibility, which promotes the desired

bond formation(s). Enzymes achieve the above-mentioned tasks by an

artful design of their active sites. For a deeper understanding of these

fascinating details we highly recommend to read the review by Toney

(2011).

Besides controlling reaction specificity, a second important

issue is controlling substrate specificity and enantioselectivity.

For many PLP-dependent enzymes, this is a complex task, as

chemically different substrates have to be accepted (e.g. acidic

and aromatic amino acids). This phenomenon of multiple sub-

strate recognition is discussed in detail in sections 3.1.1, 3.2.1

and 3.3.1.

Altogether, the majority of PLP-dependent enzymes catalysing this

plethora of reactions have been evolved in a very small number of dif-

ferent tertiary structures: only seven different fold types of PLP-

dependent enzymes were discovered until now (Supplementary data

Table S1) (Percudani and Peracchi, 2009).

The fold type I, also referred to as the ‘aspartate aminotransferase

superfamily’, combines the highest quantity and diversity of mem-

bers, compared to the other fold types (Schneider et al., 2000). It

Box 2

Definitions used in the 3DM-based creation and analysis of the superfamily database.

3DM-database

3DM databases comprise sequence alignments based on a superfamily wide structure alignment and thus offer a way of reliably comparing all

sequences independent from low sequence similarity. For this review, a large PLP-fold type I database and a small ornithine TA-like database

(OrnTL DB) were built. The latter offers a larger core (for details see Table 1, and section 2.1).

Subfamily

By the alignment of all available sequences to the structures of the initial structural alignment, so-called subfamilies are formed as the smallest

building blocks of the superfamily alignment. Each subfamily is formed using one structure of the structural alignment as ‘template structure’

and all sequences that could be aligned to it within a certain cut-off ( section 2.1, steps 4–7). For the OrnTL DB the template structure's PDB

code was applied to name each subfamily. Note: one subfamily can contain several proteins for which a structure is available, but these are se-

quentially so similar (see cut-off step 4, section 2.1) that they are not used as a template for a new subfamily; it is also possible that a subfamily

comprises enzymes with different activities. As long as there is a structure in the initial structure alignment with sufficient similarity to a se-

quence of interest, this sequence can be compared to the whole database.

Core and variable regions

To allow for facilitated comparisons and statistics, 3DM introduces the concepts of core and variable regions. The initial structure alignment is

evaluated to find the common structural ‘core’ that is conserved in all structures available in the database. Positions in these regions are called

core positionswhile all structurally non-aligned areas are referred to as variable regions or positions. The larger the database (i.e. themore struc-

tural variation), the smaller the core, as local differences in the structures caused by mutations, insertions or deletions prevent a meaningful

alignment.

3D number

A unified numbering scheme, called 3D numbers, is created for all sequences and structures in the 3DM database by renumbering them accord-

ing to the core positions: all structural equivalent residues get the same number. This enables easy comparison of the amino acid distribution of

all proteins in the database. All residue numbers used in this review are the 3D numbers of the OrnTL DB if not stated otherwise. Residue num-

bers within variable regions are given in italics in combination with the accession number of the enzyme to which the numbers refer.

Correlated mutation analysis (CMA)

Structural or functionally important amino acid positions are often not conserved, but mutations at these positions are made possible by addi-

tional mutation(s) within the protein. Therefore several positions, often randomly scattered over a protein's sequence, are commonly mutated

together during evolution. Compared to conserved residues, these networks of correlated mutations are much more difficult to detect in a mul-

tiple sequence alignment by visual inspection, but they can be identified and visualised by CMA.Hence, theCMAnetwork analysis tool integrat-

ed in the 3DM suite, called CorNet (publication in progress, free web based version available from www.3dm.bio-prodict.nl/Comulator), is a

powerful tool to reveal structural or functional important residues. The CMA algorithm, called Comulator, behind the CorNet tool was published

previously (Kuipers et al., 2009).
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comprises enzymes belonging to all but one of the six classes defined

by the enzyme commission numbers (i.e. EC 1–5; Webb and

International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, 1992)

that are acting on a vast variety of substrates. Fold type II or ‘trypto-

phan superfamily’ comprises alkyltransferases, ammonia lyases and

some racemases while fold type III or ‘alanine racemase superfamily’

contains amino acid racemases and decarboxylases. The second fold

class containing transaminases is fold type IV or ‘D-alanine transam-

inase family’ which also includes a lyase. Fold types V, VI and VII

contain one reaction specificity each i.e. glycogen phosphorylases,

D-lysine-5,6-aminomutases and L-lysine-2,3-aminomutases, respec-

tively. This brief list of the various activities illustrates the versatility

of PLP chemistry that is enabled through the different protein config-

urations. A summary of the simplified mechanisms is given in Fig. 2.

For a computer animation of a simplified modelled amine transami-

nase reaction see the Supplementary video.

Until today, a total of 236 chemical reactions are known to be

catalysed by PLP-dependent enzymes according to the B6-database

(Percudani and Peracchi, 2009). This highlights nature's flexibility to

tailor enzymes towards a distinct substrate specificity. In addition to the

already known activities, there are probably a number of additional un-

known enzyme functions waiting to be discovered. This great diversity

of enzyme reactions, the known and the unknown, is reflected inmillions

of amino acid sequences of proteins stored in protein databases. There-

fore, protein databases represent a gold mine for biotechnologists. To

identify the biocatalytically interesting among this diversity, however,

tools for sequence-based function prediction are required.

1.4. PLP-dependent biocatalysts as a short cut for multistep chemical

syntheses

The capability of catalysing various bond breaking and bondmaking

steps in a coordinated and selectivemanner renders PLP-dependent en-

zymes superior to chemical synthesis routes. Various PLP-dependent

enzymes have been utilised in industrial applications, such as

decarboxylases, racemases and more commonly, transaminases. For in-

stance, L-aspartate-4-decarboxylase in whole Pseudomonas dacunhae

cells was used for the production of L-alanine from L-aspartate and if

combined with aspartase, the production of L-alanine from fumarate is

possible in two biocatalytic steps (Liese et al., 2006b).

The α-amino-ε-caprolactam (ACL) racemase from Achromobacter

obae together with an enantioselective L-lysine-1,6-lactam hydrolase

from Cryptococcus laurentii have been applied in a one pot whole cell

biotransformation for L-lysine production from racemic α-amino-ε-

caprolactam (Fig. 3, see also section 3.6). This biocatalytic step in combi-

nationwith four chemical steps allowed for L-lysine production from cy-

clohexene (Liese et al., 2006a). In another example, an Ala-racemase

was used in combination with a D-amino acid transaminase (DATA) to

enable the synthesis of D-amino acids. The D-Ala required for the DATA

was obtained from L-Ala using the Ala-racemase (Soda and Esaki, 1994).

Further biocatalytic applications of PLP-dependent enzymes in-

volved lyases. Tyrosine synthesis could be achieved from phenol,

Fig. 1. Stereoelectronic control of reaction specificity in PLP-dependent enzymes exempli-

fied by the alanine external aldimine of a (S)-selective transaminase. By aligning the Cα–H

bond σ-orbital with the p-orbitals of the conjugated π-system, this bond is selectively

weakened and transamination or racemisation is favoured over decarboxylation (Toney,

2011). For the transamination dependent decarboxylases (section 3.5) a three subsites

model of the active site has been proposed (A, B and C, highlighted in grey font). If the pro-

ton is placed in subsite A, transamination will occur and if the carboxylate is placed in this

subsite, the reaction will proceed via decarboxylation.

Fig. 2. PLP-dependent enzymes catalyse a variety of chemical reactions by stabilising carbanionic intermediates, after the substrate formed a covalent aldimine intermediate with PLP. In

many, but not all reactions, a quinonoid intermediate is formed during the reaction. In the centre of the figure, themost important intermediates observed during a transaminase reaction

are shown. At each intermediate, there is a range ofmany possible reactions, as different bonds can be broken or formed, leading to distinct enzymatic activities. Possible bonds to be bro-

ken are shown in different colours, bonds to be formedwith differently coloured electron arrows. One enzyme activity is given as an example for each reaction, but in nature amuch larger

collection of activities exist. For a more detailed version of this figure, please see Supplementary data Figure S8.
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pyruvate and ammoniawith tyrosine phenol lyases from various organ-

isms (Lütke-Eversloh et al., 2007). If a tyrosine phenol lyase is combined

with the PLP-dependent tyrosine decarboxylase in a second step, dopa-

mine could be synthesised from catechol, pyruvate and ammonia (Lee

et al., 1999). Furthermore, threonine aldolases have been applied in

asymmetric aldol reactions to form α,α-dialkyl-α-amino acids from

Ala, Cys and Ser and various acceptor aldehydes (Fesko et al., 2010).

Currently, the most useful and widely applied PLP-dependent en-

zymes are transaminases (TA) as they can be used in biocatalytic asym-

metric synthesis of amino acids and amines. Compared to organo- or

metallo-catalysis, transaminases are superior in step efficiency as they

catalyse several steps in a one-pot reaction: 1) reaction of the ketone

with a N-source (pyridoxamine 5'-phosphate, PMP) to form the imine,

2) reduction to yield a protected amine, and 3) liberation of the free

amine by cleavage of theN-protecting group (PLP) (see Fig. 4 for a com-

parison to the chemical routes).1 The enzymatic reaction substantially

helps to increase process efficiency as intermediate work-up proce-

dures as well as toxic heavy metals can be avoided. This has been nicely

demonstrated for the large scale synthesis of the antidiabetic drug

Sitagliptin, whereMerck & Co (USA) initially used an asymmetric trans-

fer hydrogenation process catalysed by a rhodium-complex, which was

later replaced by a transaminase-catalysed route, in which simply

isopropylamine could be used as amino donor. The highly active and

stable (R)-selective amine transaminasewas developed in collaboration

between Merck & Co with the company Codexis (USA) as published by

Savile et al. (2010). This improved process substantially reduced the

waste and E-factor of the process as summarised in a highlight article

(Desai, 2011). Both companies were awarded the ‘Presidential Green

Chemistry Award USA’ for this green chemistry route. For details

about the application of transaminases in biocatalysis, readers are re-

ferred to recent reviews (Berglund et al., 2012; Höhne and

Bornscheuer, 2009, 2012; Kohls et al., 2014; Kroutil et al., 2013; Rudat

et al., 2012).

In nature, two types of PLP-dependent transaminases have been

discovered, according to the type of substrate that is converted:

α-transaminases (α-TAs) and ω-transaminases (ω-TAs). Whereas

α-TAs (the majority of TAs) exclusively convert α-amino and α-keto

acids, ω-TA also accept substrates having a distal carboxylic acid group

instead of a carboxylate function in α-position. The term ω-TA is used

to summarise a very heterogeneous group of activities (see sections

3.1, 3.2 and 3.3). Two subgroups of ω-TAs studied for biocatalytic

Fig. 4. Transaminases are useful for the manufacture of amines. A) TA allow for amine synthesis in a single step, compared to traditional metal-catalysed chemical procedures like

B) enamide reduction or C) imine reduction (Nugent and El-Shazly, 2010).

1 Interestingly, the intermediates and steps in the enzymatic reaction resemble those of

the chemical synthesis, but most transaminase research overlooks these details and sim-

ply considers this as amino group transfer — matching the classification in the enzyme

commission class (EC) 2, transferases.

Fig. 3. Biocatalytic process for L-lysine production from racemicα-amino-ε-caprolactam. As both enzymes have a comparable pH optimum, itwas possible to run thewhole cell process in

one reactor.
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approaches are β-TAs (Rudat et al., 2012) and amine TAs (ATAs). The

latter became particularly popular during the last decade (see Fig. 5

and legend for details).

1.5. The ‘predicting function from sequence’-problem: how analysis of se-

quence fingerprints of active site residues can provide functional insights

The ability to predict an enzyme's function based on its amino acid

sequence is central for a variety of scientific disciplines:

• Physiology and system biology aim to understand an organism's

(or habitat's) metabolic capability based on (meta)genomic data.

With this capability they could predict ecophysiological functions or

discover novel metabolic pathways.

• For biotechnological applications, researchers aim to identify and use

specific enzymes to catalyse a given reaction. Besides the targeted

identification of enzymes, discovering novel enzymes is important to

expand the enzymatic toolbox for biocatalysis.

• Protein engineers wish to apply their understanding of structure–

function relationships to the reverse direction:which (also bymodifi-

cation of an) amino acid sequence will generate the desired activity?

An important aspect complicating sequence–function prediction is

promiscuity, which is a consequence of evolution. In the case of PLP-

dependent enzymes, Christen and Mehta (2001) proposed that PLP

binding developed first, while evolution of reaction specificity preceded

substrate specificity. There are often less genes encoding PLP-

dependent enzymes than PLP-catalysed reactions needed in an

organism's metabolism (Percudani and Peracchi, 2003). Therefore, it is

not surprising that both reaction and especially substrate promiscuity

(Bornscheuer and Kazlauskas, 2004; Hult and Berglund, 2007; Humble

and Berglund, 2011) occur across all fold types of PLP-dependent en-

zymes. The fact that enzymes of very low sequence similarity can have

similar specificities, while closely related enzymes will not accept the

same substrates, makes reliable prediction of function with respect to

uncharacterised enzymes challenging (Percudani and Peracchi, 2003).

These difficulties result in error prone functional annotations of se-

quences of PLP-dependent enzymes. While reaction specificity predic-

tion is achieved with a relatively high success rate, the prediction of

the detailed function at the substrate specificity level is complicated.

For example, ATAs belong to a subfamily of PLP fold type I that is

referred to as class III transaminase family (Rausch et al., 2013) (see

Box 1). This enzyme class harbours approximately 28 different enzyme

activities (see Table 3). If one was to BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1997) the

sequence of the ATA from Ruegeria pomeroyi (PDB ID: 3HMU)

(Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013b) against the non-redundant protein se-

quences database with pre-set parameters, one will obtain results that

do not allow any conclusion on its substrate specificity. Within the

first 100 results (all have 61–100% sequence identity to 3HMU) four

sequences are annotated as ‘class III aminotransferases’ (as is 3HMU it-

self), three are termed ‘adenosylmethionine-8-amino-7-oxononanoate

aminotransferase’ and the remaining 93 are referred to as ‘aminotrans-

ferase’, from which it is impossible to predict 3HMU's substrate scope

for small amino acids, such as pyruvate andγ-aminobutyrate or amines.

This example highlights that sequence similarity might not be sufficient

for a protein's function prediction.

The challenge of closing the gap between sequence and function in-

formation has been subject to extensive research over recent years, and

is addressed by bioinformatic annotation solutions (Radivojac et al.,

2013), solving protein structures (Jaskolski et al., 2014) and biochemical

characterisation of single enzymes and combinations thereof. For in-

stance, the Enzyme Function Initiative characterises proteins of un-

known function structurally and functionally to systematically close

knowledge gaps to enable further predictions (Gerlt et al., 2011), while

other groups predicted function by docking of metabolites to homology

models and the evaluation of genetic contexts (Zhao et al., 2013). The

additional sequence–function connections that are gained by these stud-

ies can then be applied for further predictions and annotations.

Even though computational protein function prediction is steadily

advancing with algorithms, including literature mining and machine

learning, there is still a need for improvements: in the Critical Assess-

ment of Functional Annotation (CAFA) experiment, several methods

have recently been evaluated (Radivojac et al., 2013). Unfortunately,

many of thesemethods are not yet available for standard large-scale an-

notation projects. Radivojac et al. (2013) conclude that there is a need

for improving the availability of stand-alone tools to allow the predic-

tion of an enzyme's function independently from the slow updating

rate of sequence databases according to the recent advances in annota-

tion technology.

In our past research, we have focussed on investigating active site

design/amino acid composition for analysis and prediction of enzyme

function (Gand et al., 2014; Höhne et al., 2010; Steffen-Munsberg

et al., 2013b). The advantage we see in this approach is that predictions

are guided from hypotheses; it can be easily performed by all re-

searchers and it deepens the understanding of structure–function rela-

tionships of a given superfamily of proteins. If structural information for

the enzymes of interest is available, the structural alignment of only ac-

tive site residues provides a powerful tool for sequence independent

function prediction in evolutionary distant enzymes. For instance ene-

reductases that have completely different sequences and structural

folds, but similar active site geometry, were recently shown to possess

Fig. 5. Common nomenclature of transaminases based on the distance of the transferred

amino group from the carboxylic function. A) α-Transaminases (α-TA) catalyse the

conversion of α-amino acids to the corresponding α-keto acid and vice versa. Note that

(S)- and (R)-selectiveα-TA occur in nature: typical examples are aspartate transaminases

(Asp:α-ketoglutarate TA) and D-amino acid transaminases (DATA). B) ω-Transaminases

(ω-TA) transfer amino groups that are more distant from a carboxylic group (e.g. in γ, δ

or ε position). Note that β-TAs are a subgroup of ω-TAs: these enzymes transaminate

β-amino groups with respect to the acid function (n = 0). A typical example for β-TAs

are β-phenylalanine TAs. Enzymes converting the ω-amino group of ω-amino acids

(e.g. γ-aminobutyrate (GABA), n = 1, R = H) and α,ω-diamino acids (e.g. Lys, n = 3,

R = NH2) are both referred to as ω-TAs. A subgroup of ω-TAs, the amine transaminases

(ATAs), also allow for the conversion of chiral amines independently from the presence

of carboxylic groups in the substrate as exemplified in C) these ATAs are very useful for

biocatalysis as they can be applied for asymmetric chiral amine synthesis from the corre-

sponding prochiral ketones if applied in reverse direction. Owing to their ability to convert

ω-amino acids aswell, the term ‘ω-TA’ has been used equally to the term ‘ATA’ in biocatal-

ysis focussing publications. This terminology is misleading because there are several

ω-TAs known that do not convert any amine substrate. As the activity towards amines is

the biocatalytically most relevant one, we prefer to term these enzymes ATAs to empha-

sise their independency of carboxylic groups in the substrate and not to confuse with

other ωAA converting enzymes, throughout this review. Both, (R)- and (S)-selective ATA

have been found in nature.
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comparable activity (Steinkellner et al., 2014). Sequence independent

active site alignments can also be applied for functional comparisons

of structurally unrelated superfamilies and thereby reveal reaction

specificity determining features as recently demonstrated for the PLP

fold types I–IV (Catazaro et al., 2014). However, these approaches re-

quire detailed structural data for the target enzymes, which is often

not available.

Another, inmany casesmore applicable, strategy is to investigate se-

quence–function relationships employing structural based sequence

alignments. This approach was recently applied to identify selectivity

determining positions in P450 monooxygenases and thiamine diphos-

phate dependent decarboxylases, thereby enabling targeted mutagene-

sis to improve the enzymes' selectivities (Pleiss, 2014). Furthermore,

discrimination between dehydrogenase and oxidase reaction specificity

was shown to bedetermined by the presence of Ala or Gly in a single po-

sition (Leferink et al., 2009) and oxaloacetate hydrolyase activity within

the lyase/PEP mutase enzyme superfamily can be predicted based on

the existence of a single Ser in the active site (Joosten et al., 2008).

The importance of tools to predict an enzyme's function if only the

sequences have been deposited in public databases but no biochemical

characterisation or evidence of their function is available can be exem-

plified by an example from our research: until 2010 (R)-selective ATA

activity was only found in two wild type strains, but the sequences of

the responsible enzymes had been unknown. By analysing the determi-

nants for substrate and reaction specificity in PLP fold type IV enzymes,

we identified sequence motifs that allowed for the rapid annotation

of all known enzymes of this fold type (i.e. branched chain amino acid

transaminases (BCAT), D-amino acid transaminases (DATA) and

4-amino-4-deoxychorismate lyases). Then, we predicted keymutations

that should facilitate amine conversion in the scaffold of a BCAT to

achieve patterns for (R)-ATA prediction (Höhne et al., 2010). Through

these fingerprints we identified 17 (R)-ATAs that had been deposited

in the sequence databases, butwithmisleading annotations. Further ex-

periments revealed that these new (R)-ATAs have a great potential in

asymmetric amine synthesis (Schätzle et al., 2011). This example indi-
cates how understanding of substrate and reaction specificity-
determining residues can result in the identification of new versatile
biocatalysts.

Whereas information about (R)-ATA (found in PLP fold type IV) was
scarce until our study, (S)-selective ATAs (belonging to fold type I) have
been explored for biocatalytic applications for more than 15 years (Shin
and Kim, 1997), the first sequence being described in 2003 (Shin et al.,
2003). However, the methods for (S)-selective amine transaminases
discovery had been restricted to enrichment cultures (Shin et al.,
2003) and sequence homology searches (E.S Park et al., 2010) until
2011 when Park et al. proposed substrate specificity determining resi-
dues based on homologymodels (E.S. Park et al., 2011). In the following
years, solved crystal structures (Humble et al., 2012; Midelfort et al.,
2013; Rausch et al., 2013; Sayer et al., 2013) displayed the spatial ar-
rangement of these residues in the active site. Interestingly, four crystal
structures of (S)-ATAs were deposited in the database since 2009, but
not recognised as ATAs because of the lacking experimental data for
these enzymes. Their detailed characterisation combined with a muta-
genesis study (Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013a) unravelled the detailed
mechanism of dual substrate specificity and factors affecting catalytic
efficiency towards amines. All these investigations strongly focused on
(S)-ATAswithout discussing the important residues in related enzymes,

A) Substrate 1 bound by X100, Y200, Z300

B) Substrate 1 bound by X150, Y250, Z300

C) Substrate 2 bound by X100, Y250, Z300

D) Sequence alignment guides annotation

Specificity determining    Catalytic
amino acids   residue

Probable
Substrate

A
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Z
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Fig. 6. Active site patterns can be used to predict enzyme function. Substrate and reaction
specificity of enzymes are governed by the presence of key residues in the active site,
which can be detected in a multiple sequence alignment. A) & B) The same substrate 1

can be converted in enzymes by placing similar residues, but at different positions in the
amino acid sequence. Because of the flexibility of the amino acid side chains, important
functional groups might be in a similar geometric position. Therefore, important residues
are not conserved in all cases. C) Chemically different residues realise conversion of a dif-
ferent substrate 2. D) In amultiple sequence alignment, sequencesmatching thepattern of
Enzyme A) or B) can be identified. Sequences 6–8 have different pattern, and thus might
have different substrate specificities. Sequence 9 differs in the catalytic residue. Therefore
it is either not catalytically competent, or catalyses a different reaction. Conserved amino
acids are shown in different colours.
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which would be required to broaden the insight into mechanisms of
substrate recognition and catalysis within the whole PLP fold type I.

From these resultswe hypothesise that reaction specificity aswell as
substrate specificity is mainly reflected by the presence of certain active
site residues, which interact with the substrate or the cofactor during
the reaction. This pattern of active site residues also referred to as ‘active
site fingerprint’ can be used to assign a function from a simple align-
ment, if the sequence matches the known pattern (Fig. 6). It is impor-
tant to keep in mind that the situation in nature is more complex:
there might exist more than one solution to realise the same substrate
specificity (as shown in Fig. 6A, B and D, sequences 1–4), and especially
PLP-dependent enzymes bind more than one substrate in the same ac-
tive site (for dual substrate recognition see sections 3.1.1, 3.2.1 and
3.3.1).

In the following, we analyse important residues of well-described
enzymes of the class III transaminases of PLP-fold type I. Together

with an analysis of respective multiple sequence alignments, we show
that activities can indeed correlate with a few active site residues,
which enables a more detailed annotation compared to standard tools
which are available online. Furthermore, we elucidate, how conserved
these sequence motifs are, and which fraction of sequences cannot be
annotated by this approach at themoment and hencemight be interest-
ing for further research.

2. Analysing sequence–function relationships of PLP-dependent

enzymes using 3DM — high quality alignments meet powerful

analysis tools

2.1. The PLP fold type I and ornithine transaminase-like (OrnTL) 3DM

databases

To identify and compare residues that govern substrate and reaction
specificity in an enzyme superfamily, multiple structure and sequence
alignments have to be computed to generate an overall alignment. As
they are the basis of all further analysis steps, their quality is of extraor-
dinary importance.

The commercial software 3DM, a protein superfamily analysis suite,
employs highly sophisticated algorithms to ensure that the alignment is
reliable, and at the same time integrates tools that allow one to generate
hypothesis of relevant structure/sequence–function relationships.
Many different data types are collected for all the proteins of a super-
family in a 3DM system by extensive data collection tools (i.e. all

AcOrn:αKG TAs
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DAPA TAs

ATAs

βAla:pyr TAs

GABA:pyr TAs

Tau:pyr TAs

Ala:glyox TAs 2

GSAM

racemases

Orn:αKG TAs

Lysε:αKG TAs

GABA:αKG TAs
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Phe:αβ KG/pyr TAs

AAAα

1.0

Fig. 7. Phylogenetic tree comprising all 12,956 sequences of the OrnTL DB. Colouring highlights the characterised enzymes. For each group of substrate/reaction specificity the whole in-
duced network is highlighted. Colouring: grey: not characterised; yellow: GABA:αKG TAs; red: Lysε:αKG TAs; light orange: Orn:αKG TAs; dark orange: AcOrn/SuOrn:αKG TAs; dark
green: DGD; light blue: DAPA TAs; pink: ATAs, βAla:pyr TAs and GABA:pyr TAs; black: Tau:pyr TAs; brown: Ala:glyox TAs 2; dark blue: αAAA racemases; light green: GSAM; violet:
βPhe: αKG/pyr TAs. Abbreviations are explained in Table 3. The unrooted tree was calculated based on the core alignment of the OrnTL DB using FastTree 2.1.3 (Price et al., 2010) and
formatted using Dendroscope (Version 3.2.10) (Huson and Scornavacca, 2012).

Table 1

Comparison of the size of the PLP fold type I database and the OrnTL database.

Amount of PLP fold type I OrnTL

Crystal structures found initially 717 170
Crystal structures in final alignment 406 170
Subfamilies 94 21
Sequences found initially 120,870 31,000
Sequences aligned 42,080 12,956
Core residues 290 379
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available structures are examined and full-text articles are text-mined
to extract mutation studies from the literature; Kuipers et al., 2010a).
Besides the description of the 3DM database on PLP-dependent en-
zymes and the sub-database on ornithine TA like (OrnTL) enzymes in
this section, the most important concepts of 3DM relevant for this re-
view are briefly summarised in Box 2.

The PLP fold type I 3DM database was generated with the human
ornithine:α-ketoglutarate transaminase (Orn:αKGTA) crystal structure
as the starting template for the structural alignment. This enzyme was
chosen as the template because the biocatalytically most relevant en-
zymes of this fold type ((S)-ATAs) belong to the class III transaminase
family, which are also referred to as ornithine transaminase-like family
(see Box 1). The method of the generation of 3DM databases is, in eight
steps, briefly described below. Further details were published else-
where (Kourist et al., 2010; Kuipers et al., 2010b).

1) 3DM collects and superimposes all structures that share a common
structural fold with the starting template structure (717 structures
in the PLP fold type I superfamily). Structures that are difficult to su-
perimpose on the template — therefore resulting in only a small
number of superimposed residues — are discarded. The default
cut-off is at least 60 residues that are within a sphere of 2.5 Å from
the equivalent template residues leaving 406 structures in the PLP
fold type I database.

2) A structural alignment is generated for each combination of two
structures in an all-to-all comparison. The resulting structure align-
ments are merged into one large alignment that represents the
structurally conserved core of the superfamily.

3) The positions in this core alignment are numbered (called 3D
numbers) such that all structural equivalent residues in the 3DM
system have the same number.

4) 3DMgenerates subfamilies by grouping all structures that arewithin
a defined sequence identity cut-off (in the PLP fold type I database
this cut-off was set to 50% resulting in 94 distinct subfamilies).

5) From each subfamily the structure that structurally matches best
with the starting template, thereby maximising the number of core
residues in each subfamily, is chosen as the representative subfamily
template (see Supplementary data Table S2 for a list of enzyme ac-
tivities represented by the subfamilies' template structures).

6) The subfamily templates are used in a UniProt BLAST search to col-
lect protein sequences for which no structures are available
(120,870 proteins were collected for the PLP fold type I database).

7) For each subfamily template a profile based iterative alignment is
performed (this is beyond the scope of this article and published
elsewhere; Kuipers et al., 2010a; Kuipers et al., 2010b). The inclusion
cut-off for aligned sequences is 30% sequence identity compared to
the last profile used in this alignment procedure, which is approxi-
mately 20% identical to the starting subfamily template. Aligning se-
quences of this low sequence similarity with high quality is difficult,
but a high quality alignment is established by a quality control
mechanismdescribed by Kuipers et al. (2010b). To ensure high qual-
ity alignments, the sequences for which no evident solution can be
determined are simply deleted from the alignment. Although
many aligned sequences are removed this way, this method still al-
lows for the generation of very large superfamily alignments. In the
case of the PLP fold type I database, the final alignment generated
from the 120,870 sequences collected in step 6 contains 42,080 se-
quences.

8) The 3Dnumbering scheme is applied to all aligned sequences,which
connects all sequences, all structures, and all alignments from the
different subfamilies to each other.

The size of the conserved core is determined by the structural diver-
sity in the superfamily: the more slightly different enzymes are includ-
ed, the smaller are the structurally conserved regions that make up the
core. Not all active site residues are covered in the conserved core of the

PLP fold type I database due to structural diversity in the superfamily.
This protein fold was extremely adaptive during evolution, thus
allowing a large quantity of reactions to be catalysed. This database cov-
ering a large fraction of PLP fold type I enzymes might be employed for
fold type overarching questions, but more detailed investigations like
substrate specificity require a smaller ‘sub-database’ comprising
structurally more related enzymes. We therefore created a smaller
3DM database, containing only sequences that belong to the class III
transaminases, also referred to as the ‘ornithine transaminase-like’ fam-
ily (see Box 1, compare Table 3). This yielded the ornithine TA-like data-
base (OrnTL DB), comprising 21 subfamilies with a much larger core
compared to the large PLP fold type I database (see Table 1 for a compar-
ison of the two databases, see Fig. 7 for a phylogenetic tree of the whole
OrnTL DB). Almost all active site residues of class III TAs were covered in
the core and 81% of all residues in the (S)-ATA from Chromobacterium

violaceum (Cvi-ATA) belong to core regions in the OrnTL DB compared
to 62% in the larger PLP fold type I database (see Supplementary data
Figure S2 and S3 for more details). Besides the subfamily selection,
this database was generated with the same settings as the full PLP fold
type I database.

3DM was able to generate a high quality alignment that consists of
12,956 protein sequences from the 31,000 sequences collected by the
initial BLAST searches. The discrepancy between the amount of collect-
ed class III TA sequences and the sequences present in the OrnTL DB
reflects the portion of sequence space with insufficient structural
information. This demonstrates the need of further research to enhance
the structural coverage of the class III TA family.

Using this 3DM OrnTL DB we aim to extend recent studies, which
either used sequence similarity to classify ATA related enzymes and
only investigated ATAs' functional residues in detail (Rausch et al.,
2013) or focused only on a limited number of residues in the first
shell of the active site and was therefore limited to enzymes with struc-
tural information (Catazaro et al., 2014). In this review we summarise
recent literature and our findings concerning substrate and reaction
specificity determinants within PLP fold type I enzymes with special
focus on the class III transaminase family.

2.2. Special features of the ornithine TA-like family exemplify the structural

flexibility of PLP-fold type I

The PLP-fold type I is an interesting example how very distantly
related sequences still form similar tertiary structures. The diversity of
enzyme activities within PLP fold type I is reflected in extensive adapta-
tions at the amino acid sequence level: for example, aromatic amino
acid transaminase (PDB ID: 1AY4) and ornithine aminotransferase
(PDB ID: 2OAT) share only 7% sequence identity. Within the OrnTL da-
tabase low sequence identities down to 13%2 are observed. Interesting-
ly, the backbone arrangement of the majority of the active site residues
is still very similar. From an inspection of the structure alignments, we
identified several features that are conserved on the structure or se-
quence level in the OrnTL family, but differ in other fold type I enzymes.
Four regions are especially conserved among class III transaminases
(see Fig. 8 for secondary structure elements numbering):

1) A small antiparallel β-sheet (residues 23–36, comprising strands β1,
β2 and β3) close to the N-terminus ‘on top’ of the small domain is
conserved in most structures of the OrnTL family. This region is lo-
cated at the domain interface and we speculate that this sheet con-
tributes to the suppressed domain movements during substrate
binding, which is, in contrast to other fold type I transaminases
(McPhalen et al., 1992), commonly observed in this family (Cha

2 Pairwise identity within core regions of the sequences with UniProt IDs G9N4G9 and
B8MF32 belonging to subfamilies 4A0G and 4AO9, respectively.
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et al., 2014; Käck et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2004;Wybenga et al., 2012).
2) Another region that might prevent OrnTL enzymes' domain closure

is located ‘below’ the small domain at the domain interface (residues
218–234, including the helix α10).

3) All active sites (of available holoWT structures) comprise one turn of
a left-handed helix (α2) at the si-face of PLP (residues 44–47), as was
previously described for Orn:αKG TAs, γ-aminobutyrate:αKG TAs
(GABA:αKG TAs), and S-adenosylmethionine:7-keto-8-amino-
pelargonic acid TAs (SAM:KAPA TAs) (Novotny and Kleywegt,
2005). The influence of this exceptional secondary structure element
for substrate recognition was shown for the Escherichia coli SAM:
KAPA TA. The R221A mutation inverted this region to a right handed
α-helix which strongly declined the catalytic efficiency for SAM
(Sandmark et al., 2004). An arginine coordinating the left-handed
helix at the O-side is conserved in 80.1% of the sequences in the
OrnTL family (R221 might be substituted by a lysine or R220 e.g. in
2GSA or K243 e.g. in 1OHV). The helix is additionally stabilised by a
highly conserved D41 (97.9% of all sequences in the OrnTL DB, see
Supplementary data Table S3), which caps the N-terminus of the
helix. These two conserved residues and the left-handed helix to-
gether are specific for the OrnTL family and are not found in other
fold type I enzymes.

4) A second OrnTL specific region in the active site is located at the
O-side (residues 267–272). This loop contains the conserved T/S271
that is involved in PLP binding (Humble et al., 2012) andmight addi-
tionally be involved in catalysis by hydrogen bonding the catalytic
K242 as it was shown for a conserved cysteine in a comparable posi-
tion in ornithine decarboxylases (Oliveira et al., 2011). This region
substantially differs in the whole fold type I database and therefore
belongs to the variable region there, whereas it could be properly
aligned in the proteins of the OrnTL DB.

Several amino acid positions were identified as conserved and
unique within proteins of the OrnTL family (see supplementary data

Table S3). Of particular interest is that the catalytic lysine is present in
this list: in themajority of sequences, which are not in the OrnTL family,
the catalytic lysine is found two positions later at position 244 (for a dis-
cussion see section 4.1). Most other positions in this list are not directly
explained by their functional role, which is not surprising, as the OrnTL
DB comprises a variety of substrate and reaction specificities that de-
mand different recognition mechanisms. The only amino acid that is
conserved over the whole fold type I database is D213, which is the res-
idue responsible for protonating the pyridine nitrogen of the cofactor.

2.3. Reaction and substrate specificity determining residues revealed by

correlated mutations analysis (CMA)

Evaluating sequence conservation is a fast way to identify positions
that are probably relevant for catalysis or protein architecture. However,
this strategy will only display a fraction of important residues. Often,
more than one solution (amino acid composition) exists to realise a
function in a protein. For example, in the case of a salt bridge at a do-
main interface that is required for protein stabilisation, it is probably
not important on which of the two domains the acidic or basic residue
is localised. Thus, these two positions might not be conserved but mu-
tated simultaneously. The degree to which mutations occur in a corre-
lated fashion depends on the strength of the selection pressure, which
is related to the functional relevance of these positions. Halabi et al.
(2009) demonstrated the power of such analyses using proteases:
clusters of amino acids (called protein sectors) relevant for substrate
specificity, thermostability and catalysis could be discovered from cor-
relatedmutationswithout looking at crystal structures. Thus, correlated
mutations analysis (CMA) is a powerful statistical evaluation tool
(Kuipers et al., 2009; Kuipers et al., 2010b). The informative value of a
CMA depends on the size, composition and quality of the multiple se-
quence alignment. The OrnTL DB mainly contains amino acid
sequences of transaminases with different substrate specificities. As ex-
pected, the network that resulted from a CMA on the OrnTL DB (Fig. 9)
includes 10 active site positions that are important for substrate recog-
nition (we found 13 key amino acids during our literature research and
structure inspection, see section 3; for a picture of the human Orn:αKG
TA highlighting the active site residues, see Fig. 10).

Residues 132, 185, 216, and 353 and residues 47 and 346 are part of
the CMA network; they are key positions determining amino acceptor
specificity in the transaminases (α-ketoglutarate versus pyruvate).
The majority of the sequences of the OrnTL DB are transaminases with
at least 28 significantly different substrate specificities. As more than
one amino acid residue is necessary to create a distinct substrate speci-
ficity, it makes sense that these residues mutated simultaneously. This
clearly demonstrates the potential of CMA. The CMA also detected resi-
dues involved in cofactor binding, at the dimer interface, but also resi-
dues whose relevance is not yet known.

2.4. The sequence–function matrix

From the 3DMdatabase statistics, structure inspection and literature
research concerning each substrate and reaction specificity, we con-
structed a sequence–function matrix. This is the centrepiece of this re-
view: the matrix summarises 13 active site residues within the OrnTL
family that determine reaction or substrate specificity (Table 2). As cer-
tain patterns are unique for each enzyme activity, we suggest that these
active site fingerprints can be used to predict themain activity of a given
sequence belonging to the OrnTL family. Not all 13 positions are equally
relevant for each enzyme. The most important residues for each
specificity are shown in bold. In the specificity-dedicated subsections,
we describe the details of these sequence–function relationships at a
molecular level.

We constructed the matrix in the following way: for each activity,
we built small alignments containing only enzymes with experimental-
ly confirmed activities. From crystal structures and literature, we

Fig. 8. Topology plot of the class III transaminases exemplified on chain A of the human
Orn:αKG TA structure (PDB ID: 2OAT). The regions with specifically conserved secondary
structure in class III TAs are highlighted red (see main text for more information). Con-
served residues among the whole family are highlighted in grey: the aspartate ‘on top’
of the left-handed helix α2 (D41), the aspartate ‘below’ PLP, coordinating its pyridine ni-
trogen (D213) and the catalytic lysine (K242).
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extracted the relevant residues and then identified all sequences of the
OrnTL DB carrying these minimal sequence patterns. Finally, we used
the larger alignment derived from the sequence pattern search to ex-
tract the most frequently observed amino acids at the other matrix po-
sitions for each specificity.

Owing to the lack of crystal structures with sufficient sequence sim-
ilarity, several class III transaminases have not been included in the
OrnTL DB (see Table 3 entries with a minus (−) sign in the ‘subfamily’

column). Most of these enzymes could be aligned to their closest struc-
ture and sequence in the 3DM database manually and thereby also be
compared to the other class III TAs. The results from thesemanual align-
ments are discussed in the corresponding sections and are also
displayed in the sequence–function matrix (see Table 2).

Further research is needed to investigate to which extent the se-
quence–function relationships can be generalised. We suggest using

the information stored in the matrix to address the following
questions:

Question Solution

1. What are the main
substrates of a given
protein belonging to
this superfamily?

In an alignment, compare the active site residues of the
query sequence to the fingerprints of the matrix. In case
of a match, it is likely that also the activities are matching.
For convenience, a multiple sequence alignment of all
subfamilies' parental structures of the OrnTL DB is
available (Supplementary data Figure S1) that helps to
match the 3DM numbers of this review with the original
numbering of the crystal structures and therefore also to
the query sequence.

2. How can I identify
novel enzymes
having the desired
activity present in
the superfamily?

Usually, a BLAST with a query sequence is conducted to
identify enzymes with similar/equal function. We
recommend to align available sequences and check,
whether they carry the specificity determining residues
highlighted in the matrix. This helps especially to
evaluate distantly related sequences which otherwise
would often not be chosen as candidate because the
outcome would be too uncertain.

3. Does the superfamily
contain novel enzyme
activities, which are
not yet known?

Enzymes whose active site residues do not fit the pattern
of the matrix have either an unknown activity, or they
might contain an alternative active site design to confer
a known specificity.

3. Activities represented in the ornithine TA-like database

The class III transaminase family represents only a small fraction of
known sequences within the PLP fold class I. Nevertheless, it contains
at least 28 distinct enzymatic activities (not all have a separate EC num-
ber assigned, yet). This section aims to summarise structural details that
govern these substrate and reaction specificities.

A table of contents of this section's subsections is given in Table 3,
which provides an overview of enzyme activities by providing struc-
tures of their substrates and products, as well as a list of abbreviations.
We will discuss these enzymes in the order mentioned in Table 3. The
entries in the sequence–function matrix and the scenes in the Supple-
mentary PyMOL session are in the same order to facilitate a convenient
comparison of active site fingerprints and their underlying structural
features. Enzymes displaying transaminase activities will be described
first, followed by a smaller group of enzymes with other reaction spec-
ificities, namely decarboxylation dependent transaminases, 1,2-amino
mutases and α-amino acid amide (αAAA) racemases. Besides these
well-investigated enzymes, we mention fumonisin B1 TAs, aminosugar
TAs, phospholyases and multi-domain enzymes grouped together at
the end: due to a lack of structural information, the substrate or reaction
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specificity determining residues of these enzymes cannot be predicted
from the sequence alignments at the moment. A list of sequences,
which have been experimentally characterised, is given in Supplemen-
tary data Table S5.

The majority of characterised enzymes found in the OrnTL database
can be classified as ω-transaminases. Whereas α-transaminases transfer
the amino group at the Cα position with respect to the carboxylate
group, ω-transaminases can accept amino acids where the position of
the amino group with respect to the carboxylate group varies (see
Fig. 5). These enzymes can further be clustered into three groups
based on the preferred amino acceptor. The first group is accepting α-
ketoglutarate (αKG) (section 3.1), the second pyruvate (pyr) (section

3.2) and the third is converting either both αKG and pyr or other amino
acceptors (section 3.3). As all ω-TAs convert structurally and chemically
different amino donors and acceptors in the same active site, they all
require a mechanism for dual substrate recognition. Within the OrnTL
database three different solutions for this task have been found,
which are each discussed in the beginning of the sections dedicated
to the three amino acceptors (sections 3.1.1, 3.2.1 and 3.3.1). The
alanine:glyoxylate transaminases 2 (Ala:glyox TA 2) are the only
characterised transaminases within the OrnTL DB that do not require
a dual substrate recognition because only α- and βAA are converted
(section 3.3.6). The second known enzyme that only converts αAA,

D-p-hydroxyphenylglycine:αKG TA, however, requires dual sub-
strate recognition because its substrate and product have inversed
absolute configuration (D-p-hydroxyphenylglycine and L-Glu, sec-
tion 3.3.4).

Among theω-transaminases, a few have been found to additionally
convert amines independently from the presence of carboxylic groups
in the substrate. Those enzymes, referred to as amine transaminases
(ATAs), are the biocatalytically most interesting enzymes within this
family (Rausch et al., 2013), and are described in sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.

To facilitate the understanding of the most important features of a
given subfamily discussed below and to provide a quick summary, we
first present the active site fingerprint containing only amino acids,
which are of high relevance for substrate recognition or catalysis for this
enzyme followed by a brief summary of the essentials of each subsection.

3.1. ω-Amino acid:α-ketoglutarate transaminases

Fingerprint ωAA:αKG TAs: R132, D/E185, Q216, R353.
Summary: the specificity forω-amino acid:α-ketoglutarate (ωAA:αKG)

transamination can be reliably predicted because the four fingerprint

residues, involved in dual substrate recognition, are found in all

characterised enzymes. However, amino donor specificity prediction is

more delicate as most ωAA:αKG TAs show a relatively broad substrate

scope. Since broad substrate spectra are achieved by unspecific binding of

different substrates, predictions by use of active site fingerprints are often

not reliable. Nevertheless, the ωAA:αKG TAs with narrow substrate scopes

Table 2

Sequence–function matrix: overview of the function determining positions in correlation
to reaction and substrate specificities. Residues in bold are thefingerprint residues that de-
termine reaction and substrate specificity (as retrieved from mutagenesis or crystallo-
graphic studies). If not sufficient information was available to assign a fingerprint for a
certain specificity, no residue is bold. The colour code indicates the physicochemical prop-
erties of the residues. The degree of conservation is indicated by the following notations:
capital letters— conserved residues (more than 70% of the subset); lowercase — residues
with a conservation between 30% and 70%, up to 3 amino acids are listed per positionwith
descending conservation; lowercase italic letters indicate that none of the amino acids at a
given position occurs with more than 30%, the threemost frequent amino acids are given.
Aminus (−) indicates that there is no residue that can be aligned to this position. A special
character is introduced for sequences that donot belong to theOrnTL DB andwere aligned
manually to their closest homologs within the database. At positions where thesemanual
alignments were ambiguous a questionmark is shown. For details on substrates, products
and abbreviations of the enzymes corresponding to this matrix, see Table 3.

Notes to Table 2:
aOnly based on one sequence (Flavobacterium lutescens Lysε:αKG TA (UniProt ID: Q9EVJ7)
that was aligned to its closest homolog A9MMF7 in the OrnTL DB to determine the 3D
numbers.
bOnly based on one sequence (the E. coli YgjG enzyme (UniProt ID: P42588; PDB ID:
4UOX))
cOnly based on one sequence (the Serratia sp. 3-acetyloctanal TA (UniProt ID: Q5W267),
crystal structure (PDB ID: 4PPM))
dOnly based on nine characterised enzymes (see Supplementary data Table S5 entries
76–85)
eOnly based on two sequences (the Pseudomonas aeruginosa spuC (UniProt ID: Q9I6J2)
and its homolog from P. putida (UniProt ID: Q88CJ8))
fOnly based on four characterised enzymes (see Supplementary data Table S5 entries
137–140) (UniProt ID: Q6JE91 is different at several matrix positions)
gOnly based on one characterised enzyme (from Candidatus cloacamonas acidaminovorans

(UniProt ID: B0VH76))
hOnly based on two sequences (the Pseudomonas stutzeri (UniProt ID: Q6VY99) and the
P. putida enzyme (GenBank ID: AX467211)) the structure of the P. stutzeri enzyme (PDB
ID: 2CY8) is an unpublished apo structure
iOnly based onfive characterisedmammalian enzymes (see Supplementary data, Table S5,
entries 162–166)
jOnly based on one sequence (the Lactobacillus buchneri Ile-2-epimerase (UniProt ID:
F4FWH4))
kOnly based on two characterised sequences (the human O-phosphoethanolamine
phospholyase (UniProt ID: Q8TBG4) and 5-phosphohydroxy-L-lysine phospholyase
(UniProt ID: Q8IUZ5)); the only difference among these residues is 185 where Cys is re-
placed by a Val in the latter enzyme
lOnly based on two characterised sequences (the enzymes from Sphingopyxis

macrogoltabida (UniProt ID: D2D3B2) and bacterium ATCC 55552 (UniProt ID: E2E0Q4))
mOnly based on one characterised sequence (Seq. ID 56 in patent WO2004085624)
nOnly based on one characterised sequence (the Mycosubtilin synthase subunit A from
Bacillus subtilis (UniProt ID: Q9R9J1))
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Table 3

Overviewof the extended transaminase classification after Grishin et al. (1995) showing substrates converted and products formedwith special focus on class III transaminaseswithin the
OrnTL DB. For TA classes I, II, IV, V and VI only representative examples are shown. All transaminase specificities are described by their natural amino donor and acceptor (if known)
where pyruvate (pyr),α-ketoglutarate (αKG) and amino acids are three letter abbreviated e.g. Asp:αKG TA for aspartate transaminase. The substrates and products are drawn in the ori-
entation they bind to the PLP (if this is known) when looking from the re-face, with the P-side on the left (as in Fig. 10). In cases with more than one amino group per molecule, the
transaminated one is highlighted in grey (if known). In cases where the products undergo spontaneous further reactions (as e.g. in Lysε:αKG TA), the products of these are shown. The
common terms amino donor and amino acceptor for TA substrates might be misleading in a reversible reaction as e.g. γ-aminobutyrate:αKG TAs (GABA:αKG TAs) may also be referred
to asGlu:succinate semialdehyde TA if regarded from the reverse direction.We followed the physiological function (if known)or the reaction equilibrium to specify thedonor and acceptor
in transamination reactions and to term each enzyme.
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α
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α

α

α

α

α

α

α

(continued on next page)
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developed mechanisms to distinguish the different ωAAs, thereby enabling

plausible predictions of their specificity.
ω-Transaminases, which are selective for αKG as the amino accep-

tor, but differ in their amino donor specificity, include 72 characterised
enzymes of the 12,956 sequences in the OrnTL DB. The above shown
fingerprint residues are characteristic for these αKG specific enzymes.
Already small substitutions of additional active site residues vary the ac-
ceptance of amino donors (mainly ω-amino acids of different length
and substitution pattern). It is of special interest to understand how
these different enzymes learned to favour one of the very similar sub-
strates over another and to distinguish between GABA, Orn, AcOrn
and Lys. The majority of these enzymes, however, are not absolutely
specific and convert more than one of those substrates with reasonable
activity. Enzyme redundancy and substrate promiscuity seems to be a
common feature of many class III transaminases (Lal et al., 2014;
Schneider and Reitzer, 2012). Unfortunately, the substrate scope of
several enzymes has not been investigated systematically and often
only the substrate pair suggested from sequence identity to other

known enzymes was tested (Seong Gyu et al., 2001; Tripathi and
Ramachandran, 2006). Therefore it is often not possible to unambigu-
ously classify certain ωAA:αKG TAs and we focused on enzymes that
were tested for more than one substrate to compare active site features
that are important for amino donor discrimination.

3.1.1. Dual substrate recognition: the glutamate switch

The dual substrate recognition mechanism is conserved among the
ωAA:αKG TAs as all substrate pairs demand for the same requirements.
Given the fact that the L-enantiomer of glutamate is formed in each
reaction, the O-side (for active site nomenclature, see Box 1) has to ac-
commodateαKG's 1-carboxylate. This is achieved by a highly conserved
arginine (R353, see Fig. 11B) (Hirotsu et al., 2005).

In theω-amino acid converting half reaction the O-side only accom-
modates a proton (instead of a carboxyl group) from the terminal car-
bon of the substrate and therefore the pocket needs to be otherwise
‘filled’. For this purpose, the side chain of E185 switches into the active
site and forms a salt bridge with R353 to neutralise its positive charge.

α

α

α

α

a
RS: small residue, RL: large residue.
bThe full coenzyme A structure is shown in Supplementary data Figure S5 A.
cFor six of these the amino donor is unknown, the sequences, however, suggest SAM:KAPA TA.
dAdditional substrates are shown in Supplementary data Figure S4 A.
eSubstrates and products are shown in Supplementary data Figure S4 B–E.
fSubstrate structures are shown in Supplementary data Figure S5 B and C.
gTransaminase class VI is equal to InterPro's DegT/DnrJ/EryC1 family.

Table 3 (continued)
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Due to this movement, the dual substrate recognition in these enzymes
is often referred to as ‘glutamate switch’ (Hirotsu et al., 2005). The
‘switched-in’ position of the side chain of E185 is further stabilised by
a hydrogen bond from ‘below’ by Q216 (see Fig. 11A).

On the P-side another highly conserved arginine residue (R132)
forms a salt bridge with the 1-carboxylate of the ωAA substrate in the
first half reaction (Fig. 11A) and in most ωAA:αKG TAs also with the
5-carboxylate of αKG in the second half reaction (Fig. 12B) (Newman
et al., 2013). One exception is the AcOrn:αKG TA from Thermus

thermophilus, (Fig. 11B) where R132 is only involved in weak electronic
interactions to αKG (Hirotsu et al., 2005).

R132 also determines the specificity towards transamination of the
ω-amino group in α,ω-diamino acids: R132 specifically interacts with
the substrate's 1-carboxylate, thereby keeping the substrate in the
right orientation for ω-transamination. Additionally, R132 would repel
the ω-amino group when the di-amino acid would be oriented in the
alterative binding mode at the P-side; thereby the conversion of the

α-amino group is prevented (Markova et al., 2005). The importance of
R132 for substrate recognition, which is probably the reason for its con-
servation in ωAA:αKG TAs, becomes evident in the human inborn
GABA:αKG TA deficiency, which may result from a R132K mutation in
these enzymes that reduces the vmax by 25% (Medina-Kauwe et al.,
1999). A second confirmation of its influence on αKG recognition
was provided in a mutagenesis study on a dialkylglycine decarbo-
xylase (see section 3.5) where the M132R mutation conferred the
ability to convert L-glutamate (Fogle and Toney, 2010).

The functional importance of the interplay of the three residues
E185 Q216 and R353 is also reflected by the CMA: these positions
are highly correlated in the OrnTL DB and mainly occur together (see
CMA network in Fig. 9). Therefore the presence of these three residues
together might be regarded as a strong indication forωAA:αKG activity
of an uncharacterised enzyme.

The conserved R353 is additionally found in other enzymes that
accept α-amino acids such as the 2,2-dialkylglycine decarboxylase

82

113

15

16

132

129

46

353

185

216

242

271

215

AcOrn:αKG TA, 1WKG AcOrn:αKG TA, 1WKH

Orn:αKG TA, 2OATAcOrn:αKG TA, 1WKG

A) B)

C) D)

Fig. 11. The dual substrate recognition in AcOrn:αKG TAs is achieved by the E185 ‘switch’ (A & B) and Y16 side chain conformation determines AcOrn:αKG TAs fromOrn:αKG TAs (C &D).
The substrate (analogue) PLP adducts are shown in orange, variable region residues are shown in yellow. A) E185 neutralises R353 when AcOrn is bound (PDB ID: 1WKG). B) E185
‘switched’ out of the active site to allow for the coordination of αKG's 1-carboxylic group by R353 (PDB ID: 1WKH) C) In AcOrn:αKG TAs Y16 points out of the active site to allow for
AcOrn binding (Q82 is 1WKG numbering, between core positions 73 & 74) R132 is omitted for clarity reasons. D) In Orn:αKG TAs Y16 points towards the active site to coordinate
Orn's α-amino group. This side chain conformation is caused by a second water molecule (compared to one in 1WKG), which is held in place by a hydrogen-bonding network involving
the other water, N15 and R113 (2OAT numbering, between core positions 73 & 74). R132 is omitted for clarity reasons.
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subfamily 1D7V and the α-TAs found in PLP fold type I, where it is also
coordinating the substrate's carboxylate (Sun et al., 1998).

3.1.2. Ornithine, acetylornithine and succinylornithine:α-ketoglutarate TAs

Fingerprint Orn:αKG TA: Y16, Y46, R132, E185, Q216, R353, R113
(2OAT numbering, between core positions 73 & 74)

Fingerprint Orn/AcOrn/SuOrn:αKG TA: Y16, R132, E185, Q216, R353
Summary: AcOrn/SuOrn:αKG TAs have a broad substrate specificity and

convert both AcOrn, SuOrn, and at higher pH values also Orn. The lack of

specific interactions allows for this broad substrate spectrum. On the con-

trary, Orn:αKG TAs are highly specific because the free α-amino group is

placed between the two conserved Y16 and Y46. The presence of these

two tyrosines, however, is not sufficient for creating the high specificity.

R113, an arginine residue of the variable region between position 73 and

74 is important for the correct positioning of the side chain of Y46.

Ornithine aminotransferases (EC 2.6.1.13, Orn:αKG TA, found in sub-
family 2OAT), acetylornithine aminotransferases (EC2.6.1.11, AcOrn:αKG
TA, subfam. 2ORD, 1VEF, 3NX3 and 2EO5) and succinylornithine amino-
transferases (EC 2.6.1.81, SuOrn:αKG TA, subfam 2ORD) are found in
Archaea, Bacteria and Eukaryota, where they are involved in ornithine
homeostasis and proline biosynthesis (Jortzik et al., 2010) or the arginine
and lysine biosynthetic pathways (Xu et al., 2007).

Due to the narrow substrate scopes of Orn:αKG TAs, which are
limited to biotechnologically rather uninteresting compounds, there
are not many biocatalytic or biotechnological applications described.
However, they were utilised for equilibrium displacement in other
αKG forming transaminations as the formed aldehyde product
(glutamate-5-semialdehyde) is instantly removed from the equilibrium
by spontaneous cyclisation (Tufvesson et al., 2011).

In general AcOrn:αKG, SuOrn:αKG and often also N-succinyl-L,L-
diaminopimelate:αKG activity is found in the same, broad substrate
scope, enzymes. These AcOrn:αKG TAs have a preference for the acylat-
ed ornithine species over ornithine itself at neutral pH (Heimberg et al.,
1990; Ledwidge and Blanchard, 1999; Newman et al., 2013), whereas
the Orn:αKG TAs do not convert AcOrn (Heimberg et al., 1990) and
GABA is only converted with very low activity (Markova et al., 2005).

The substrate preference of Orn:αKGTAs can be explained by specif-
ic interactions of Y16 with the free (non-converted) α-amino group
(Markova et al., 2005). The Y16A/G mutations drastically reduced
Orn:αKG activity in the human enzyme (PDB ID: 2OAT). Additionally,
the role of the highly conserved Y46 in determining Orn:αKG TA speci-
ficity was shown by the Y46I mutation in the human enzyme, which
switched the substrate specificity towards GABA:αKG transamination.
Y16 and Y46 might therefore, together with the dual substrate re-
cognition residues (i.e. R132, E185, Q216, R353, see section 3.1.1) be
employed to distinguish Orn:αKG TAs from other class III transami-
nases. Nevertheless, these features alone are not sufficient to discrimi-
nate Orn:αKG TAs from all AcOrn:αKG TAs, as the AcOrn and AcLys
converting enzyme from T. thermophilus also has these two tyrosines
(PDB ID: 1WKG, see Fig. 11) (Miyazaki et al., 2001; Rajaram et al.,
2008). Rajaram et al. (2008) proposed that the difference in substrate
specificity between these enzymes arises from side chain conformation-
al changes of Y16, rather than from differing active site residues. In
Orn:αKG TAs the side chain is pointing towards the active side, thereby
preventing the productive binding of AcOrn, whereas this tyrosine
points out of the active site in AcOrn:αKG TAs (see Fig. 11C & D) to cre-
ate additional space resulting in a more relaxed substrate scope. The
comparison of the 2OAT and 1WKG structures implies that this subtle
difference is mediated by the presence of an additional water molecule
behind Y16 in 2OAT.We propose that N15 and R113 (2OAT numbering,
between core positions 73 and 74), that are highly conserved in
Orn:αKG TAs, but not in AcOrn:αKG TAs are responsible for the correct
positioning of the two water molecules (Fig. 11C & D). R113 (2OAT
numbering) in Orn:αKG TAs corresponds to a conserved Q82 (1WKG
numbering) or N79 (2PB0 numbering) in AcOrn:αKG TAs, while posi-
tion 15 is not conserved in these enzymes. The influence of the R113

(2OAT numbering) on AcOrn/Orn activity has probably already been in-
vestigated as the structure of the N79R mutant of the Salmonella

typhimurium enzyme has been deposited in the PDB recently (PDB IDs:
4JF0 & 4JEZ) but unfortunately the mutant is misfolded at the P-side in
both structures (Bisht et al., 2014; unpublished crystal structures).

Searching for fingerprint Y16, Y46, R132, E185, Q216, R353 in the
OrnTL DB resulted in 816 sequences (97% of which are found in the
2OAT subfamily). 786 of those sequences have R113 (2OAT numbering,
between core positions 73 & 74) that are therefore predicted to encode
for enzymes highly specific for Orn:αKG transamination.

The fact that AcOrn:αKG and SuOrn:αKG TAs prefer the acylated or-
nithine over the free di-amino acid at neutral pH values cannot be ex-
plained by any specific interaction with the substrate. This preference,
which is not found at higher pH values (Heimberg et al., 1990), is prob-
ably established by steric and desolvation effects (Newman et al., 2013).
Newman et al. (2013) concluded that these enzymes possess a broader
substrate scope or some degree of substrate promiscuity compared to
Orn:αKG TAs due to non-specific interactions which enables the bind-
ing of different substrates in a similar orientation. Specific interactions
(e.g. hydrogen bonds) to the substratewould not allow for a broad spec-
trum because substrates not satisfying these interactions would suffer
energetic penalties.

Unspecific binding of AcOrn is probably also responsible for
AcOrn:αKG TA activity that was detected in ‘broad spectrum’ GABA:αKG
TAs (Lal et al., 2014; Voellym and Leisinger, 1976) which are discussed in
section 3.1.4. Additionally, two enzymes from thermophiles that had,
based on sequence similarity, initially been annotated as GABA:αKG TAs
turned out to be AcOrn:αKG TAs (Koma et al., 2006). These are also
discussed in the GABA:αKG TA dedicated section 3.1.4.

The inhomogeneity of enzymes possessingAcOrn TA activity and the
unspecific binding of the substratemakes thefingerprint based discrim-
ination of these enzymes from otherωAA:αKG TAs impossible. To some
extent, however, it is possible to distinguish the AcOrn:αKG TAs that
share sequence similarity to Orn:αKG TAs from the other class III trans-
aminases. Most Orn:αKG TA similar AcOrn:αKG and SuOrn:αKG have
Y16 on the P-side but not Y46 like the Orn:αKG TAs (1WKG is an excep-
tion). Even though Y16 does not coordinate AcOrn or SuOrn, its conser-
vation implies that it is structurally or functionally important for the
transaminases converting both free and acylated ornithine (see
sequence–function matrix Table 2).

3.1.3. Lysine-ε:α-ketoglutarate TAs

Fingerprint Lysε:αKG TAs similar to 2JJG: R132, E185, Q216, N/S269,
R353

Summary: three different kinds of Lysε:αKG TAs are known: 1) enzymes

similar to 2JJG with a broad substrate spectrum that match the fingerprint;

2) enzymes similar to the Flavobacterium lutescens enzyme, thatmatch the

fingerprint of broad spectrum GABA:αKG TAs, but do not convert GABA;

3) enzymes which are highly specific for Lys and do not convert Orn (se-

quence unknown).

L-Lysine-ε-transaminases (Lysε:αKG TA), which are found in the
2JJG subfamily, catalyse thefirst step in a bacterial biosynthetic pathway
towards β-lactam, the building block of several antibiotic families such
as penicillins and cephalosporins (Tobin et al., 1991). This enzyme has
been used to convert Nα-protected-L-lysine into precursors of ACE
(Angiotensin Converting Enzyme) inhibitors, which are used as antihy-
pertensive drugs (Patel et al., 1999). Other examples include the use of
Lysε:αKG TA from Sphingomonas paucimobilis to synthesise a precursor
of the vasopeptidase inhibitor Omapatrilat (Patel et al., 2000) as well as
5-hydroxy-L-proline and some protected variants thereof (Hanson et al.,
2011). The application of these enzymes (similar to that of Orn:αKG
TAs, described in section 3.1.2) to shift the equilibrium of other αKG
forming reactions is possible because the aldehyde product is
instable (Tufvesson et al., 2011): Lysε:αKG transamination forms
α-aminoadipate-δ-semialdehyde and Glu, while α-aminoadipate-δ-
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semialdehyde undergoes spontaneous intramolecular imine formation
to form 1-piperideine-6-carboxylic acid (Soda et al., 1968) (see Table 3).

Unfortunately the only two characterised enzymes in the OrnTL DB
have been tested for very few substrates (Romero et al., 1997; Tripathi
and Ramachandran, 2006), which makes general conclusions about se-
quence–function relations in Lysε:αKG TA difficult. We suggest that
there are at least three types of Lysε:αKG TAs: the first one is found in
the 2JJG subfamily and accepts lysine, ornithine,αKG and to a lower ex-
tent also pyr and oxaloacetate as found for the Streptomyces clavuligerus

enzyme (UniProt ID: Q01767) (Romero et al., 1997). The second type of
Lysε:αKG TAswith known sequence and substrate scope is represented
by the enzyme from F. lutescens (UniProt D: Q9EVJ7) (Fujii et al., 2000;
Yagi et al., 1991), which is, however, not aligned to the OrnTL DB as it
shares too little sequence identitywith the 2JJG enzymeor anyother en-
zyme with known structure. This enzyme is also found to convert orni-
thine in addition to the favoured lysine (Yagi et al., 1991). The third type
of Lysε:αKG TAs, which is in contrast to the two other mentioned types
by not converting ornithine at all, was found in Candida utilis (Hammer
and Bode, 1992) but its sequence is unknown. Even though it would be
interesting to investigate how this third type achieves the lysine–
ornithine discrimination, sequence–function relationships can only be
investigated for the first two types.

The dual substrate recognition in the enzymeswith known sequence
is performed as described for all ωAA:αKG TAs in section 3.1.1 and
R132, E185, Q216 and R353 are therefore conserved (Tripathi and
Ramachandran, 2006).

The creation of a sequence fingerprint for this substrate specificity
has proven to be challenging owing to its similarity with the other
ωAA:αKG TAs, which all convert very similar substrates (e.g. ornithine,
acetylornithine and γ-aminobutyrate). A closer structural comparison
of the 2JJG enzymewith the GABA:αKG TAs andOrn/AcOrn/SuOrn:αKG
TAs showed very similar active sites and it is therefore likely that GABA
and AcOrn is converted by these enzymes as well. There is only one
position (N/S269) in the active site which is fairly unique for the two
characterised Lysε:αKG TAs in the OrnTL DB (Supplementary data
Table S5 entry 42 & 43) and the whole subfamily 2JJG. This residue,
however, is not involved in lysine or αKG coordination (see Fig. 12)
and therefore the function of this additional hydrogen-bonding donor
at the P-side cannot be rationalised, yet. Nevertheless, we suggest
including it in a sequence fingerprint to identify enzymes with compa-
rable substrate specificities but its function should be investigated by
mutagenesis studies. The fingerprint search for R132, E185, Q216,

N/S269, R353 resulted in 112 sequences of which 88% belong to the
2JJG subfamily.

The Lysε:αKG TAs of the second type are not found in the OrnTL DB,
but the enzyme from F. lutescens was aligned to the closest homolog in
the database to compare the active site residues (see sequence–function
matrix Table 2). It was found that it also possesses the common dual sub-
strate recognition residues but a G269 and an I46 instead of N/S269 and
V/F46 in the 2JJG subfamily. Interestingly, this enzyme accepts lysine
and ornithine, but not GABA (Yagi et al., 1991) even though it shares
the common active site residues with the GABA:αKG TAs as described
in thenext section. Regions that couldnot be alignedproperlymust there-
fore additionally determine substrate specificity in this enzyme.

3.1.4. γ-Aminobutyrate:α-ketoglutarate TAs

Fingerprint ‘narrow spectrum’ GABA:αKG TAs: I46, R132, E185,
F269, Q216 and R353

Summary: I46 is important for GABA:αKG TA activity but no unique fea-

ture, as I46 is also found in some other enzymes within the class III TAs. The
active site of eukaryotic GABA:αKG TAs is narrowed by F269 and there-
fore only GABA, LAIB and βAla are accepted as amino donors. Subtle
amino acid exchanges not covered by the sequence–function matrix
can substantially shift the preference from GABA towards βAla.

Fingerprint ‘broad spectrum’ GABA:αKG TAs: (NOT Y16), I46, R132,
E185, G269, Q216 and R353

Summary: bacterial GABA:αKG TAs have, due to G269, more space in

the active site and therefore have a pH dependent relaxed substrate

scope. AcOrn is also converted at neutral pH. At higher pH values substrates

with additional free amino groups like Orn, Lys and putrescine (PUT) are

accepted as well. Unidentified differences to these enzymes (as found in

thermophiles) result in transaminases prefering AcOrn over GABA.

γ-Aminobutyrate (GABA) is a neurotransmitter and catabolic
GABA:αKG TAs (EC 2.6.1.19) are involved in neurological disorders
and therefore are targets for the treatment of e.g. epilepsy. For instance
the suicide inhibitor Vigabatrin is active for epilepsy treatment (Grant
and Heel, 1991), as it irreversibly inhibits mammalian GABA:αKG
TAs by covalently linking PLP and the catalytic lysine and thereby
preventing further catalysis. Interestingly, Orn:αKGTAs are onlyweakly
and reversibly inhibited by this highly selective inhibitor (Lee et al.,
2014). The differences of mammalian Orn:αKG and GABA:αKG TAs
from a pharmaceutical point of view have been recently reviewed by
Lee et al. (2014).
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Fig. 12.Dual substrate recognition in Lysε:αKGTAs exemplified for the enzyme fromMycobacterium tuberculosis. A) Lysine's carboxylate is coordinated byR132 and E185 is in contactwith
Q216 and R353 (PDB ID: 2CJD) B) α-Ketoglutarate is coordinated by R132 on the P-side and R353 and Q216 at the O-side, while E185 ‘switched’ out of the active site (PDB ID: 2CJH).
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From sequence similarity and substrate scope we suggest to
distinguish the GABA:αKG TAs in two groups: eukaryotic enzymes
that possess a very narrow substrate scope and are only accepting
GABA and β-alanine (βAla), and the bacterial enzymes which have a
broader substrate spectrum.

Due to the very narrow substrate scope the options for biotechno-
logical applications of eukaryotic enzymes is limited, but also for those
with bacterial origin only few biocatalytic applications have been de-
scribed. Bacterial GABA:αKG TAs can be applied as effective biocatalysts
for the production of GABA or Glu similar substances as demonstrated
for the herbicide L-phosphinotricin by the E. coli gabT enzyme (PDB
ID: 1SFF) (Schulz et al., 1990).

All described GABA:αKG TAs share the common residues for dual
substrate recognition with the other ωAA:αKG TAs (i.e. R132, E185,
Q216, R353, see section 3.1.1 and Fig. 13A & B) and I46, which has
been found to enhance GABA:αKG TA activity in Orn:αKG TAs (see
section 3.1.2) (Markova et al., 2005). However, residue I46 is not
specific for GABA:αKG TAs among the class III transaminases, as sev-
eral AcOrn or SuOrn:αKG TAs also have a I46. The discrimination of
enzymes with preference for GABA from the AcOrn/SuOrn:αKG TAs
that are similar to the Orn:αKG TAs, however, is possible if se-
quences with Y16 are excluded. This residue is highly conserved in
the AcOrn/SuOrn:αKG TAs (see section 3.1.2), but not in the known
GABA:αKG TAs.

Structural features limiting the substrate scope of mammalian
GABA:αKG TAs (e.g. from pig (UniProt ID: P80147) and mouse (UniProt
ID: P61922) in subfamily 1OHV) to GABA, L-3-aminoisobutyrate (LAIB)
and βAla (Buzenet et al., 1978; Schousboe et al., 1973; Tamaki et al.,
2000) have been investigated in detail (Markova et al., 2005; Storici
et al., 1999). The F269, which is highly conserved in the eukaryotic en-
zymes, narrows the active site at the ‘top’ of PLP, thereby preventing
the binding of larger substrates. We propose that most of the 233 se-
quences in the OrnTL DB that match the fingerprint I46, R132, E185,
Q216, F269, R353 encode GABA:αKG TAs with a narrow substrate scope.

A unique structural feature is found in the pig enzyme, where posi-
tions C98 and C101 of both subunits form a [2Fe–2S]-cluster at the
dimer interface, but its function is unknown (Storici et al., 2004; Sung
and Kim, 2000) (see Fig. 13B). It is suggested to be involved in an activa-
tion mechanism, especially in higher organisms, because this [2Fe–2S]-
cluster was not found in bacteria or yeast except for the basidiomycete

Ustilago maydis. This explains why both, C98 and C101, are only
conserved in the mammal enzymes within the 1OHV subfamily.

In bacterial GABA:αKG TAs (found in subfamily 3Q8N) F269 is in
most cases replaced by a glycine (found in 91% of sequences in subfam-
ily 3Q8N), thereby creating space and allowing for a more relaxed sub-
strate spectrum (compare Fig. 13A & B). E. coli, for instance, has two
such ‘broad spectrum’GABA:αKGTAs: gabT (PDB ID: 1SFF) is constantly
expressed and puuE (UniProt ID: P50457) is induced by putrescine.
These two enzymes have recently been shown to convert AcOrn
in vitro and in vivo (Lal et al., 2014). Lal et al. (2014) for the first time in-
vestigated the function of all E. coli class III transaminases systematically
and demonstrated that four of its transaminases possess partly redun-
dant substrate spectra. The gabT enzyme that was further characterised,
was additionally shown to convert L-aspartate (Liu et al., 2005) but
interestingly, in contrast to the eukaryotic enzymes, not βAla (Park
et al., 1993). The GABA:αKG TA from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (UniProt
ID: Q9I6M4) also efficiently converts AcOrn at physiological pH and ad-
ditionally Orn, putrescine (PUT) and Lys with a higher pH optimum
compared to the GABA:αKG reaction (Voellym and Leisinger, 1976).

We suggest that other class III transaminases, also matching the
active site fingerprint (NOT Y16), I46, R132, E185, Q216, G269 and
R353 could also be able to convert AcOrn at physiological and free
α,ω-diamino acids like Orn and Lys at higher pH values.

The prediction of a GABA:αKG TAs substrate scope based on the two
proposed active site fingerprints is unfortunately not possible in all
cases. There are three examples described where very subtle amino
acid substitutions in the active sites or even in their entrances changed
the substrate spectra.

The first example is from the yeast Lachancea kluyveri, which has
two ‘narrow spectrum’ GABA:αKG TAs (UniProt IDs: A5H0J5 and
A5H0J6, 57% sequence identity), the first one favours βAla three fold
over GABA and the second is selective for only GABA (Andersen et al.,
2007). Homologymodelling of these two enzymeswith the pig enzyme
structure (PDB ID: 1OHV) as template revealed that the only active site
differences are found relatively far away from the cofactor at the P-side
of the active site entrance (substitutions from the βAla converting en-
zyme to the GABAαKG TA: P266A, F349Y (A5H0J5 numbering, between
core positions 266 and 267) and C108D (A5H0J5 numbering, between
core positions 73 and 74)) (data not shown). How these mutations
are able to effect substrate recognition in such a drastic mannerwithout
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Fig. 13. Coordination of GABA (or γ-ethynyl-GABA) by GABA:αKG TA from A) Arthrobacter aurescens (PDB ID: 4ATQ) (Bruce et al., 2012) and B) from pig (PDB ID: 1OHY) (Storici et al.,
2004). The substrate/inhibitor-PLP adducts are shown in orange, which are coordinated by R132. R353, responsible for αKG's 1-carboxylate recognition in the other half reaction, is
neutralised by E185 at the O-side. F269 in the pig enzyme narrows the P-side and forces R132 and the GABA analogue in a ‘lower’ position, thereby causing the narrow substrate scope
of this enzyme. In theA. aurescens enzyme, due toG269, the P-side providesmore space,which allowsmore freedom for R132 and therefore longer chainωAA likeOrn and Lys are accepted
as well. The iron in the [2Fe–2S] cluster of the pig enzyme is coloured brown.
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reaching the substrate–cofactor complexes remains puzzling without
structural information.

The second example of a few active site substitutions influencing
GABA:αKG TA relevance in vivo was discovered in Pseudomonas

syringae, which has three gabT variants (gabT1, UniProt ID: Q48QA9;
gabT2, UniProt ID: Q88AT5 and gabT3, UniProt ID: Q885E5), which pre-
sumably have different functions (D.H. Park et al., 2010). Knockout of all
three and separate complementation through recombinant expression
indicated that only gabT2 is able to restore the ability to grow on
GABA as the sole carbon and nitrogen source. The in vivo function of
gabT1 and gabT3 remains unclear. Homology modelling with the
E. coli enzyme structure (PDB ID: 1SFF) as the template revealed that
the only active site differences that might have a direct influence on
GABA:αKG TA activity due to involvement in coordination from gabT2
to gabT1 are K142M and E185D, and from gabT2 to gabT3 only is
Q80N (Q88AT5 numbering, between core positions 73 & 74) (data not
shown). Even though the exchange of glutamate to aspartate at position
185 seems very subtle at a first glance, especially as it is not directly in-
volved in substrate binding, a different substrate or reaction specificity
of gabT1 seems reasonable with the knowledge that it might prevent
dual substrate recognition and that an aspartate at position 185
was (to our knowledge) only found in the racemases among the
class III transaminase family (see sections 3.6 and 3.7). The case of
gabT3, however, is not explicable without further experimental data. If
this enzyme lacks GABA:αKG TA activity, Q80 (Q88AT5 numbering,
equal to Q79 in the E. coli gabT (PDB ID: 1SFF))might have a greater im-
pact on substrate recognition in these enzymes than anticipated. In the
Putrescine:αKG TA from E. coli this residue was found to coordinate
putrescine's non-reacting amino group (section 3.1.5).

The third example is a report of two enzymes from thermophiles
that match the ‘broad spectrum’ GABA:αKG TA fingerprint, but prefer
AcOrn over GABA (Koma et al., 2006) (the exact values, however, re-
main unfortunately unknown). A comparison of all hypothetical active
site residues of these enzymes to those of characterised GABA:αKG
TAs revealed either a S269 or S267 at the P-side as the only difference
that can be seen from the alignment. However, the N-terminus may
not be aligned properly and its contribution to the active site remains
unclear. These two enzymes' preference for AcOrn over GABA can there-
fore not be rationalised without additional structural information.

3.1.5. Putrescine and cadaverine:α-ketoglutarate TAs

Fingerprint PUT:αKG TAs: F46, K132, E185, Q216, R353, Q119
(P42588 numbering, between OrnTL DB core positions 73 and 74)

Summary: the dual substrate recognition is probably achieved as in

ωAA:αKG TAs with the exception that R132 is replaced by a lysine.

Putrescine's second amino group is coordinated by Q119 (P42588 number-

ing), which is located at the O-side in the variable region between core

positions 73 & 74. The substrate scope is additionally determined by

bulky hydrophobic residues narrowing the active site. An additional

N-terminal helix provides increased stability by interactions with the

other subunit.

Putrescine (PUT) and cadaverine are biogenic diamines that are
found in almost all living organisms and are known for modulating
translation and transcription (Schneider and Wendisch, 2011). Owing
to their drastic influences on metabolism, their cellular levels need to
be carefully tuned. Three different pathways for PUT degradation have
been proposed (Kurihara et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2002; Shaibe et al.,
1985). These catabolic routes proceed via acetylation, glutamylation or
direct oxidation and all yield GABA. The oxidation from amine to alde-
hyde is realised by amine oxidases or transaminases, the second oxida-
tion to GABA is achieved by dehydrogenases. Organisms that apply
transamination for the first oxidation step have been shown to either
use αKG (Kim, 1964) or pyr (Yorifuji et al., 1997) as amino acceptor.
For the discussion of PUT:pyr TAs see section 3.2.4. An additional option
for PUT transamination can be ‘broad substrate spectrum’ GABA:αKG
TAs (Voellym and Leisinger, 1976) or ω-amino acid:pyr TAs (Yonaha

et al., 1977) that accept PUT as the amino donor. Transamination of
non-acylated PUT leads to free γ-aminobutyraldehyde, which sponta-
neously forms the cyclic imine 1-pyrolline (Shaibe et al., 1985).

To date only three cadaverine or PUT:αKG TAs (EC 2.6.1.82) have
been described: the YgjG enzyme from E. coli (UniProt ID: P42588),
which has been extensively studied (Schneider and Reitzer, 2012), a
cadaverine:αKG-converting enzyme involved in the lysine catabolism
in Streptomyces ambofaciens (Untrau et al., 1992) and a partially investi-
gated enzyme found in a methanogenic coculture (Roeder and Schink,
2009). Unfortunately, only the sequence of the E. coli enzyme is
known, which was found to accept PUT and cadaverine as good amino
donors while GABA and Orn showed only low activity and Lys was not
converted at all (Kim, 1964; Samsonova et al., 2003). Both αKG and
pyr were converted, while αKG was a ten times better amino acceptor.
The structure of the crystallised E. coli enzyme (PDB ID: 4UOX)was pub-
lished recently by Cha et al. (2014) after the OrnTL DB was created and
is therefore not included in the database. Even though its sequence is
not found in the OrnTL DB, a protein with 97% identity (UniProt ID:
A8APX8) is found in the 1VEF subfamily, which, together with the
structure, allowed for aligning the characterised PUT:αKG TA to the
other sequences in the database.

A special feature of this enzyme compared to other class III TAs was
revealed by its structure: the extended N-terminus folds to an addition-
al helix (residues 9–23 in P42588 numbering), that interacts with the
other subunit. By this additional interaction, the dimer and therefore
temperature stability is increased (Cha et al., 2014).

Even though there is no structure with bound αKG available, its
binding at the O-side is clear: E185, Q216 and R353 are present to
achieve the dual substrate recognition like in the ωAA:αKG TAs (see
section 3.1.1) (Cha et al., 2014). The αKG coordination at the P-side is
probably achieved by K132 (instead of R132 in the other αKG
converting enzymes) and maybe additionally by T269 (see Fig. 14).

Cha et al. (2014) state that specific PUT recognition is realised by
Q119 (P42588 numbering, between OrnTL DB core positions 73 and
74), because it is found to hydrogen bond PUT's non-reacting amino
group in chain B of the structure. However, in the two other PUT con-
taining active sites (with K242 from chain A and C) PUT adopts orienta-
tions that do not allow this H-bond (Fig. 14 shows the active site of
chain B, a scene highlighting PUT's orientation in chain A is provided
in the Supplementary PyMOL session). A mutagenesis study would
therefore be required to investigate Q119's (P42588 numbering) role
in PUT binding in more detail. This residue is also commonly found
among the ‘broad spectrum’ GABA:αKG TAs (section 3.1.4), which
might explain their ability to convert PUT as well. The reduced activity
of the PUT:αKG TA towards GABA and AcOrn may be explained by the
narrow, hydrophobic active site of the enzyme. Residues F46, F145,
F327 (P42588 numbering between core positions 266 and 267) and
L419 (P42588 numbering between core positions 348 and 350), proba-
bly hamper their binding. The insertion of amino acids between posi-
tions 348 and 350 and their orientation (protruding into the active
site; L419 in particular) is characteristic for this enzyme and not found
in other class III TA structures (Cha et al., 2014). Additionally, K132 is
not as efficient for the binding of ωAA's carboxylate as found for the
human Orn:αKG TA (see section 3.1.1).

A fingerprint identifying PUT:αKG TAs should therefore contain F46,
K132, E185, Q216, R353 and Q119 (P42588 numbering, between OrnTL
DB core positions 73 and 74), which matches only 15 sequences in the
OrnTL DB. However, as most active site residues (except the dual sub-
strate recognition residues and Q119) determine the substrate specific-
ity by unspecific hydrophobic interactions or by narrowing the active
site, several other combinations of hydrophobic active site residues
may probably achieve a comparable substrate scope.

3.1.6. 3-Acetyloctanal transaminase (PigE)

Summary: only one enzyme with this activity is known. Structural in-

formation (PDB ID: 4PPM) became available after the revision of this
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article. The substrate scope is unknown; we propose that it prefers Glu as

donor and has a broad spectrum for aldehydes as acceptor.

The biosynthesis of the red tripyrrole pigment prodigiosin in Serratia

sp. was found to involve the class III transaminase pigE (UniProt ID:
Q5W267) for aminating the aldehyde of the precursor 3-acetyloctanal
(3AcOc) (Williamson et al., 2005). This enzyme has unfortunately only
been investigated for 3AcOc conversion and amino donor and acceptor
spectra remain unknown. The crystal structure of this enzyme has been
solved recently (Lou et al., 2014), but its structure (PDB ID: 4PPM) was
not available in the PDB until the revision of this article was completed.
The sequence alignment to its closest homolog in the OrnTL DB, howev-
er, due to the standard dual substrate recognition residues at the O-side
(E185, Q216, R353, see section 3.1.1) and K132 at the P-side, suggests
that Glu is the preferred donor. 3AcOc recognition cannot be predicted
without structural information, but is probably achieved by unspecific
interactions. This enzymemust, however, be able to somehow discrim-
inate the aldehyde from the keto function in 3AcOc. We therefore pro-
pose that pigE might possess a broad substrate scope for aldehydes. In
case this enzyme is enantioselective at C3, it might be a valuable tool
for biocatalytic kinetic resolutions of aldehydes.

3.1.7. 2-amino-4-oxobutyrate transaminases (diaminobutyrate TAs)

Fingerprint for DABA TAs unknown — P-side substrate recognition
remains unclear

Summary: substrate coordination at the O-side is achieved as in

ωAA:αKG TAs (E185 & Q216), only R353 is replaced by a lysine. Substrate

binding at the P-side and the molecular basis for α/γ-amino group discrim-

ination in DABA cannot be predicted.

Diaminobutyrate transaminases (DABA TAs) catalyse thefirst step in
the biosynthesis of the compatible solute ectoine and are therefore
mainly found in halophile or halotolerant species (Schwibbert et al.,
2011). DABA:αKG transamination in some species does not need an

additional enzyme and can be achieved by ‘broad spectrum’ GABA:αKG
TAs, as found in Pseudomonas species (Brohn and Tchen, 1971), but
many halotolerant organisms were shown to have a separate enzyme
for DABA synthesis. The amino donor in the reaction from L-2-amino-
4-oxo-butyrate to L-2,4-diaminobutyrate might be either glutamate
in Glu:2-amino-4-oxobutyrate TAs (Vandenende et al., 2004) (EC
2.6.1.76) or alanine in Ala:2-amino-4-oxobutyrate TAs (Rao et al.,
1969) (EC 2.6.1.46), but for most characterised DABA TAs the amino
donor specificity was not investigated, hence we refer to all of them as
DABA TAs.

Unfortunatelymost DABA TAs are not similar enough to any enzyme
with solved crystal structure and are therefore not aligned to the OrnTL
DB. The only aligned sequence is ectB from Virgibacillus pantothenticus

(UniProt ID: Q6PR32), which belongs to subfamily 1VEF. To be able to
investigate sequence conservation among these enzymes, a manual
alignment of 20 characterised and predicted (Reshetnikov et al., 2006)
sequences has been created (for details see Supplementary data
Table S5 entries 76–96). From this alignment in comparison to the
OrnTL DB, the probable substrate coordination enabling residues could
be derived.

The substrate coordination in the DABA TAs is comparable to that in
the otherωAA:αKG TAs only at the O-side. The commonαKG dual sub-
strate recognition residues E185 and Q216 are found there (see section
3.1.1). Only R353 is replaced by K353, which is probably able to substi-
tute R353's role in the substrate's α-carboxyl coordination. The R353K
replacement in the E. coli Asp:αKG TA, for instance, was shown to retain
the enzyme's activity (Cánovas et al., 1998). K353might additionally be

coordinated from the ‘top’ by E346, which is also conserved in this small

alignment but is found relatively seldom in the OrnTL DB (only 134

sequences).

The main difference to other ωAA:αKG TAs is located at the P-side,

where position 132 is not conserved and contains mainly non-

polar amino acids instead of an arginine. The coordination of the

α-carboxylic group of DABA and the 5-carboxylate of αKG need there-

fore to be achieved in a different way. When comparing the conserva-

tion of all residues at the P-side to other families in the OrnTL DB,

mainly three residues attracted attention: Y16, H72 and R273. These

three amino acids might be involved in the substrates' carboxylate

coordination. Furthermore, position 269 contains a suitable hydrogen

bond donor (N/T/S269) in all DABA TA sequences (except A269 in the

P. aeruginosa enzyme, UniProt ID: A3KUH7) and might also be involved

in substrate recognition. However, how these enzymes achieve the

discrimination of DABA's α- and γ-amino group remains unclear. The

elucidation of this interesting feature and the amino donor coordination

at the P-side will require a solved crystal structure.

3.2. ω-Amino acid:pyruvate transaminases

Fingerprint ωAA:pyr TAs: R346 and (NOT D/E132)

Summary: amine transaminases (ATAs) are valuable catalysts for

asymmetric amine synthesis, but not all ωAA:pyr TAs possess high ATA ac-

tivity. Based on their biocatalytic usefulness,ωAA:pyr TAs can be grouped in

‘high activity’ ATAs and ‘low activity’ ATAs. Note that stereoselectivity is

usually excellentwithin this enzyme class and thus activity— and substrate

scope— is the main property of interest when interrogating the protein se-

quence for novel useful enzymes.

In addition to theω-TAs, which accept α-ketoglutarate as an amino

acceptor, the class III transaminases of PLP fold type I also includeω-TAs

which accept pyruvate as an amino acceptor (ωAA:pyr TAs). This group

of transaminases comprises GABA:pyr TAs, Taurine:pyr TAs, βAla:pyr

TAs, vanillylamine:pyr TAs and also includes examples, which catalyse

the transamination of substrates lacking carboxylic acid moieties

(amine transaminases, amine:pyr TAs, ATAs, see Fig. 5). ATAs are of

great biotechnological interest as they can be utilised for asymmetric

amine synthesis. These enzymes proved to be able to compete with

established chemical methods for industrial amine production (Kohls
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Fig. 14. Substrate recognition in the PUT:αKG TA from E. coli (PDB ID: 4UOX). The sub-

strate-PLP adduct is shown in orange, which is coordinated by Q119 (P42588 numbering

between core positions 73 and 74) in chain B of the structure (see scene ‘Fig14_chainA’

in the Supplementary PyMOL session for the PUT orientation in chain A). Residues of the

variable regions are shown in yellow (Q119, F327 and L416 (P42588 numbering)). The hy-

drophobic residues F46, F145, F327 and L416 form a narrow and hydrophobic active site

(entrance), which is supposed to prevent binding of bulkier and more polar substrates.

The ‘glutamate switch’ (E185, Q216, R353) ismost probably responsible for dual substrate

recognition and togetherwith K132 bindsαKG. The loop including L416narrowing the ac-

tive site entrance is a major difference of the PUT:αKG TA compared to other enzymes in

the OrnTL DB and therefore belongs to the variable regions.
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et al., 2014). The broad applicability of these enzymes in biocatalysis
have been reviewed recently (Berglund et al., 2012; Höhne and

Bornscheuer, 2009, 2012; Kroutil et al., 2013; Rudat et al., 2012).

The different amino donor specificities within this group are often

not clearly distinguishable, as most of the characterised enzymes have

a rather relaxed substrate specificity, but we attempted to group them

by their usefulness for biocatalytic amine synthesis. Originally, ωAA:

pyr TAs were described to be identical to βAla:pyr TAs (EC 2.6.1.18)

(Yun et al., 2004), but it turned out that not all βAla:pyr TAs could

also convert a variety of different ω-amino acids and amines and that

others convert several amines and ω-amino acids, but not β-alanine

(Sayer et al., 2013). Among the ωAA:pyr TAs, it is not possible to

conclude an enzyme's ability to convert amines from only regarding

sequence similarity to known ATAs as the group of ωAA:pyr TAs is rel-

atively diverse and are found in six different subfamilies of the OrnTL

DB (4E3Q, 3HMU, 3I5T, 3GJU, 3A8U and 3N5M). In each subfamily

amine converting enzymes have been described. By experimentally

characterising four TAs belonging to subfamilies 3HMU, 3I5T and 3GJU

(PDB IDs: 3HMU, 3I5T, 3FCR and 3GJU), we found that only two

of them (3HMU and 3I5T) possessed relatively high activity towards

standard ATA substrates such as 1-phenylethylamine (around 0.5 U/

mg or higher). The ‘low activity’ ATAs showed at least 20 times less ac-

tivity towards those amines. Interestingly, the GABA:pyr activity (mea-

sured as reverse reaction) was comparable in all of them (Steffen-

Munsberg et al., 2013b). We therefore hypothesised that the natural

function of these enzymes is GABA:pyr transamination, while amine

conversion is based on substrate promiscuity, which is pronounced dif-

ferently among the four enzymes. By comparing their active sites, it was

found that the mechanism for dual substrate recognition was the same

in all four (see section 3.2.1), while there were main differences at the

O-side between the ‘high activity’ and the ‘low activity’ ATAs (see sec-

tion 3.2.3).

3.2.1. Dual substrate recognition: the flipping arginine

As most knownωAA:pyr TAs transaminate a variety of amino donors

with pyruvate, their substrate recognition has necessarily to be quite flex-

ible. While the P-side only needs to accommodate small alkyl groups

(ethyl or methyl) or only a proton, the O-side must on the one hand be

able to coordinate the carboxylate of pyruvate and ω-amino acids, but

on the other hand also accommodate the bulky hydrophobic substituent

of the amine substrates. The dual substrate recognition that enables car-

boxylate and hydrophobic group binding is achieved by a flexible, so-

called ‘flipping’ arginine R346 (Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013a). This argi-

nine is highly conserved in the ωAA:pyr TA containing subfamilies (ex-

cept 3N5M) and it is most probable that the same dual substrate

recognition mechanism is utilised in all these enzymes: the flexible argi-

nine might form a salt bridge with the 1-carboxylate of the amino accep-

tor (e.g. pyruvate)when it is in its ‘flipped in’ conformation (see Fig. 15A).

By ‘flipping upwards’ and thereby out of the O-side, it allows for the ac-

commodation of large hydrophobic groups of the amine (e.g. the phenyl

group of (S)-1-phenylethylamine, see Fig. 15B). Furthermore, the coordi-

nation of ω-amino acids' 1-carboxyl group is also achieved by R346 (for

an animation of the dual substrate recognition involving R346 in ATAs,

see Supplementary video). Its side chain is able to adopt sufficient confor-

mations that are required to bind ω-amino acids of different length (see

Fig. 15C & D and section 3.2.3 for a more detailed discussion of the sub-

strate recognition). The central role of this arginine for the ‘dual’ substrate

recognition was proven by the R346A mutation, which drastically de-

creased the activity towards keto acids (pyruvate and succinic semialde-

hyde), whereas amine transamination was hardly effected (Steffen-

Munsberg et al., 2013a). We therefore suggest the fingerprint R346 and

NOT D/E132 (to discriminate from the DAPA TAs, which also have R346

for DAPA coordination; see section 3.3.5) to identify enzymes with

ωAA:pyr TA activity among the class III transaminase family. There are,

however, also enzymes with a substrate specificity for pyr or Ala that do

not match this fingerprint, such as Ala:glyoxylate TAs 2 (see section

3.3.6). These enzymes are, however, not comparable as they do not

need a dual substrate recognition at the O-side as only α- and β-amino

acids are converted. A notable difference is found in the vanillylamine:

pyr TAs from chilli pepper and a GABA:pyr TA from tomato (see Sup-

plementary data Table S5 entries 125, 126 and 131) that have a S346.

In this case pyruvate is probably only coordinated by W47, which is

also involved in the ‘high activity’ ATAs (see Fig. 15A), as there is

no other residue at the O-side of this enzyme to replace R346.

Whether an asparagine at position 353, which is present in these

three enzymes, is additionally involved in this coordination remains

unclear.

3.2.2. Natural function of amine transaminases

The natural function of enzymes with ATA activity is not known in

most cases. There are βAla:pyr TAs (Yonaha et al., 1977), GABA:pyr TAs

(Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013a) and vanillylamine:pyr TAs (Weber

et al., 2014) described to accept amines, but several enzymes have only

been investigated for amine productionwithout testing their in vivo func-

tion. We hypothesised that the conversion of amines in many cases is a

‘substrate promiscuous’ activity and their natural function might be the

conversion of small ω-amino acids (e.g. βAla or GABA) with pyruvate or

glyoxylate as the acceptor (Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013a). Rausch et al.

(2013) together with our study further strengthened this hypothesis, as

the known ATAs share high sequence identity with characterised βAla:

pyr TAs (Supplementary data Table S5 entries 109–116), GABA:pyr TAs

(Supplementary data Table S5 entries 127–136) and vanillylamine:pyr

TAs (Supplementary data Table S5 entries 125 & 126). Another enzyme

with high similarity to known ATAs is spuC from P. aeruginosa that was

described as putrescine:pyr (PUT:pyr) TA, some ATAs, however, were

found to not accept PUT as substrate (section 3.2.4). All these enzymes

are found in the same OrnTL DB subfamilies and in most cases have

the same active site residues. Their substrate spectra are relatively

relaxed and it is therefore likely that many of them possess more

than one natural function (i.e. are involved in more than one

metabolic pathway). However, the conversion of amines is in most

cases (except for vanillylamine:pyr or PUT:pyr TAs) not likely to be

their in vivo purpose. As it is impossible to clearly define an ωAA:

pyr TA's function, we focused on their biocatalytic usefulness and

only attempted to distinguish between enzymes with high and low

ATA activity and enzymes that show a preference for small β-amino

acids (βAla:pyr TAs, for enzymes converting bulkier β-amino acids see

section 3.3.2 and section 3.3.3 for enzymes converting thioesters of β-

amino acids).

3.2.3. Discriminating high and low activity amine transaminases and βAla:

pyr TAs

Fingerprint high activity ATAs: W47, A185, R346, NOT D/E132

Fingerprint low activity ATAs: Y47, S/T185, R346, NOT D/E132

Fingerprint βAla:pyr TAs: W47, S185, R346, NOT D/E132

Summary: subtle amino acid exchanges at position 47 and 185 deter-

mine ωAA:pyr TAs' ability to convert amines and β-alanine.

Comparisons of the ‘high activity’ATAs to other class III transaminases

revealed that only thosewithW47 and A185 turned out to possess a high

‘substrate promiscuous’ ATA activity (Rausch et al., 2013; Steffen-

Munsberg et al., 2013a). Enzymes with hydrogen bond donors at these

positions (e.g. Y47 and T/S185) showed less pronounced activity for

amines (Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013a). Site directed mutagenesis

proved that the residuesW47 and A185, among all active site differences

to ‘low activity’ ATAs, are the most important ones for high ATA activity.

The ‘low activity’ ATAs from Reugeria sp. (PDB ID: 3FCR) and

Mesorhizobium loti (PDB ID: 3GJU) showed substantially increased ATA

activity when the Y47W or the T185A single mutations had been

introduced.

We therefore suggest using W47, A185, R346 and NOT D/E132

(to discriminate from the DAPA TAs (see section 3.3.5) to identify

ATAs with high activity within the class III transaminase family.
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For ωAA:pyr TAs with low ATA activity we suggest the fingerprint
Y47, S/T185, R346 and NOT D/E132. Additionally, L46 might have
an important role for ωAA:pyr TA activity as it is highly conserved
(91% of all sequences that match the fingerprint R346, NOT D/
E132). Its function, however, is not yet known.

In addition to thewell described enzymes above, there are some high-
ly active amine converting enzymes known that do not match the sug-
gested patterns, e.g., the two very similar enzymes from Arthrobacter

citreus (Garcia et al., 2006) and Bacillus megaterium (Hanson et al.,
2008) (98% sequence identity), both of which are not included in any se-
quence database (see Supplementary data section 5 for their sequences).
Furthermore, low ATA activity was found in additional class III transami-
nases that are comparably evolutionary distant fromωAA:pyr TAs. Two of
these enzymes were found inM. loti (UniProt IDs: Q98AI1 and Q98NJ9)
that both converted several amines with pyr (Seo et al., 2012), while
not matching the ωAA:pyr TA fingerprint. These two enzymes, however,
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242

“high activity” ATA, 4E3Q

332

B) “high activity” ATA, 4E3Q

“low activity” ATA, 3GJUC) Ala:pyr TA, 3A8UβD)

Fig. 15. Substrate recognition of amines and α-, β- and γ-amino acids in ωAA:pyr TAs. The modelled quinonoid intermediates of A) alanine in 4E3Q, B) 1-phenylethylamine in 4E3Q,
C) γ-aminobutyrate in 3GJU and D) β-alanine in 3A8U are shown in orange. R346 is sufficiently flexible to coordinate the carboxylate of α-, β- and γ-amino acids, but can also ‘flip
out’ of the active site to create space for e.g. the phenyl ring of PEA (B). In particular positions 47 and 185 are different in enzymes with high ATA activity (A & B) compared to those
with low ATA activity (C) and those with preference for β-amino acids (D) as described in Discriminating high and low activity amine transaminases and βAla:pyr TAs section. The inter-
mediates were modelled with YASARA Structure (Version 13.6.16) as described elsewhere (Steffen-Munsberg et al., 2013a).
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only possess very low ATA activity (80 times lower activity towards
benzylamine compared to the Vfl-ATA) (Kwon et al., 2010) and are there-
fore not discussed here in detail. Two enzymes with high ATA activity
were found among the βPhe TAs, which are discussed with their related
enzymes in section 3.3.2. These findings indicate that there might be
many more enzymes having a promiscuous ATA activity, but most en-
zymes are not characterised systematically at the moment.

Still puzzling are the structural features that allow for β-alanine
transamination as some amine accepting enzymes convert β-
alanine while others do not (Sayer et al., 2013). The first described
amine-converting transaminase (from Pseudomonas putida, PDB
ID: 3A8U (Watanabe et al., 1989)) for instance prefers βAla over
carboxylate free substrates (Yonaha et al., 1977), while several
later described ‘high activity’ ATAs do not convert βAla (e.g. the en-
zymes from Vibrio fluvialis (Vfl-ATA, PDB ID: 4E3Q) (Shin et al.,
2003) and C. violaceum (Cvi-ATA, PDB ID: 4A6T) (Kaulmann et al.,
2007)). Sayer et al. (2013) reasoned that a difference in active
site flexibility is important for amine conversion, but prevents the
conversion of βAla in the broad spectrum ATAs: the left-handed
helix (α2, see section 2.2) in Cvi-ATA was inverted in the
gabaculine (a common GABA homolog TA inhibitor) bound crystal
structure (PDB ID: 4BA5), compared to the gabaculine structure of
the βAla:pyr TA from P. aeruginosa (PDB ID: 4B98), where the left-
handed helix stayed intact. The observed inversion of the left-
handed helix in Cvi-TA might, however, not be necessary for
amine binding, but instead be forced by the inhibitor's rigidity:
the inhibitor would clash with L46 and W47 if the helix α2 was
not inverted. Normal ATA substrates are less rigid and therefore
should be able to bind without α2 inversion.

However, when comparing the active site residues of ATAs with
preference for βAla (see Supplementary data Table S5 entries
109–116 and sequence–function matrix Table 2) with those of
broader spectrum ATAs or GABA:pyr TAs that do not accept βAla
(see Supplementary data Table S5 entries 99–105), the previously
mentioned positions 47 and 185 are found to be specifically con-
served. The occurrence of W47 and S185 among the βAla:pyr TAs
might be necessary to fix βAla's carboxylate in the proper position
for catalysis, as found when modelling the quinonoid intermediate
of βAla in the structure 3A8U (see Fig. 15D). Other ATAs have A185
or Y47 instead of S185 orW47 (Fig. 15A–C), indicating that they are
not able to fix the carboxylate in the right position for βAA conver-
sion, whereas αAA and γAA are bound in a productive way.3 Fur-
ther experiments are needed to clarify, whether these are the
main factors that facilitate βAla conversion.

However, class III transaminase enzymes developed several
ways for βAla binding, which is found in other pyr and βAla converting
enzymes like tau:pyr TAs (section 3.2.5), Ala:glyox TAs 2 (section 3.3.6)
and βPhe-TAs (section 3.3.2). Owing to the different requirements for
the binding of their natural substrates these enzymes are equipped with
different solutions for substrate recognition, but all allow for βAla
coordination.

3.2.4. Cadaverine/putrescine:pyruvate TAs

Summary: the only two known sequences have not been tested for PUT:

pyr activity in purified form and share exactly the same active site residues

like the ‘high activity’ ATA 3HMU. 3HMU, however, does not convert free

PUT but its acylated derivatives.

For an introduction to putrescine and cadaverine, see section
3.1.5 about PUT:αKG TAs.

The knowledge of PUT:pyr TAs ismore limited compared to theαKG
accepting enzymes. This activity has been found in crude extracts of

Nocardioides simplex (Kaneoke et al., 1994) and was purified from
Arthrobacter sp. TMP-1 (Yorifuji et al., 1997), both without sequence
information of the responsible enzymes. In P. aeruginosa the enzyme
spuC (UniProt ID: Q9I6J2) has been suggested to catalyse the PUT:pyr
transamination due to its PUT dependent up regulation, the disruption
of the organism's ability to utilise PUT as sole N- or C-source by knock-
out mutations and PUT:pyr activity measurements in crude extracts
(Chou et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2002). An analogue enzyme (UniProt ID:
Q88CJ8) was induced by PUT in P. putida as well (Bandounas et al.,
2011). Furthermore, spuC homologs have also been induced by PUT in
coastal bacterioplankton as shown by a metatranscriptomic analysis
(Mou et al., 2011).

The spuC enzyme from P. aeruginosa and its closest homolog in
P. putida, that are found in the 3HMU subfamily, share 59 and 58% iden-
titywith the amine transaminase 3HMU, respectively and all three have
identical active site residues (see sequence–function matrix Table 2).
However, when 3HMU was tested with different PUT derivatives, it
turned out to convert glutamyl-PUT and acetyl-PUT but not PUT (Lea
Kennel, unpublished results). The connection of spuC and its homologs
to the putrescine catabolism will therefore need to be investigated in
more detail, as free putrescine conversion by spuC seems to be unlikely.
Unfortunately, P. aeruginosa was only tested for PUT:pyr TA activity in
crude extracts and spuC was never purified. The involvement of addi-
tional enzymes in the detected activity can therefore not be ruled out.

3.2.5. Taurine:pyruvate TAs

Summary: sulfonate/carboxylate coordination is different from all other

ωAA:pyr TAs. The left-handed helix α2 is probably also oriented differently

because tau:pyr TAs have a glycine inserted before position 46.
As taurine (tau) is one of themost abundant small organic solutes in

several animals, many bacteria have developed ways to utilise it as a S-,
C- or N-source, where tau:pyr transamination (EC 2.6.1.77) is involved
inmost cases (Laue and Cook, 2000). Unfortunately only four sequences
of transaminases with proven tau:pyr activity are known and no struc-
tural information is available (three in 3N5Mand one in 3HMU subfam-
ily, see Supplementary data Table S5 entries 137–140). The enzyme
from Bilophila wadsworthia (UniProt ID: Q9APM5) is the only example
that has been characterised for its substrate scope (Laue and Cook,
2000): small α- and β-amino acids are accepted. Hypotaurine, taurine
and β-alanine are the best amino donors (in that order), while pyruvate
and 2-ketobutyrate can be employed as the amino acceptor.

The three enzymes in the 3N5M subfamily share the majority of ac-
tive site residues but the enzyme from Rhodococcus opacus (UniProt ID:
Q6JE91) (Denger et al., 2004) is completely different. All these enzymes
employ a different mechanism for substrate recognition compared to
other ωAA:pyr TAs, as they do not have R346 or other basic residues
at the O-side (see sequence–function matrix Table 2). Within the
three enzymes in 3N5M subfamily the sulfonate coordination might
be realisedwith R145 pointing towards the active site from the entrance
‘bottom’ and R414 (Q9APM5 numbering, first of seven amino acids be-
tween core positions 349 and 350), which might also point towards
the active site if this loop is folded like in the 3N5M structure. W47,
which is found in these three enzymes, might additionally be involved
in carboxylate coordination, but the region of the left-handed helix α2
has a glycine insertion (before core position 46) that might completely
change the tryptophan's orientation compared to ATAs. It is not possible
to elucidate these enzymes' substrate recognition without structural in-
formation and we are therefore not able to suggest a sequence finger-
print for this specificity.

3.3. ω-Transaminases with unusual acceptor spectrum

Even though most characterised enzymes within the group of class
III transaminases are specific for transaminations with αKG or pyr as
acceptor, there are several exceptions known as well. In this section
we summarise enzymes with an ‘unusual’ substrate scope that either

3 Exception: the enzyme from Rhodobacter sphaeroides (PDB ID: 3I5T) has W47 and
S185. A possible explanation for its lack of βAla:pyr TA activity (Steffen-Munsberg et al.,
2013b) might be its R142 that is pointing in the active site from the ‘entrance bottom’

and thus probably disrupts the proper coordination (Supplementary data Figure S5).
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employ a different mechanism for substrate recognition and therefore
accept both αKG and pyr or convert completely different substrates.

3.3.1. Dual substrate recognition

Enzymes that are not specific forαKG or pyr as amino acceptors and
accept both, in most cases established other dual substrate recognition
mechanisms. The βPhe TAs, which accept βAA, αKG and pyr as sub-
strates, apply a ‘flipping’ arginine in theO-side (R348) for dual substrate
recognition, which is similar to themechanism in ATAs (R346, compare
section 3.2.1). Itmay aswell ‘flip’ out of the active site to create space for
βPhe's phenyl ring (see Fig. 16A) and when ‘flipped in’, coordinate
αKG's 1-carboxylate in the second half reaction (see Fig. 16B). This
mechanism is applied by βPhe TAs (section 3.3.2) and PhGly:αKG TAs
(section 3.3.4).

Other class III transaminases with unusual substrate scope employ
established dual substrate recognition mechanisms for a completely
different purpose, such as DAPA-TAs, that utilise a flexible R346 for
KAPA coordination but do not convert α-amino acids at all (section
3.3.5).

Some enzymes within the class III TA family do not need a dual sub-
strate recognition solution at all, as they only convert α- or β-amino
acids like alanine:glyoxylate TA 2 (Ala:glyox TA 2, see section 3.3.6).

Owing to the diversity of mechanisms for substrate recognition
among the ‘unusual’ substrate scope TAs, further details are discussed
in the corresponding sections.

3.3.2. β-Phenylalanine aminotransferases

Fingerprint β-Phe:αKG/pyr TAs: E45, R348
Summary: βPhe TAs accept both pyr and αKG due to their different

mechanism of substrate recognition. Their biocatalytic potential in asym-

metric synthesis of β-amino acids is limited, as the corresponding keto

acids are spontaneously decarboxylated. We suggest that the high ATA ac-

tivity of some βPhe TAs might be caused by F46.

β-Phenylalanine aminotransferases (βPhe:αKG/pyr TAs), which ac-
cept both αKG and pyr as amino acceptors, are found in subfamily
4AO9. The most prominent enzymes with this specificity from
Mesorhizobium sp. (UniProt ID: A3EYF7) and Variovorax paradoxus

(UniProt ID: H8WR05) had been known for several years (Banerjee

et al., 2005; Kim et al., 2007) but structural information were obtained
only recently (Crismaru et al., 2013; Wybenga et al., 2012) (PDB ID:
2YKY and 4AO9, respectively). As the amino donor they prefer
β-amino acids such asβPhe andβAla. Owing to the instability of the cor-
responding β-keto acids, these enzymes are not suitable for efficient
asymmetric β-amino acid synthesis. Unfortunately the βPhe TAs do
not convert the β-keto acid's ester derivatives that would not undergo
spontaneous decarboxylation and could therefore be suitable synthesis
substrates (Wybenga et al., 2012).When the β-keto acid was generated
in situ from the corresponding ester utilising a lipase, only yields up to
50% of βPhe could be obtained (Bea et al., 2011). The biocatalytic impact
of these enzymes is therefore relatively limited. Recently, however, two
similar enzymes have been discovered that showed high activity
towards amines (Bea et al., 2011; Shon et al., 2014) in contrast to the
first mentioned enzyme (Kim et al., 2007). Active site differences of
these enzymes, which might explain their stronger preference for
amine substrates, are not obvious from the alignment as most residues
are conserved in all four. The only amino acid in the active site that is
different is Y46, which is F46 in the in the enzymes with higher ATA
activity. Even though this exchange seems small at a first glance, it
might influence ATA activity by increasing the active site's hydro-
phobicity. This might also be the reason for higher activity towards
βPhe. Additionally, F46 is not able to bind water molecules as
found in the 2YKY structure, thereby gaining enhanced flexibility.
We therefore suggest that βPhe TAs with F46 might be more inter-
esting for amine synthesis.

Another TA fromM. loti (UniProt ID: Q98NJ9) (Kwon et al., 2010)
showed activity towards β-phenylalanine but this enzyme is very
different in its active site residues and belongs to the subfamily
3N5M (a discussion of this subfamily can be found in section 4.4).
This enzyme is rather unspecific and also converts diverse amines
(Seo et al., 2012) and it is therefore not considered to be a
βPhe:αKG/pyr TA.

βPhe:αKG/pyr TA's dual substrate recognition at the O-side was
found to be similar to that in the ωAA:pyr TAs (compare section 3.2.1)
but the ‘flipping’ arginine is located in position 348 instead of
346 (Crismaru et al., 2013; Wybenga et al., 2012). The recognition of
the phenyl ring and the 1-carboxylate is accomplished through a
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Fig. 16. Dual substrate recognition in β-Phe:αKG/pyr TAs exemplified by the enzyme fromMesorhizobium sp. The cofactor and substrates are coloured orange, residues outside the core
(here R54 in A3EYF7 numbering) are coloured yellow. The cartoon of loops 53–59 and 302–311 (A3EYF7 numbering) are shown transparent for clarity reasons. A) β-Phenylalanine's
carboxylate is coordinated by R54, which is positioned by E45, while R348 is ‘flipped’ out of the active site (PDB ID: 2YKY) B) α-Ketoglutarate is coordinated by R54 on the P-side and
R348 at the O-side (PDB ID: 2YKX).
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movement of the flexible R348 (compare Fig. 16A and B). On the P-side,
coordination of the 1-carboxylate of (S)-β-phenylalanine and the 5-
carboxylate of α-ketoglutarate is realised via salt-bridge formation
with R54 (A3EYF7 numbering, between core positions 17 and 18, see
Fig. 16). An E45 controls the position of R54's side chain (A3EYF7 num-
bering) and allows for the conversion of pyruvate as it permanently
neutralises the arginine via salt-bridge formation.

As these residues are important for βPhe:αKG/pyr TA activity and all
four characterised enzymes have them, we suggest the fingerprint E45
and R348 for the identification of βPhe:αKG/pyr TAs among class III
transaminases. The combination of E45 and R348 is unique for these
enzymes and the suggested pattern separates subfamily 4AO9 from all
other in the OrnTL DB.

3.3.3. Acyl-CoA-β-TAs

Summary: this enzyme might be interesting for asymmetric β-amino

acid production, if, in addition to the tested N-acetylcysteamine thioesters,

simple esters are accepted as well. The carboxylate coordination is

(in contrast to themajority of all class III transaminases) probably achieved

by R216.

Recently, a metagenomic approach within a wastewater treatment
plant has discovered a new substrate specificity within the class III
transaminases (Perret et al., 2011). The enzyme with UniProt ID
B0VH76, whose closest homolog in the OrnTL DB is that with UniProt
ID D8F1V2 (66% identity) in the 2GSA subfamily, was shown to
transaminate coenzyme A (CoA) thioesters of β-amino acids with pref-
erably αKG but also pyr and it was therefore termed Acyl-CoA β TA
(CoAβAA TA). Its physiological role is supposed to be the conversion
of β-aminobutyryl-CoA:αKG in an alternative Lys catabolic pathway in
the anaerobic lysine digester Candidatus cloacamonas acidaminovorans.
Substrate scope investigations showed that not the whole CoA moiety
is needed for substrate recognition, but N-acetylcysteamine thioesters
of β-aminobutyryl, β-homoleucine and β-phenylalanine were also ac-
cepted. Unfortunately no other esters have been investigated so far,
but if the enzyme would also convert e.g. ethyl esters efficiently, it
could be valuable for asymmetric β-amino acid synthesis. Owing to
the instability of the free β-keto acids and the low activity of known
β-Phe:αKG TAs towards the corresponding esters (Wybenga et al.,
2012) (see section 3.3.2), this acyl-CoA-β-TA could be a beneficial alter-
native for biocatalysis.

By aligning the sequence (UniProt ID: B0VH76) to its closest homo-
log in the OrnTL DB some of its active site residues could be predicted
(see sequence–function matrix Table 2) but the substrate recognition
in this enzyme cannot be elucidated without structural information as
it is too different from other class III TAs. The only part that we dare to
hypothesise is the carboxylate coordination at the O-side by R216,
which is the only basic residue there.

3.3.4. D-p-hydroxyphenylglycine:αKG TAs

Summary: PhGly:αKG TAs are the only class III transaminases accepting

solely α-amino acids. A dual substrate recognition mechanism is, however,

required as both substrates are bound in inverted orientation. The thereby

gained enantioselectivity for one (S)- and one (R)-amino acid is virtually

unique among transaminases. Substrate recognition at the O-side is

achieved like in β-Phe TAs.

D-Phenylglycine (D-PhGly) and its p-hydroxy derivative are building
blocks for the commonly used β-lactam antibiotics ampicillin and
amoxicillin, respectively. Biocatalytic approaches for their production
usually start from the carbamoyl, involving D-selective carbamoylases
and hydantoinases (Wegman et al., 2001). A second option is the appli-
cation of D-p-hydroxyphenylglycine:αKG TAs (PhGly:αKG TA, EC
2.1.6.72) in asymmetric syntheses from the corresponding keto acids
(Müller et al., 2006). These class III transaminases differ from most

other TAs by converting substrates with inversed enantio preference.

Recently it was proven that these enzymes bind D-PhGly in an inverted

fashion compared to other L-α-transaminases (Jomrit et al., 2011). The

phenyl ring is accommodated at the O-side, while the carboxylic func-

tion is bound at the P-side. Until now only the two Pseudomonas species

stutzeri (Wiyakrutta and Meevootisom, 1997) and putida (Müller et al.,

2006; Townsend et al., 2002) have been described to possess enzymes

with this activity. Unfortunately the attempt to solve the crystal struc-

ture (Kongsaeree et al., 2003) of the P. stutzeri enzymewasonly partially

successful with important parts missing at the P-side in the final (apo)

structure (PDB ID: 2CY8, Fig. 17), which still remains unpublished.

Owing to the missing regions in this structure it was not included in

the OrnTL DB, but it and the other sequence (see Supplementary data

Table S5, entries 146 and 147) have beenmanually aligned to the closest

homolog structures 2GSA and 4AO9 to compare it to the OrnTL DB.

The O-side of the P. stutzeri enzyme apo structure (Fig. 17) is mainly

folded as in the other class III TAs and is therefore assumed to be in the

active conformation. From this structure in combination with the

knowledge of substrate coordination in βPhe:αKG/pyr TAs (see section

3.3.2), it can be concluded that the recognition of the 1-carboxylic group

of Glu is achieved by R348. This arginine may ‘switch’ out of the active

site (as found in the apo structure) to leave a hydrophobic pocket com-

prising several Phe and His residues. Unfortunately the P-side is not

present in the crystal structure and the dual substrate recognition of

Glu's 5-carboxylate and D-PhGly's 1-carboxylate therefore remain un-

clear. An E45 in combination with an arginine, which was found in β-

Phe:αKG/pyr TAs is missing in these enzymes but the uncommon

Q269 (only 6 sequences in the OrnTL DB) might be involved in the rec-

ognition here. The fact that the P. putida enzyme accepts pyruvate

(Townsend et al., 2002) as acceptor whereas the P. stutzeri enzyme

does not (Wiyakrutta and Meevootisom, 1997) cannot be explained

from the sequence alignment. Structural information preferably with

bound inhibitors is highly desirable to finally understand the coordina-

tion at the P-side.

3.3.5. Diamino pelargonic acid transaminases

Fingerprint SAM:KAPA TAs: Y129, D/E132, R346, Y353

Fingerprint Lys:KAPA TAs: Y129, D/E132, R346, not Y353

Summary: DAPA TAs are highly specific due to fine tuned substrate rec-

ognition. The discrimination between 7- and 8-amino group of DAPA and

between (8R)- and (8S)-DAPA is achieved by a hydrogen bonding

network of Y129, D/E132 and in some cases Y16. Y353 is proposed to deter-

mine SAM coordination and is therefore suggested to discriminate Lys:

KAPA TAs from SAM:KAPA TAs.

Diamino pelargonic acid transaminases (DAPA TAs) convert 7-keto-

8-aminoperlargonic acid (KAPA) to 7,8-diaminopelargonic acid (DAPA)

employing either S-adenosyl-L-methionine (SAM) or L-lysine (for sub-

strate and product structures, see Table 3) as the amino donor and

thereby play an important role in the biotin biosynthesis (Mann and

Ploux, 2011). Owing to the limitation of biotin anabolic pathways to

only plants and bacteria, DAPA-TAs are potential antibiotic targets.

Therefore several studies focusing on selective inhibition of these

enzymes have been conducted (Mann et al., 2009).

Most known DAPA-TAs convert SAM and KAPA to S-adenosyl-2-

oxo-4-methylthiobutyric acid (which undergoes β-elimination to result

in 5-methylthioadenosine and 2-oxo-3,4-butenoic acid) and DAPA

(Stoner and Eisenberg, 1975). These SAM:KAPA-TAs (EC 2.6.1.62)

have been discovered in several bacteria and plants (Supplementary

data Table S5, entries 148–158, 160 and 161). The only example

where a DAPA transaminase did not utilise SAM as amino donor was

found in Bacillus subtilis (PDB ID: 3DU4) (Van Arsdell et al., 2005).

This enzyme is closely related to SAM:KAPA-TAs but employs L-lysine

as the amino donor and will therefore be referred to as Lys:KAPA-TA

(EC 2.6.1.105). Unfortunately, it remains unclear whether this enzyme

transaminates the α- or ε-amino group of lysine. The transfer of the

ε-amino function, however, seems more likely owing to the resulting

irreversibility of the overall reaction. As described for Lysε:αKG TAs,

the formed product, Δ1 piperideine-6-carboxylic acid, would undergo
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internal Schiff-base formation and therefore virtually disable the back
reaction (Soda et al., 1968; Van Arsdell et al., 2005).

All characterised DAPA-TAs have a very narrow substrate scope and
only convert substrate analogues that are very similar to the natural
ones (Cobessi et al., 2012; Izumi et al., 1975; Izumi et al., 1981; Mann
and Ploux, 2006; Stoner and Eisenberg, 1975; Van Arsdell et al., 2005).
Owing to the narrow substrate scope and to their low activity (e.g. a
steady-state kcat of 0.013 s

−1 for the E. coli enzyme (PDB ID: 1MLZ)
(Eliot et al., 2002)) these enzymes are of low value for biocatalytic
applications. But this perfect selectivity combined with the fact of
being absent in humans makes them valuable targets for potential
antibiotic substances.

Compared to other class III transaminases, DAPA-TAs selectively con-
vert extraordinary substrates and therefore need characteristic patterns
to bind these. In particular, the recognition of KAPA needs to be finely
tuned to allow the discrimination between the 7-keto and 8-amino
group. By selectively coordinating the 8-amino group and keeping it
away from the C4′ atom of PLP, the enzymes are able to prevent side
reactions at this position. The positioning is achieved by Y129 and addi-
tionally either Y16 or the carbonyl oxygen of residue 269 that bind the
8-amino group (see Fig. 18). A highly conserved aspartate at position
132, coordinates the tyrosine(s) and thereby keeps them in the right
place (Käck et al., 1999). This finely tuned recognition even allows the

enzyme to discriminate between the (R)- and (S)-configuration at C8

of KAPA (Mann et al., 2009). On the O-side of the active site, the carboxyl

group of KAPA forms a salt bridge to R346 (same as the ‘flipping’ arginine

inωAA:pyr TAs, section 3.2.1),which is also highly conserved (Eliot et al.,

2002; Wybenga et al., 2012). Since these features are unique among the

class III transaminases, KAPA converting enzymes can be selectively

identified by the presence of Y129, D132 and R346.

Even though SAMbinding has been studied extensively, its exact ori-

entation in the active site still remains unclear. Dey et al. (2010) have

been able to solve a structure of theMycobacterium tuberculosis enzyme

containing the SAM analogue sinefungin. Unfortunately this structure

(PDB ID: 3LV2) was not sufficient to unravel the binding of SAM. The

orientation of sinefungin in this structure must represent an unproduc-

tive binding mode for the following three reasons. The first and most

important reason is motivated by the enantioselectivity of the reaction.

The carboxylic group of sinefungin is located at the P-side, which, owing

to (S)-configuration, results in the amino function pointing away from

PLP. Even though unlikely, the formation of the external aldimine

might still be possible in this orientation but the deprotonation of the

substrate by the catalytic K242 to form the quinonoid intermediate

(see Fig. 2) is definitely not. Since there is no base available on the re-

side of the cofactor that could do the deprotonation instead, the carbox-

ylic group of SAM and sinefunginwould have to be located at the O-side

to enable transamination. The second reason to doubt SAM binding

being represented in the 3LV2 structure is an unexplained mutation at

the active site entrance (H268R), which substantially reshapes the

P-side, while thirdly, the substrate analogue differs from SAM in an im-

portant feature. An amino group replaces themethyl group at the sulfo-

nium ion in SAM and the sulphur itself is replaced by a carbon, which

modifies the electronic properties of the analogue and therefore most

probably also its binding. The importance of the sulfonium ion for

substrate recognition was proven by the absence of activity for

S-adenosylhomocysteine, which is a SAM analogue lacking the methyl

group at the sulphur (Dey et al., 2010). Owing to the high conservation

of Y353 in all SAM:KAPA-TAs, it was hypothesised that the sulfonium

ion is coordinated by the hydroxyl group of this tyrosine (Dey et al.,

2010). This proposal can be strengthened by the fact that the only

characterised DAPA-TA lacking the tyrosine in that position is the Lys:

KAPA-TA from B. subtilis. One could, therefore, hypothesise that the

presence of Y353 might be employed to distinguish the SAM and Lys

converting DAPA-TAs.

3.3.6. Alanine:glyoxylate transaminase 2

Fingerprint Ala:glyox TAs2: Y/W145, F269, R353, NOT D/E185

Summary: Ala:glyox TA 2, in contrast to most other class III transami-

nases, does not require a dual substrate recognition mechanism at the O-

side because only αAA and βAA are converted. The broad substrate scope

includes small αAA such as Ala, βAA, such as βAla and 3-

aminoisobutyrate (AIB) but also bulky αAA such as NG,NG-

dimethylarginine. For the conversion of βAA a (R)-enantioselectivity at

the α-position was found (selectivity for DAIB).

The mammalian mitochondrial Ala:glyox TA 2 (AGXT2, EC 2.6.1.44)

is one of the class III transaminases with the broadest substrate scope

but is limited to α- and β-amino acids and therefore requires no dual

substrate recognition at the O-side. Owing to the specificity for several

key metabolites, its annotation proved to be difficult: the rat Ala:glyox

TA 2 (UniProt ID: Q64565) had previously also been described as

D-3-aminoisobutyrate:pyr TA (EC 2.6.1.40), Ala:4,5-dioxopentanoate

TA (EC 2.6.1.43), β-Ala:pyr TA 2 (EC 2.6.1.18), 2-aminobutyrate:pyru-

vate TA and NG,NG-dimethylarginine:pyr TA (Kontani et al., 1993;

Tamaki et al., 2000). This enzyme is supposed to be the mitochondrial

counterpart of the peroxisomal Ala:glyox TA 1 (AGXT1, EC 2.6.1.44)

which keeps physiological glyoxylate levels low and is involved in the

hyperoxaluria disease (Baker et al., 2004). Although both enzymes

share the ability to catalyse the Ala:glyox conversion, their sequences

and substrate spectra differ substantially. AGXT1, also referred to as

Ser:pyr TA (EC 2.6.1.51), which only shares 12% identity with AGXT2

(UniProt IDs: P21549 and Q9BYV1 in humans, respectively), belongs

to a different class of transaminases (class V) and its substrate scope fa-

vours small α-amino or keto acids (i.e. Ser, pyr, glyox), but Phe Arg and

Glu are also converted by the human Ser:pyr TA (Cellini et al., 2007).

These enzymes are of special interest regarding the connection between

sequence and function as Ala:glyox TAs 2 and Ser:pyr TAs both convert

Ala:glyox transamination despite their low sequence similarity, where-

as a close homolog to Ala:glyox TA 2 in Arabidopsis thaliana differs in its

substrate spectrum and additionally catalyses the Glu:glyox conversion

(Liepman and Olsen, 2003).

The Ala:glyox TAs 2, which are found in the 3N5M subfamily, also

convert β-amino acids like βAla and D-3-aminoisobutyrate (DAIB)

where they showed strict (R)-selectivity for the α-methyl group.

Its DAIB:pyr TA activity together with the enantiocomplemen-

tary LAIB:αKG TA (EC 2.6.1.22, which is identical to the above described
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Fig. 17. O-side of the D-PhGly:αKG TA from Pseudomonas stutzeri apo structure (PDB ID:

2CY8) . The PLP, taken from the aligned β-phenylalanine:αKG TA structure (PDB ID:

4AO9), is shown transparently in orange for orientation reasons.
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GABA:αKG TA EC 2.6.1.19, see section 3.1.4), interconvert both enantio-
mers of AIB in mammals (Tamaki et al., 2000). In contrast to the
GABA:αKG TAs, the Ala:glyox TAs 2 do not convert amino groups
more distant from the carboxylic function than in β-position (Tamaki
et al., 2000).

The conversion of these various substrates raises the question how
substrate recognition is realised in these enzymes. There is unfortunate-
ly no structural information for Ala:glyox TAs 2 available and therefore
only hypotheses based on conserved positions within these enzymes
can be developed. The coordination of the carboxylic group of α-
amino acids is probably undertaken by the conserved R353 like in the
ω-amino acid:αKG TAs (see section 3.1.1), but in contrast to those the
‘switching’ glutamate in position 185 is replaced by Val or Ile. This
might also contribute to the fact that the common dual substrate recog-
nition is not possible and no ω-amino acids (except for β-amino acids)
are converted. The unique feature of these enzymes within the class III
TA family, namely the conversion of huge α-amino acids like
dimethylarginine and the enantioselectivity at the α-position when
converting the β-amino acid DAIB, might be explained by the unique
combination of residues Y145 and F269 (only 21 sequences in the
OrnTL DB). The aromatic ring of F269 at the P-side might be involved
in cation–π interactions with the guanidinium group of
dimethylarginine, whereas Y145 that points from the entrance towards
the active site and might be responsible for the recognition of the 4-
carboxylic group of aspartate. This hypothesis is strengthened by the
fact that glutamate, due to its additional carbon, is not accepted as sub-
strate butwhen Y145 is exchanged to a tryptophan like in two Ala:glyox
TA 2 homologous enzymes from Arabidopsis, glutamate is converted as
well (Liepman and Olsen, 2003; Tamaki et al., 2000).

3.4. Glutamate-1-semialdehyde transaminases (2,1-amino mutases)

Fingerprint GSAM: N185, Y267
Summary: GSAM transaminates glutamate-1-semialdehyde intramo-

lecularly to form 5-aminolevulinate. A gating loop closes the active site en-

trance after substrate binding to prevent the intermediate diamine's

release. After product formation the entrance is opened again. GSAM is

the only known class III TA that uses PMP in its resting state in contrast to

PLP (internal aldimine) in other enzymes.

Glutamate-1-semialdehyde 2,1-aminomutase (GSAM, EC 5.4.3.8) is
a unique enzyme within the class III transaminase family, owing to the
fact that it does not catalyse the interconversion between an amino-
and a keto function of two molecules. GSAM instead catalyses the
intraconversion between an amino- and a keto function within the
same molecule i.e. the conversion of glutamate-1-semialdehyde to
5-aminolevulinate (Hoober et al., 1988). Another unique feature of
GSAM is that the resting state of this enzyme is in the PMP-form while
the resting state of the majority of the class III transaminases is in the
PLP-form (Smith et al., 1991). This feature might be induced by the
highly conserved N185 (see Fig. 19), which is supposed to modify the
cofactor's electron sink properties by coordinating its 3′-hydroxyl
group (Orriss et al., 2010). To which extent the coordination by N185
is different from that of Q216, as present in the ωAA:αKG TAs
where the internal aldimine is the resting state (see section 3.1.1), can-
not be predicted without mutagenesis studies.

GSAM belongs to the subfamily 2GSA, which consists of 2048 se-
quences. Out of these entries, 16 enzymes were experimentally
characterised and several crystal structures have been solved (Supple-
mentary data Table S5 entries 170–185) (Ge et al., 2010; Hennig et al.,
1997; Schulze et al., 2006; Stetefeld et al., 2006). Most of these struc-
tures showed a third unique feature of GSAM when compared to the
other class III TAs, an active site gating loop (residues between core
positions 131 & 155, which cannot be aligned to the OrnTL DB) which
opens and closes the entrance to the active site during catalysis
(Contestabile et al., 2000; Stetefeld et al., 2006). The movement of the
gating loop is controlled by allosteric communication between the
two active sites of the homodimeric enzyme. The ability to close the ac-
tive site gives GSAM the ability to control substrate entry and product
release. The intermediate 4,5-diaminovalerate is kept in the active site
to avoid its release as unwanted product. The general opinion about
the gating loop is that it is controlled through negative cooperativity:
when the substrate binds to one subunit the affinity for the substrate
decreases in the other subunit (Hennig et al., 1997; Stetefeld et al.,
2006). This leads to the enzyme converting the substrate one subunit
at the time. This negative cooperativity has been shown to be controlled
by the communication of a network of the amino acids S98, E101, R108,
H153, D155 (Q31QJ2 (from Synechococcus elongatus) numbering
between core positions 131 and 155) and R111 that connects the active
sites (Stetefeld et al., 2006). This theory is, however, challenged by
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Fig. 18. Coordination of KAPA in A) SAM:KAPA TA (enzyme from E. coli PDB ID: 1QJ3) and B) Lys:KAPA TA (Enzyme from B. subtilis, PDB ID: 3DU4). PLP and KAPA are shown in orange.
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a published structure where both monomers are in the PMP-form
(Ge et al., 2010).

GSAM is, like many other PLP-dependent enzymes, inhibited by
gabaculine (Grimm et al., 1991). This inhibition has, however, been
shown to decrease significantly when an active site methionine is mu-
tated to an isoleucine (M216I) (Ferradini et al., 2011; Grimm et al.,
1991; Orriss et al., 2010). Since GSAM is not present in animals it is a
promising target for herbicides and antibiotics and this mutation also
makes selective growth via the addition of gabaculine possible
(Hennig et al., 1997).

Asmany residues of GSAM that are involved in substrate binding be-
long to the variable regions, establishment of an active site fingerprint
only based on core positions was not trivial. We suggest applying the
two amino acids N185 and Y267 to identify enzymes performing the in-
tramolecular transamination of glutamate-1-semialdehyde to form
5-aminolevulinate. N185 modulates the cofactors electronic properties
(Orriss et al., 2010) and Y267 is involved in a hydrogen bonding
network with the substrate and with S163 (Q31QJ2 numbering, in the
gating loop) (see Fig. 19) (Stetefeld et al., 2006). Additional hints for
GSAM activity could be R108, which is highly conserved in the subunit
communication network (Stetefeld et al., 2006) involved in inter-
subunit signalling and the presence of a gating loop between core posi-
tions 131–155 that cannot be aligned to the other known class III TAs.

3.5. Decarboxylation dependent TAs: the 2,2-dialkylglycine decarboxylases

Fingerprint DGD: Q46, (W129), R353
Summary: DGD is the only known PLP fold type I enzyme that catalyses

both, transamination and oxidative decarboxylation to a comparable ex-

tent. The reaction specificity is determined by the orientation of the

substrate's substituents relatively to the cofactor's plane: if the Cα-H is

pointing towards the si-face, transamination is preferred, if Cα–CO2 is

pointing towards the si-face, decarboxylation is favoured.

In addition to the above-mentioned transaminases, the family of
class III TAs also comprises the decarboxylation dependent transami-
nase, 2,2-dialkylglycine decarboxylase (DGD, EC 4.1.1.64). This enzyme

catalyses the decarboxylation and transamination of dialkylglycine sub-
strates with an α-keto acid (e.g. pyr) as the amino acceptor (Sun et al.,
1998). This enzyme is uniquewithin PLP fold type I because it can cleave
both the substrate's Cα–CO2 bond and the Cα–H bond in the same
active site. Furthermore, it catalyses an oxidative decarboxylation
(forming α-keto product), which is in contrast to most other amino
acid decarboxylases where non-oxidative decarboxylation is favoured
(forming an amino product) (Li et al., 2012). By protonating the C4′ of
the quinonoid intermediate after decarboxylation instead of the Cα as
in non-oxidative decarboxylases, the ketimine is formed, which leads
to transamination and release of the keto product from PMP. PMP's
amino group is then transferred to an amino acceptor in the second,
transamination half reaction restoring the internal aldimine (see Fig. 1).

The selectivity over the site of protonation (Cα over C4′ or vice
versa) has been investigated in both non-oxidative and oxidative
decarboxylases (Bertoldi et al., 2008; Jackson et al., 2000; Sun et al.,
1998). Sun et al. (1998) proposed an active site model for the DGD
from Pseudomonas cepacia, whereby the site of protonation by the
catalytic lysine is controlled by the tilt of the cofactor, which in turn, is
influenced by the identity of the substrate. Themodel consists according
to the Dunathan principle (see section 1.3) of three binding subsites:
(A) the activated position for bond cleavage (may bind Cα–H or Cα–
CO2), which is perpendicular to the plane of the cofactor and located
at the si-face; (B) a second carboxylate binding subsite at the O-side of
the cofactor and (C) a hydrophobic subsite at the P-side of the cofactor
(see Figs. 1 and 20). For α-H-α-amino acids, for which both reactions
are possible, the accommodation of the substrate's carboxylate in the
A subsite would lead to decarboxylation, whereas binding in the B sub-
site would place the Cα–H in the A pocket and would lead to deproton-
ation and therefore to transamination. However, dialkylglycine
substrates cannot be transaminated due to their lack of a Cα–H. There-
fore binding of their carboxylates in the A subsite leads to decarboxyl-
ation, while binding in the B subsite would represent an unreactive
bindingmode. Structural investigationswith phosphonate substrate an-
alogues, however, revealed that the position of the scissile carboxylate is
probably not perfectly perpendicular, as the orbital overlap with the
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Fig. 19. Substrate and product binding in GSAM. The substrate-cofactor intermediates are shown in orange and residues that belong to the variable regions (S29, R32, S163 and E406

(Q31QJ2 numbering)) are shown in yellow. The cartoon is shown transparent for clarity reasons. A) After binding glutamate-1-semialdehyde, the gating loop is closed to prevent the re-
lease of the intermediate 4,5-diaminovalerate (PDB ID: 2HP1). Y267 indirectly coordinates the substrate's carboxylate and the gating loop's S163 (Q31QJ2 numbering) B) The gating loop
openswhen 4,5-diaminovalerate is bound at its 4-amino group, opening up the active site entrance. Thereafter the product 5-aminolevulinate is formed throughwater attack andmay be
released from the active site (PDB ID: 2HP2).
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cofactors π–electron system would suggest (see Fig. 1), but is tilted to-
wards the O-side and placed between the subsites A and B (see
Fig. 20B) (Liu et al., 2002).

Studies of the crystal structure of the DGD from P. cepacia (PDB ID:
1D7V) led to the identification of a glutamine residue (Q46) within
van der Waals distance of the substrate's carboxylate, which could
maintain the carboxylate in the stereoelectronically activated position
via hydrogen bonding (see Fig. 20) (Fogle et al., 2005). This binding
model was supported by mutagenesis studies which showed that sub-
stitution of Q46 with amino acids incapable of forming stabilising
H-bonds resulted in a decreased rate of decarboxylation (Fogle et al.,
2005). Further investigation of the substrate scope, in combination
with mutagenesis experiments, identified two residues (M132 and
W129), as being important for substrate specificity. Mutation of W129
to the smaller phenylalanine allowed conversion of α-keto acids with
longer side chains, whilemutation of M132 to a positively charged argi-
nine conferred the ability to decarboxylate L-glutamate (this can be
compared toαKG coordination inωAA:αKG TAs as described in section
3.1.1). Additionally, a proposed non-reactive binding mode, whereby
the carboxylate of the dialkylglycine substrate is placed in pocket B
(on the O side of the PLP), and forms a salt bridge with R353, was also
investigated by mutagenesis studies (the R353M and R353K mutants
have been investigated). Quite interestingly, rather than increasing the
rate of decarboxylation by disfavouring this non-reactive binding
mode by introducing a nonpolar M353, these studies demonstrated
that a positively charged residue at position 353was required for decar-
boxylation (Fogle and Toney, 2010).

As only two sequences of DGDs have been characterised, it could be
dangerous to make presumptions about functionally important
residues, however, as these enzyme have been extensively and elegant-
ly investigated by various research groups, some conclusions and
predictions can be made (Fogle and Toney, 2010; Fogle et al., 2005;
Hohenester et al., 1994; Keller et al., 1990; Liu et al., 2002;
Malashkevich et al., 1999; Sun et al., 1998; Toney, 2001; Toney et al.,
1993; Toney et al., 1995).

Residues essential for decarboxylation dependent transamination
are Q46, R353 and the catalytic K242. Residue Q46 is fairly unique to
the DGDs, and a motif search using this residue was 91.9% selective for

sequences found in the 1D7V subfamily. The selectivity of the finger-
print for the 1D7V subfamilywas further improved to 100% by including
the substrate specificity determining residue W129.

Sequences possessing the functionally important Q46 but not the
substrate scope limiting W129 (i.e. Y or F129), could have the same
reaction specificity but differ in their substrate specificity.

Sequences in the 1D7V subfamily, which do not possess the func-
tionally important Q46 (58 sequences), could have a different reaction
specificity. However, these sequences have a highly conserved N47
and K353. One could imagine that these residues function in the same
way as Q46 and R353 in the DGD from P. cepacia, especially as the
R353K mutant of this enzyme retained decarboxylase activity (Fogle
and Toney, 2010). Therefore, it is possible that this subset includes
decarboxylases, which have either a different substrate scope or follow
a different reaction specificity after decarboxylation (compare Fig. 2).

3.6. α-H-amino acid amide/α-amino-ε-caprolactam racemases

Fingerprint αAAA racemases: D185, K216, (E353)
Summary: αAAA racemases racemise cyclic and noncyclic amino acid

amides. Themechanism proceeds, in contrast to PLP fold type III racemases,

via a quinonoid intermediate. How the (de)protonation at the re-face is

achieved remains unknown.

The subfamily 2ZUK contains two enzymes that were found to
possess α-H-amino acid amide (αAAA) racemase activity. The enzyme
from A. obae (UniProt ID: Q7M181) was initially characterised as
α-amino-ε-caprolactam (ACL) racemase (EC 5.1.1.15) andwas industri-
ally applied for L-lysine production (Fig. 3) (Okazaki et al., 2009). The
enzyme from Ochrobactrum anthropi (UniProt ID: Q06K28) was patent-
ed for the application in amino acid amide racemisation (Boesten et al.,
2003). The third known sequence of an αAAA racemase, which was
described in the same patent, is not found in the sequence databases
but could be aligned to the 2ZUK subfamily manually. As the ACL
racemase accepts both lactams and amides (Asano and Yamaguchi,
2005), the structural requirement for being a substrate seems to be a
free amino group adjacent to an amide bond (Ahmed et al., 1984;
Asano and Yamaguchi, 2005)
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Fig. 20. Different substrate coordination mode in DGD determines reaction specificity towards transamination or decarboxylation. A) By the coordination of the substrate's carboxylate
in the subsite B, transamination of α-H-α-amino acids or unproductive binding of 2,2-dialkylglycine substrates (such as the displayed 2,2-dimethylglycine) is achieved (PDB ID:
1D7V). B) By the coordination of the carboxylate in subsite A, decarboxylation is favoured. The displayed structure (PDB ID: 1M0O) contains a phosphonate analogue of 2-methyl-2-
ethylglycine with the phosphonate group located between subsites A & B. The same orientation of a substrate's carboxylate would lead to a productive binding for decarboxylation.
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Racemases are unique among the other types of PLP-dependent en-
zymes, as they are capable of deprotonating and protonating on both
the si- and the re-face. For the ACL racemase two mechanisms have
been proposed, a two base mechanism (where two acid–base groups
are situated on either side of the substrate–PLP complex), and a single
base mechanism (with a single base capable of accessing both faces).
Ahmed et al. (1986) found evidence for a single base mechanism,
which is at odds with the two base mechanism described by Okazaki
et al. (2009) which was proposed based on structural information. By
analogy to alanine racemases in PLP fold type III, Okazaki et al. (2009)
proposed Y129 at the re-face and K242 at the si-face to enable
racemisation in the ACL racemase (see Fig. 21). The mechanism of ACL
racemases, in contrast to alanine racemases, is believed to proceed via
a quinonoid intermediate because the cofactor's pyridine nitrogen is
kept protonated by the D213 ‘below’ it (Okazaki et al., 2009), whereas
it is deprotonated by an arginine residue in PLP fold type III racemases.
Fold type III racemases do not require the quinonoid formation for
stabilising the carbanionic intermediate: the negative charge is mainly
stabilised at the protonated Schiff base (Griswold and Toney, 2011).

The above-mentioned role of Y129 at the re-face for protonation in
the racemisation mechanism has not been confirmed by mutagenesis
studies and the fact that Y129 is found in 58% of the sequences in the
OrnTL family (e.g. in ATAs, DAPA TAs and βPhe TAs), places doubt on
its suitability as a candidate as a 2nd base (if indeed a two base mecha-
nism is followed by these enzymes). Since the mechanism in the αAAA
racemases is not yet fully elucidated, no residues determining the reac-
tion specificity may be included in the fingerprint and we therefore
focus on the substrate specificity determining residues.

Okazaki et al. (2009) proposed that amide nitrogen recognition in
this enzyme is achieved by D185 (see section 3.7 for a discussion of
this residue) and that the carbonyl O is coordinated by K216. In the ε-
caprolactam bound internal aldimine structure (PDB ID: 2ZUK), K216
is kept in place by the coordination of E353 (see Fig. 21). The two resi-
dues D185 and K216 that are believed to be essential for substrate rec-
ognition in the characterised enzymes (and optionally E353), are
therefore suggested for the active site pattern identifying αAAA
racemases. As all 18 sequences in the OrnTL DB with K216 and D185
also have E353, including this glutamate in the fingerprint is not
necessary.

3.7. Isoleucine 2-epimerase

Summary: Ile-2-racemisation probably, like in the αAAA racemases,

also proceeds via a quinonoid intermediate. The racemisation mechanism

is also unknown but we suggest that D185 is important for racemase

activity in the class III transaminase family because it was found in all so

far characterised enzymes.

The recent discovery of an isoleucine-2-epimerase (Ile-2-epimerase,
from Lactobacillus buchneri (UniProt ID: F4FWH4)) which racemises the
C2 (=Cα) in aliphatic α-amino acids, further provided insight to the
versatility of the family of class III transaminases (Mutaguchi et al.,
2013). This enzyme is especially interesting because it shares relatively
high sequence similarity with GABA:αKG TAs (e.g. 41% sequence iden-
tity to B. subtilis GABA:αKG TA (UniProt ID: P94427)) and is found in
the 3Q8N subfamily but most of the active site residues that are impor-
tant for substrate recognition differ from the GABA:αKG TAs (see se-
quence–function matrix Table 2) and therefore GABA and αKG are not
transaminated by this enzyme. Owing to the lack of structural informa-
tion the mechanism of racemisation cannot be elucidated and from the
alignment it is not obvious how the protonation/deprotonation of the
substrate at the re-face is achieved (the possible involvement of Y129
therein is discussed for theαAAA racemases in section 3.6). The cataly-
sis of this enzyme, however, seems to be comparable to the αAAA
racemases because it also has D213, which presumably leads to PLP's
pyridine nitrogen protonation and therefore a mechanism that pro-
ceeds via a quinonoid intermediate. The substrate's 1-carboxylate

recognition is most probably achieved, as in GABA:αKG TAs, with
R353. The extent to which the relatively uncommon D185 and N216
(only present in 30 sequences in the whole OrnTL DB) or A46 and S47
(found in only 109 sequences in the whole OrnTL DB) are involved can-
not be predicted without further experimental data. Notably, position
185 seems to be important for racemase activity within the class III
transaminase family because the αAAA racemases and the isoleucine
2-epimerase share the uncommon D185 (present in 234 of the 12,956
sequences in the OrnTL DB). Additionally, position 216 is harbouring a
very uncommon K216 or N216 in the two racemases (only 28 se-
quences have K216 and only 30 have N216 in the OrnTL DB).

3.8. Enzymes with unclear substrate recognition

In this sectionwe grouped recently discovered class III transaminase
enzymes, for which not sufficient structural or functional data is
available to suggest specificity determining residues. In particular,
the aminosugar TAs (section 3.8.1) and the multi-domain enzymes
(section) share too low sequence similarity with any known structure
to reliably align their sequences to the OrnTL DB. These examples,
above all, highlight the lack of structural information within the class
III transaminase family.

3.8.1. Neamine TAs, 2′-deamino-2′-hydroxyneamine and neomycin C TAs

Summary: Glu:6′-oxoglucos(amin)yl TAs are the only known

aminosugar converting TAs among the class III transaminases. They are in-

volved in aminoglycoside biosynthesis, by selectively aminating 6′-

oxoglucos(amin)yl moieties.

Aminosugar converting transaminases are commonly found to be-
long to the class VI transaminases (degT/dnrJ/eryC1 family in InterPro),
which were recently reviewed by Romo and Liu (2011). The biosynthe-
sis of several aminoglycoside antibiotics, such as neomycin, butirosin
and kanamycin however, was found to involve class III transaminases
to aminate the C6 atoms of the glucos(amin)yl substituents with
glutamate as amino donor. The three different substrate specificities
Glu:6′-dehydroparomamine TA (EC 2.6.1.93, forming neamine),
Glu:2′-Deamino-2′-hydroxy-6′dehydroparomamine TA (EC 2.6.1.94,
forming 2′-deamino-2′-hydroxyneamine) and Glu:6‴-deamino-6‴-
oxoneomycin C TA (EC 2.6.1.95, forming neomycin C), that may be
summarised as Glu:6′-oxoglucos(amin)yl TAs, have been found in
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Fig. 21. Substrate recognition in ACL racemase exemplified by the ε-caprolactam bound
internal aldimine structure (PDB ID: 2ZUK). The cofactor and ε-caprolactam are show in
orange.
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different aminoglycoside producing organisms (see Supplementary
data Figure S4 for substrate and product structures). As the EC 2.6.1.93
and EC 2.6.1.95 reactions are catalysed by the same enzymes (e.g.
NeoB, BtrB and LivB, see Supplementary data Table S5 entries
192–194; Clausnitzer et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2007), and the EC
2.9.1.93 also occurred in the kacL enzyme that was originally
characterised for EC 2.6.1.94 specificity (see Supplementary data
Table S5 entry 19; J.W. Park et al., 2011), we suggest that all three
Glu:6′-oxoglucos(amin)yl transaminations (EC 2.6.1.93–95) are
catalysed by one class III transaminase enzyme. Interestingly, the C6′
is deaminated with αKG as the acceptor in the pseudodisaccharide
neamine and pseudotrisaccharide kanamycin A (J.W. Park et al.,
2011), but not when incorporated in neomycin C, where the C6‴ is ex-
clusively deaminated (compare Supplementary data Figure S4)
(Huang et al., 2007).

Unfortunately these enzymes share low sequence identity with the
enzymes in the OrnTL DB and therefore the alignments to compare ac-
tive site residues for substrate recognition hypothesis gave unsatisfacto-
ry results. Structural information of Glu:6′-oxoglucos(amin)yl TAs is
highly desired to explain the uncommon substrate scope that allows
for the discrimination of C6′ and C6‴ in neomycin C.

3.8.2. (Hydrolysed) fumonisin B1 TAs

Summary: (H)fum B1 TAs were applied to detoxify the poly-hydroxy

amine fumonisin B1. Further substrate scope investigationsmight beworth-

while, as these enzymes could have potential for amino-alcohol synthesis.

The carcinogenic mycotoxin fumonisin B1 (Supplementary data
Figure S6 B) is a common contaminant of maize produced in warm
climate areas (Hartinger et al., 2011). The studies of its degradation in
bacteria has led to the discovery of class III transaminases responsible
for the deamination of fumonisin B1 (fumB1) (Leslie et al., 2004), or
after hydrolysis, to 2-amino-12,16-dimethylicosane-3,5,10,14,15-
pentol (hydrolysed fumonisin B1, HfumB1, Supplementary data
Figure S6 C) (Hartinger et al., 2011; Heinl et al., 2011) with αKG or
pyr as the acceptor, respectively. These enzymes have been investigated
for the application as food additives to detoxify fumB1 biocatalytically
(Leslie et al., 2004; Moll et al., 2010). Unfortunately, the scope of
amino donors has not been examined and it is unknown, whether sub-
strates other than (hydrolysed) fumonisins are converted. A further in-
vestigation of their substrate specificity might be beneficial as they
could probably be applied for asymmetric amino alcohol synthesis.
Even though they share high sequence similarities, the substrate scope
of the fumB1:αKG TA andHfumB1:pyr TAs differ substantially as the lat-
ter only applies pyr as the acceptor and does not accept the non-
hydrolysed fumB1 (Hartinger et al., 2011), whereas the fumB1:αKG TA
converted fumB1 with αKG (Leslie et al., 2004). These differences can-
not be explained based on the active site residues identified by the
alignment to the OrnTL DB, as they are almost all identical among the
enzymes with these two specificities (see sequence–function matrix
Table 2). (H)fumB1 conversion seem to demand a very specialised active
site compared to the other enzymes in the OrnTL DB, as no sequence in
this database has the combination of E185 and R216 found in all
(H)fumB1 TAs.

3.8.3. Phospholyases

Summary: the two characterised phospholyases among the class III

transaminase family were found to lack transaminase activity. Factors de-

termining this switch in reaction specificity are not known as the catalytic

machinery is the same as in the related transaminases. A substantial differ-

ence, however, is the deletion of two amino acids in the left-handed helix

α2, which could reshape the active site and thereby might shift the reaction

specificity.

By discovering twophospholyases, Veiga-da-Cunhaet al. (2012) fur-
ther broadened the spectrum of known reaction specificities among the
class III transaminases. They found that the two human Ala:glyox TA 2
homologs AGXT2L1 (UniProt ID: Q8TBG4) and AGXT2L2 (UniProt ID:

Q8IUZ5) possess no TA activity but are a O-phosphoethanolamine
phospholyase (EC 4.2.3.2) and a 5-phosphohydroxy-L-lysine phos-
pholyase (EC 4.2.3.134), respectively. Both enzymes do not belong to
the OrnTL DB, but enzymes with high sequence identity (N68%) are
found in the 2ZUK subfamily, which allowed for the elucidation of sev-
eral of their active site residues by aligning them to the 3DM database
(see sequence–function matrix Table 2). The active site of these en-
zymes must substantially differ from the other class III transaminases
because it lacks two amino acids in the common left-handed helix α2
(positions 45 and 46). At least one of the polar side chains of N/S44
and N47 (found in both enzymes) are presumably pointing towards
the active site. Whether this deletion and the polar amino acids at posi-
tions 44 and 47 are required for phospholyase activity remains unclear
without structural information. The PLP coordination and the catalytic
machinery is the same as in the transaminases of the OrnTL DB, proba-
bly because the β-elimination follows the same mechanism until the
quinonoid intermediate (see Fig. 2) and therefore has comparable re-
quirements. Owing to the high similarity between these two reaction
specificities and (given a good leaving group) the facility of this reaction,
β-elimination is commonly found among transaminase families (Eliot
and Kirsch, 2004). β-Elimination was also found to occur in class III
transaminases when certain inhibitors, especially those with good leav-
ing groups were applied as substrates (e.g. Ala:glyox TA 2 catalyses
β-elimination of β-chloro-β-alanine and halogenated alkene–cysteine
conjugates; Cooper et al., 2003). Several known transaminase inhibitors
inactivate the enzymes by forming reactive products through
β-elimination that can covalently bind to the cofactor or active site res-
idues (Eliot and Kirsch, 2004).

Given the fact that phosphate is an excellent leaving group, the oc-
currence of β-elimination with β-phosphate substrates in a class III TA
is not surprising. The selectivity for β-elimination of these enzymes,
caused by the complete lack of TA activity, however, is of special
interest. As the whole catalytic TA machinery is available, other factors
in these enzymes must prevent transamination. Since these two
phospholyases are the only characterised enzymes of the class III trans-
aminase family that lack the common left-handed helix at positions
44–47, it might be hypothesised that it is essential for TA activity
among this group of enzymes. The characterisation of additional en-
zymes with deletions in this region, however, is required to strengthen
this hypothesis.

A varied carboxylate recognition is probably not the reason for the
differing reaction specificity because the phospholyases have K353
and Q216 that should be able to position αAA properly in the O-side
as achieved by R353 and Q216 in Ala:glyox TA 2 (section 3.3.6). The
phosphate recognition in the lyases probably also involves K355 and
S346, the presence of E267 and D348, however, is puzzling because
these residues should repel the phosphate and the carboxylic acid moi-
ety on both sides of the active site entrance. Sequence fingerprints that
strictly determine the different substrate specificity of these two en-
zymes cannot be foundwithout structural information or the character-
isation of similar enzymes. The common active site residues present in
the sequence–function matrix (Table 2) did not show obvious differ-
ences compared to the transaminases except for the deletion at posi-
tions 45 and 46 and the polar residues N/S44 and N47.

3.8.4. Multi-domain or non-enzymes

Summary: PLP fold type I and in particular, the class III transaminase

family's common fold are versatile building blocks for multi-domain en-

zymes or transcriptional factors.

The versatility of the commonPLP fold type I is expressly highlighted
by recent studies that discovered non-enzymatic or multi-domain ex-
amples of this fold. The MocR-like transcriptional factors belong to the
class I transaminase family (also belonging to PLP fold type I, see
Table 3) attached to a helix–turn–helix domain for DNA binding
(Bramucci et al., 2011). Recent structural investigations of gabR, the
transcriptional activator of the GABA:αKG TA in B. subtilis (PDB ID:
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4N0B), revealed that PLP binding is achieved as in other fold type I en-
zymes, GABA, however, is bound differently and not transaminated by
this transcription factor (Edayathumangalam et al., 2013).

Another notable example is the presence of PLP fold type I and espe-
cially class III transaminase domains in multimodular nonribosomal
peptide synthetase or polyketide synthase assembly lines (Milano
et al., 2013). The class III domains required some structural variations
(e.g. insertions of ~12 amino acids between core positions 266 and
267), compared to the stand-alone enzymes to enable integration in
the multi-domain complexes. However most active site residues and
therefore probably also substrate scopes of these enzymes differ
substantially from those in all other characterised enzymes and predic-
tions are therefore not possible. One characterised example illustrates
these differences: the class III TA domain from MycA (UniProt ID:
Q9R9J1, from B. subtilis, involved in cyclic lipopeptidemycosubtilin syn-
thesis), which has been investigated for substrate scope independently
of the whole multi-domain complex (Aron et al., 2005). This domain
prefers glutamine as the amino donor and converts acyl carrier protein
(ACP) thioesters of β-ketobutyrate. Active site residues, identified by
aligning this sequence to its closest homolog in the OrnTL DB, are not
sufficient to suggest substrate recognition as they differ substantially
from those in all other characterised class III transaminases (see se-
quence–function matrix Table 2).

4. Challenges for fingerprint-based sequence–function predictions

During the process of discovering and evaluating sequence–function
relationships within the OrnTL DB, we encountered some challenges
regarding this approach. Some resulted from intrinsic limitations of
structure-based sequence alignments; others are challenges for the
approach of predicting function based on short sequence fingerprints.
In this section we attempt to highlight the current challenges or limita-
tions for a general evaluation of this method thereby deepening its
understanding and to motivate future approaches to solve current
problems.

4.1. Limitations of the active site amino acid fingerprint-based approach

Enzyme function prediction by a few residues with known impor-
tance for catalysis or substrate recognition, as introduced in section
1.5 and summarised in Fig. 6, is a powerful approach as highlighted by
this account. It is, however, important to keep inmind that the situation
in nature is often more complex than this.

1) There often exists more than one solution to realise the same sub-
strate specificity, which leads to a general limitation of sequence
alignments: amino acid side chains of different Cα (and alignment)
positions might fill the same space in the active site (exemplified in
Fig. 6A, B and D, sequences 1–4). PLP fold type I provides a perfect
example for this case: the catalytic K242 is fully conserved in the
OrnTL DB, whereas only 20% of the full PLP fold type I database
have a lysine there. Interestingly the catalytic lysine is located two
positions later (K244) in many of the other sequences of that data-
base (40% of the whole database have K244, the additional 40%
could not be aligned properly at this position). The structural super-
position of the human Orn:αKG TA (PDB ID: 1OAT, has K242) and
the 2-aminoethylphosphonate:pyr TA from Salmonella enterica

(PDB ID: 1M32, has K244) revealed that both lysine ε-amino groups
are located close to each other, while their Cα positions differ
(Supplementary data, Figure S4). Structural alignments therefore al-
ways allow further and more accurate conclusions than sequence
alignments, but for many activities, crystal structures are not yet
available. This lack may lead to erroneous sequence alignments, for
instance if the catalytic lysine is aligned at the same common
position (242) before the crystal structure reveals that it actually
occupies another position (244).

2) Some interactions of amino acids to the substrate might not be con-
served. Complementary electrostatic interactions or hydrogen bond-
ing are easily analysed, but if the contacts are mainly realised by
hydrophobic interactions or if water molecules mediate them, it is
more difficult to formulate a clear pattern. Additionally, chemically
partially equivalent residues might result in comparable substrate
scopes. The suggested fingerprints in this review therefore need to
be applied with caution, always considering that similar amino
acids at the suggested positions might be found in enzymes with
related specificities. Furthermore, not all sequences thatmatch a cer-
tainfingerprint need to possess a related specificity as demonstrated
for a GABA:αKGTA that has been transformed into aDGD. In thefirst
attempt Liu et al. (2005) exchanged all active site residues of the
E. coli GABA:αKG TA (PDB ID: 1SFF) that were different to those
found in DGD. The I46Q, E185S, V215A, and G269Y quadruple mu-
tant showed, however, no increased decarboxylase activity, which
could be explained by slightly different spatial positions of the Cα
atoms of these residues in the GABA:αKG TA compared to the DGD
(Liu et al., 2005). A final mutant, that had switched reaction specific-
ity, only contained one of the residues (S185) that were predicted by
those found in DGD.

3) Proteins including the active sites have various degrees of flexibility,
which cannot be seen from sequence patterns. Further information
of potential flexibility is only accessible by substrate or product
bound crystal structures.

4) The superfamily to be analysed needs a spatially conserved back-
bone to allow for a proper alignment. If the active site ismainly com-
posed of variable loops, the position of relevant amino acids might
differ significantly, although they are the same in the sequence
alignment. This fact highlights the class III transaminase fold's versa-
tility as all active site structural elements (except the N-terminus
and the loop between core positions 73 and 74, see Fig. 10) are con-
served and allow for such a variety of catalysed reactions and accept-
ed substrates.

4.2. 3DM database related issues

Structural based sequence alignments and their organisation in crys-
tal structure derived subfamilies also have a few issues to be aware of.

Superfamily diversity is a major criterion deciding the database's
content of information. For instance the database created for the PLP
fold type I contained too diverse crystal structures, which resulted in a
relatively small structural core. Even though subgroups within this
alignment (e.g. the class III transaminases) share more structural fea-
tures, these regions cannot be analysed in the large database because
they belong to the variable positions. Creating the OrnTL DB, which
only contains structurally more related enzymes — thereby increasing
the core, but also reducing the reaction diversity in the database —
overcame this problem. The database size will in most cases be a
trade-off between contained reaction or substrate specificities and
covered positions.

4.3. The literature mining problem

A general difficulty for connecting sequence and function is gathering
all available literature that describes enzymes' sequence or specificity
characterisations. Attempts are made to connect publications regarding
function and sequence in databases like BRENDA (Schomburg et al.,
2013). These are constantly growing, but unfortunately still far from
complete. Additional hints for sequences with available experimental
data can be retrieved from the sequences' ‘evidence on protein existence’
annotations in the UniProtKB (Magrane and UniProt Consortium, 2011).

3DM integrates the literature mining software Mutator (Kuipers
et al., 2010a) and the PDF reader Utopia Documents (Attwood et al.,
2010) to provide a link between 3DMpositions in the alignment and ar-
ticles where these positions were mentioned in a certain context, such
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as mutagenesis studies to increase specificity or stability. This new
feature supports literature research regarding mutagenesis studies.
However, the current versions of Mutator and Utopia are made for ex-
traction ofmutation data from literature and they do not include protein
characterisation studies making manual literature studies still indis-
pensable. Although these tools are optimised for finding mutation
data from literature, only approximately one third of the characterised
enzyme list (Supplementary data, Table S5) were not found by the au-
tomated methods in combination with characterisation data retrieved
from BRENDA and UniProt. The development of such tools is a step in
the right direction as the gap between sequence information and relat-
ed literature data is a main obstacle and requires substantial reduction.

4.4. The challenge to identify unknown specificities

The attempts to identify proteins with unknown function, as
described in section 2.4, are limited to enzymes that switched reaction
or substrate specificity by only mutating a few residues compared to
the known enzymes. As the structure-based sequence alignment data-
bases only contain sequences that share a certain identity to a known
structure, and crystal structures are usually solved for already function-
ally characterised enzymes, the identification of specificities that re-
quired several mutations to develop are probably not easy to
recognise in such databases. To allow for a wider identification of bio-
technologically interesting enzymes within the databases increasing
the amount of structural information for low identity sequences
(which otherwise cannot be included in such a database) is of para-
mount importance. Therefore, projects like the Protein Structure Initia-
tive (Berman et al., 2009) or the Enzyme Function Initiative (Gerlt et al.,
2011) are of substantial value for the biotechnological community.

Most notably, the recently discovered new substrate and reaction
specificities (see section 3.8) showed that the potential of the family
of class III transaminases had been underestimated for several years.
This common structural fold allows for a variety of reaction and sub-
strate specificities that have not yet been explored or exploited suffi-
ciently. We therefore attempted to exemplify how the knowledge
gained by this work can be applied to discover new enzyme activities
or new active site designs for achieving already known specificities (as
discussed in section 2.4). The subfamilies of a 3DM database make this
task relatively easy because these groups can be searched as an evolu-
tionary related set to identify sequences that differ from known activi-
ties by not matching the common fingerprints found in each
subfamily. The investigation of such a group separately from the
whole superfamily provides a faster overview of present activities and
potentially new ones because some of the active site residues within
each group are still conserved and differences can be more easily com-
pared and evaluated when not all positions are varied at the same time.

For instance the 2ZUK subfamily contains 18 (putative) αAAA
racemases (2 characterised and 16 additional sequences match the fin-
gerprint D185/K216) and 190 sequences that do not match any of the
active site patterns for known activities (summarised in Supplementary
data, Table S4). Further analysis showed that many of those 190 se-
quences have R/K353, but no E185. Therefore, they probably convert
αAA but not ωAA because the usual mechanism for dual substrate
recognition for this specificity is not present (see section 3.1.1). Further-
more, these might be clustered by certain patterns foundwithin the se-
quence–functionmatrix (Table 2) positions. A few of these, for instance,
contain D185 and N216 (like the Ile-2-epimerase, section 3.7) and
might therefore also be able to catalyse amino acid racemisation. A
larger fraction contains a modified left-handed helix (N44, N47
and a deletion at positions 45 and 46) as found in characterised
phospholyases (section 3.8.3). It is likely, however, that many of these
enzymes have a different substrate scope than the two known
phospholyases because they do not have E267 and E348 and further-
more, several have N185 instead of the unpolar residues found in the
known enzymes. It would be interesting to determine if these enzymes

show phospholyase and/or transaminase activity to investigate the
mechanisms responsible for the different specificities.

For the discovery of unknown functions or other mechanisms of al-
ready known ones, the 3N5M subfamily is of special interest. Not only is
the template structure's function unknown (PDB ID: 3N5M), but also
most of the entries within this subfamily cannot be assigned with a pu-
tative specificity by the active site fingerprints. This subfamily that only
contains six characterised enzymes (tau:pyr TAs, Ala:glyox TAs 2 and a
βAla:pyr TA that is also able to convert amines, Supplementary data,
Table 5) is very heterogeneous regarding the sequence–functionmatrix
positions (Table 2). Several sequences have R346, while several have
R353 instead, and others have neither. The positions 185 and 269, how-
ever, are relatively conserved and also correlated, as revealed by CMA
(35% sequences of the subfamily have A185 and G269, while 41% have
G185 and I/V269). Regardless of whether these enzymes possess so
far unknown specificities or established other ways to achieve known
activities, the characterisation of such enzymes with unknown function
will be worthwhile as either new biocatalysts will be obtained or the
knowledge of functional determinants within the class III transaminase
family will be extended.

5. Conclusion

In this review we show that the combination of structural informa-
tion and analysis of multiple sequence alignments as exemplified for
the class III transaminase family allowed to extract active site amino
acid fingerprints that correlate with the different enzymatic activities.
The different active site designs identified allowed covering 28 known
reaction and substrate specificities of enzymes within the ornithine
transaminase like family. This analysis should be regarded as a hint for
a qualitative prediction of the substrate scope rather than a fixed rule
because, besides the amino acid distribution of the active site, additional
factors also affect the catalytic properties to a smaller or greater extend.
Nevertheless, we encourage to apply these patterns in annotation strat-
egies and to apply this methodology also for other superfamilies, which
are amenable to such analyses. A critical mass of crystal structures,
however, is necessary to build up high quality sequence alignments,
which include a possibly large fraction of the available sequences of
the superfamily. The fingerprint approach allows not only to connect
known enzyme activities to given sequences, but also to discover en-
zymes with yet unknown specificities and to suggest key mutations to
verify hypotheses derived from the bioinformatics guided in-depth
analysis of an enzyme superfamily. These kinds of systematic investiga-
tions will expand the number of useful enzymes and thereby provide
the community with potentially interesting biocatalysts as well as it
substantially helps to improve our understanding of sequence– and
structure–function relationships of enzymes.
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> !"##$%&%'()*+,-)(),?5="*%1,
3D Number                      1               17             18     25 26    32 
1D7VA   1                   lndDATFWRNARQHLVRYGG......t.......FEPMIIER..AKGSFVY   
1MLZB   1                     mTTDDLAFDQRHILHP.....ytsmtspl....PVYPV..s.AEGCELI   

1OHVC   1      fdydgplmktevpgprSRELMKQLNIIQNA........eav........HFFCNYeeSRGNYLV   
1VEFA   1                      WRALLEAEKTLDSGVYN..............KHDLLIVR..GQGARVW   

2EO5A   1                    mlSRKIIEESDIYLATSTR.....dpe......LFPLVIDH..GEGVWIY   
2GSAB   1                 fktikSDEIFAAAQKLMPG...gvsspvrafksvgg.QPIVFDR..VKDAYAW   
2JJGA   1                    ttPDRVHEVLGRSMLV.........d.......GLDIVLDLtrSGGSYLV   

2OATA   1                  gpptSDDIFEREYKYGAHNYH..............PLPVALER..GKGIYLW   
2ORDA   1                    ki...HHHHHHMYLMNTYS..............RFPATFVY..GKGSWIY   

2ZUKB   1                       KALYDRDGAAIGNLQ......klr......FFPLAISG..GRGARLI   
3A8UX   1               aslasql.......KLDAHWMPYT...anrnflr.....DPRLIVA..AEGSWLV   
3DU4A   1                     mTHDLIEKSKKHLWLPFT...qmkdyden.....PLIIES..GTGIKVK   

3GJUA   1              gmlnqsne...LNAWDRDHFFHPST.hmgthargesp....TRIMAG..GEGVTVW   
3HMUB   1                itnhmpTAELQALDAAHHLHPFS..annalgeeg.....TRVITR..ARGVWLN   

3I5TB   1                     a...VGAAMRDHILLPAQ..emaklgksa.....QPVLTH..AEGIYVH   
3N5MA   1              snamktkqTDELLAKDEQYVWHGMR....pfspn......STTVGAK..AEGCWVE   
3NX3B   1                                             k.......RFDIVLEK..GQGVYLF   

3Q8ND   1      tltqerrlvtaipgpiSQELQARKQSAVAAGV.......gv......TLPVYVVA..AGGGVLA   
4A0GA 277 vfkalketmvlanlerlerln..GMAKLAGEVFWWP...ftqhklvhqet....VTVIDS..RCGENFS   

4AO9B   2 haaidqaladayrrftdanpaSQRQFEAQARYMP....gansrsvlfyapfp...LTIAR..GEGAALW   
4E3QA   1                  nkpq.SWEARAETYSLYG....ftdmpslhqrg....TVVVTH..GEGPYIV   

 

3D Number 33       36             45    46            66              67    73 
1D7VA  37 DAD......GRAILDFTSGQMSAVL.....GHCHPEIVSVIGEYA...............GKLDHLF..   
1MLZB  38 LSD......GRRLVDGMSSWWAAIH.....GYNHPQLNAAMKSQI...............DAMSHVM..   

1OHVC  49 DVD......GNRMLDLYSQISSIPI.....GYSHPALVKLVQ......qpqnvstfi......NRPA..   
1VEFA  33 DAE......GNEYIDCVGGYGVANL.....GHGNPEVVEAVKRQA...............ETLMAMP..   

2EO5A  38 DVD......GNKYLDFTSGIGVNNL.gwp...SHPEVIKIGIEQM...............QKLAHAA..   
2GSAB  48 DVD......GNRYIDYVGTWGPAIC.....GHAHPEVIEALKVAM...............EKGTSFG..   
2JJGA  35 DA...it..GRRYLDMFTFVASSAL.....GMNPPA.........lvddrefhaelmqaa..LNKPS..   

2OATA  37 DVE......GRKYFDFLSSYSAVNQ.....GHCHPKIVNALKSQV...............DKLTLTS..   
2ORDA  32 DEK......GNAYLDFTSGIAVNVL.....GHSHPRLVEAIKDQA...............EKLIHCS..   

2ZUKB  34 EEN......GRELIDLSGAWGAASL.....GYGHPAIVAAVSAAA......................an   
3A8UX  39 DDK......GRKVYDSLSGLWTCGA.....GHTRKEIQEAVAKQL...............STLDYSP..   
3DU4A  40 DIN......GKEYYDGFSSVWLNVH.....GHRKKELDDAIKKQL...............GKIAHST..   

3GJUA  47 DNN......GRKSIDAFAGLYCVNV.....GYGRQKIADAIATQA...............KNLAYYH..   
3HMUB  46 DSE......GEEILDAMAGLWCVNI.....GYGRDELAEVAARQM...............RELPYYN..   

3I5TB  38 TED......GRRLIDGPAGMWCAQV.....GYGRREIVDAMAHQA...............MVLPYAS..   
3N5MA  45 DIQ......GKRYLDGMSGLWCVNS.....GYGRKELAEAAYKQL...............QTLSYFP..   
3NX3B  17 DDK......AKKYLDFSSGIGVCAL.....GYNHAKFNAKIKAQV...............DKLLHTS..   

3Q8ND  50 DAD......GNQLIDFGSGIAVTTV.....GNSAPAVVDAVTQQV...............AAFTHTC..   
4A0GA 335 IYKasdnssLSQQFDACASWWTQGPdptfq....AELAREMGYTA...............ARFGHVM..   

4AO9B  62 DAD..g....HRYADFIAEYTAGVY.....GHSAPEIRDAVIEAM...............QGGINLT..   
4E3QA  42 DVN......GRRYLDANSGLWNMVA.....GFDHKGLIDAAKAQY...............ERFPGYH..   

 

3D Number          74         84    90   91                         118 
1D7VA  78 ..sgm....LSRPVVDLAT.RLANITPpgl.DRALLLSTGAESNEAAIRMAKLVT..............   

1MLZB  79 ..fggi...THAPAIELCR.KLVAMTPqpl.ECVFLADSGSVAVEVAMKMALQYWQAKG..........   
1OHVC  93 ..lgil...PPENFVEKLReSLLSVAPkgm.SQLITMACGSCSNENAFKTIFMWYRSKErgqsafskee   
1VEFA  74 ..qtl....PTPMRGEFYR.TLTAILPpel.NRVFPVNSGTEANEAALKFARAHT..............   

2EO5A  80 ..andf...YNIPQLELAK.KLVTYSPgnfqKKVFFSNSGTEAIEASIKVVKNTG..............   
2GSAB  89 ...a.....PCALENVLAE.MVNDAVP.si.EMVRFVNSGTEACMAVLRLMRAYT..............   

2JJGA  81 ..nsdv...YSVAMARFVE.TFARVLGdpalPHLFFVEGGALAVENALKAAFDWKSRHN.......qah   
2OATA  78 ..raf....YNNVLGEYEE.YITKLFN.y..HKVLPMNTGVEAGETACKLARKWGYTVK.........g   
2ORDA  73 ..nlf....WNRPQMELAE.LLSKNTF.g..GKVFFANTGTEANEAAIKIARKYGKKKS..........   

2ZUKB  70 pagatilsaSNAPAVTLAE.RLLASFPgegtHKIWFGHSGSDANEAAYRAIVKAT..............   
3A8UX  80 ..gfqy...GHPLSFQLAE.KITDLTPgnl.NHVFFTDSGSECALTAVKMVRAYWRLKG..........   

3DU4A  81 ..llgm...TNVPATQLAE.TLIDISPkkl.TRVFYSDSGAEAMEIALKMAFQYWKNIG..........   
3GJUA  88 .ayvgh...GTEASITLAK.MIIDRAPkgm.SRVYFGLSGSDANETNIKLIWYYNNVLG..........   
3HMUB  87 .tffkt...THVPAIALAQ.KLAELAPgdl.NHVFFAGGGSEANDTNIRMVRTYWQNKG..........   

3I5TB  79 ..pwym...ATSPAARLAE.KIATLTPgdl.NRIFFTTGGSTAVDSALRFSEFYNNVLG..........   
3N5MA  86 ..msq....SHEPAIKLAE.KLNEWL.gge.YVIFFSNSGSEANETAFKIARQYYAQKG..........   

3NX3B  58 ..nly....YNENIAAAAK.NLAKASA.l..ERVFFTNSGTESIEGAMKTARKYAFNKG..........   
3Q8ND  91 ..fmvt...PYEGYVKVAE.HLNRLTPgdheKRTALFNSGAEAVENAVKIARAYT..............   
4A0GA 383 .fpenvy....EPALKCAE.LLLDGVGkgwaSRVYFSDNGSTAIEIALKMAFRKFCV...........d   

4AO9B 103 ...g.....HNLLEGRLAR.LICERFP.qi.EQLRFTNSGTEANLMALTAALHFTG.............   
4E3QA  83 .affgr...MSDQTVMLSE.KLVEVSPfds.GRVFYTNSGSEANDTMVKMLWFLHAAEG..........   

 



!

! W!

3D Number              119                    142 143   149      150 154 
1D7VA 125 .g...........KYEIVGFAQSWHGMTGAAASATYS.a...GRKGV........GPAAV.........   
1MLZB 131 .e...........RQRFLTFRNGYHGDTFGAMSVCDP..........dnsmhslwKGYLP.........   

1OHVC 156 letcminqapgcpDYSILSFMGAFHGRTMGCLATTH..skAIHKIDI....................ps   
1VEFA 121 .g...........RKKFVAAMRGFSGRTMGSLSVTWE...PKYREPF........LPLVE.........   

2EO5A 129 .............RKYIIAFLGGFHGRTFGSISLTA..skAVQRSIV........GPFMP.........   
2GSAB 133 .g...........RDKIIKFEGCYHG..........................................a   
2JJGA 137 gidpal.......GTQVLHLRGAFHGRSGYTLSLTNT.k.PTITARF....................pk   

2OATA 128 iqky.........KAKIVFAAGNFWGRTLSAISSSTD...PTSYDGF........GPFMP.........   
2ORDA 122 .ek..........KYRILSAHNSFHGRTLGSLTATGQ...PKYQKPF........EPLVP.........   

2ZUKB 124 .g...........RSGVIAFAGAYHGCTVGSMAFSGH...............................a   
3A8UX 132 qat..........KTKMIGRARGYHGVNIAGTSLGGV...NGNRKLF........GQPMQ.........   
3DU4A 133 kpe..........KQKFIAMKNGYHGDTIGAVSVGSI...ELFHHVY........GPLMF.........   

3GJUA 141 rpe..........KKKIISRWRGYHGSGVMTGSLTGL...DLFHNAF........DLPRA.........   
3HMUB 140 qpe..........KTVIISRKNAYHGSTVASSALGGM...AGMHAQS.........GLIP.........   

3I5TB 131 rpq..........KKRIIVRYDGYHGSTALTAACTGR...TGNWPNF........DIAQD.........   
3N5MA 136 eph..........RYKFMSRYRGYHGNTMATMAATGQ...AQRRYQY........EPFAS.........   
3NX3B 107 .vk..........GGQFIAFKHSFHGRTLGALSLTAN...EKYQKPF........KPLIS.........   

3Q8ND 140 .r...........RQAVVVFDHAYHGRTNLTMAMTAKnqp..YKHGF........GPFAN.........   
4A0GA 435 hnfi.........VVKVIALRGSYHGDTLGAMEA..........................qapspytgf   

4AO9B 148 .............RRKIVVFSGGYHG...................................gvlgfgar   
4E3QA 136 kpq..........KRKILTRWNAYHGVTAVSASMTGKpyn....SVF........GLPLP.........   

 

3D Number         155    162                   163      172 
1D7VA 161 ........GSFAIPAP....ftyrprferngayd...YLAELDYAFD......................   

1MLZB 169 ........ENLFAPAP......qsrmgewder.....DMVGFARLMA......................   
1OHVC 203 f.......DWPIAPFP.rlkypleefvkenqqeear.CLEEVEDLIV......................   
1VEFA 158 ........PVEFIPYN.....................DVEALKRAVD......................   

2EO5A 166 ........GVIHVPYPnpyrnpwhingyenpselvnrVIEFIED.........................   
2GSAB 148 ........NTLTTPYN.....................DLEAVKALFA......................   

2JJGA 177 f.......DWPRIDAP..ymrpgldepamaaleae..ALRQARAAFE......................   
2OATA 168 ........GFDIIPYN.....................DLPALERALQ......................   
2ORDA 160 ........GFEYFEFN.....................NVEDLRRKMS......................   

2ZUKB 150 d.......GLILLPYP....dpyrpyrndptgda...ILTLLTEKLA......................   
3A8UX 171 ........DVDHLPHT..llasnaysrgmpkeggia.LADELLKLIE......................   

3DU4A 172 ........ESYKAPIP...yvyrsesgdpdecrdq..ZLRELAQLLE......................   
3GJUA 180 ........PVLHTEAP..yyfrrtdrsmseeqfsqh.CADKLEEMIL......................   
3HMUB 178 ........DVHHINQP..nwwaeggdmdpeefgla..RARELEEAIL......................   

3I5TB 170 ........RISFLSSP...nprhagnrsqeafldd..LVQEFEDRIE......................   
3N5MA 175 ........GFLHVTPP..dcyrmpgiereniydve..CVKEVDRVMT......................   

3NX3B 145 ........GVKFAKYN.....................DISSVEKLVN......................   
3Q8ND 178 ........EVYRVPTS.....ypfrdgetdgaa....AAAHALDLIN......................   
4A0GA 469 lqqpwytgRGLFLDPP...............................tvflsngswnislpesfseiap   

4AO9B 169 pspttvpfDFLVLPYN.....................DAQTARAQIE......................   
4E3QA 174 ........GFVHLTCP..hywrygeegeteeqfvar.LARELEETIQ......................   

 

3D Number                                   173       182        187          200 
1D7VA 193 ..lidrqssg........................NLAAFIAEP.ILSSG......GIIELPDGYMAALK   

1MLZB 197 ....ahrh..........................EIAAVIIEPiVQGAG......GMRMYHPEWLKRIR   
1OHVC 241 ..kyrkkkk.........................TVAGIIVEP.IQSEG......GDNHASDDFFRKLR   
1VEFA 176 .....e............................ETAAVILEP.VQGEG......GVRPATPEFLRAAR   

2EO5A 202 .yifvnlvppe.......................EVAGIFFEP.IQGEG......GYVIPPKNFFAELQ   
2GSAB 166 ....enpg..........................EIAGVILEP.IVGNS......GFIVPDAGFLEGLR   

2JJGA 213 ....trph..........................DIACFVAEP.IQGEG......GDRHFRPEFFAAMR   
2OATA 186 .....dp...........................NVAAFMVEP.IQGEA......GVVVPDPGYLMGVR   
2ORDA 178 .....e............................DVCAVFLEP.IQGES......GIVPATKEFLEEAR   

2ZUKB 183 ...avpag..........................SIGAAFIEP.IQSDG......GLIVPPDGFLRKFA   
3A8UX 207 ...lhdas..........................NIAAVFVEP.LAGSA......GVLVPPEGYLKRNR   

3DU4A 206 ....ehhe..........................EIAALSIES......mvqgasGMIVMPEGYLAGVR   
3GJUA 216 ...aegpe..........................TIAAFIGEP.ILGTG......GIVPPPAGYWEKIQ   
3HMUB 213 ...elgen..........................RVAAFIAEP.VQGAG......GVIVAPDSYWPEIQ   

3I5TB 204 ...slgpd..........................TIAAFLAEP.ILASG......GVIIPPAGYHARFK   
3N5MA 210 ...welse..........................TIAAFIMEP.IITGG......GILMAPQDYMKAVH   

3NX3B 163 .....e............................KTCAIILES.VQGEG......GINPANKDFYKALR   
3Q8ND 208 ...kqvgad.........................NVAAVVIEP.VHGEG......GFVVPAPGFLGALQ   
4A0GA 507 eygtftsrdeifdksrdastlariysaylskhlaHVGALIIEPvIHGAG......GMHMVDPLFQRVLV   

4AO9B 195 ....rhgp..........................EIAVVLVEP.MQGAS......GCIPGQPDFLQALR   
4E3QA 210 ...regad..........................TIAGFFAEP.VMGAG......GVIPPAKGYFQAIL   

 

 
 



!
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3D Number 201  206    207             223   224   229      235         247    248 
1D7VA 229 RKCEAR......GMLLILDEAQTGVGRTG.....TMFAC.QRDGVT...PDILTLSKTLGAG.......   
1MLZB 230 ......kicdreGILLIADEIATGFGRTG.....KLFAC.EHAEIA...PDILCLGKALTGG......T   

1OHVC 276 DISRKH......GCAFLVDEVQTGGGSTG.....KFWAH.EHWGL.ddpADVMTFSKKMM.........   
1VEFA 205 EITQEK......GALLILDEIQTGMGRTG.....KRFAF.EHFGIV...PDILTLAKALGGG.......   

2EO5A 240 KLAKKY......GILLVDDEVQMGLGRTG.....KLFAI.ENFNTV...PDVITLAKALGGG......I   
2GSAB 198 EITLEH......DALLVFDEVMTGFRIA......YGGVQ.EKFGVT...PDLTTLGKIIGG.......G   
2JJGA 245 ELCDEF......DALLIFDEVQTGCGLTG.....TAWAY.QQLDVA...PDIVAFGKKTQ.........   

2OATA 216 ELCTRH......QVLFIADEIQTGLARTG.....RWLAV.DYENVR...PDIVLLGKALSGG......L   
2ORDA 207 KLCDEY......DALLVFDEVQCGMGRTG.....KLFAY.QKYGVV...PDVLTTAKGLGGG.......   

2ZUKB 216 DICRAH......GILVVCDEVKVGLARSG.....RLHCF.EHEGFV...PDILVLGKGLGGG.......   
3A8UX 240 EICNQH......NILLVFDEVITGFGRTG.....SMFGA.DSFGVT...PDLMCIAKQVTNG......A   
3DU4A 239 ELCTTY......DVLMIVDEVATGFGRTG.....KMFAC.EHENVQ...PDLMAAGKGITGG......Y   

3GJUA 249 AVLKKY......DVLLVADEVVTGFGRLG.....TMFGS.DHYGIK...PDLITIAZ.....kgltsaY   
3HMUB 246 RICDKY......DILLIADEVICGFGRTG.....NWFGT.QTMGIR...PHIMTIAKGLSSG......Y   

3I5TB 237 AICEKH......DILYISDEVVTGFGRCG.....EWFASeKVFGVV...PDIITFAKGVTSG......Y   
3N5MA 243 ETCQKH......GALLISDEVICGFGRTG.....KAFGF.MNYDVK...PDIITMAKGITSA......Y   
3NX3B 192 KLCDEK......DILLIADEIQCGMGRSG.....KFFAY.EHAQIL...PDIMTSAKALGCG.......   

3Q8ND 242 KWCTDN......GAVFVADEVQTGFARTG.....ALFAC.EHENVV...PDLIVTAKGIAGG.......   
4A0GA 570 NECRNR......KIPVIFDEVFTGFWRLG.....VETTT.ELLGCK...PDIACFAKLLTGG......M   

4AO9B 227 ESATQV......GALLVFDEVMT......srlap.HGLA.NKLGIR...SDLTTLGKYIGGG.......   
4E3QA 243 PILRKY......DIPVISDEVICGFGRTG.....NTWGC.VTYDFT...PDAIISSKNLTAG......F   

 

3D Number 249      258     259    266              267           271          284 
1D7VA 276 LPLAAIVTSA.......AIEERAH.......elgy......LFYT..........THVSDPLPAAVGLR   

1MLZB 278 MTLSATLTTR.......EVAET......isngeagcf....MHGP..........TFMGNPLACAAANA   
1OHVC 323 ..TGGFFHKE..efr......PNAP.......y........RIFN..........TWLGDPSKNLLLAE   
1VEFA 252 VPLGVAVMRE.......EVARSMPK.......g........GHGT..........TFGGNPLAMAAGVA   

2EO5A 288 MPIGATIFRK.......DLDFK..........................tfg.......GNALACAIGSK   
2GSAB 244 LPVGAYGGKR.......EIMQLVA......pagpm......YQAG..........TLSGNPLAMTAGIK   

2JJGA 290 ..VCGVMAGRrvdevadNVFA..........vps.......RLNS..........TWGGNLTDMVRARR   
2OATA 264 YPVSAVLCDD.......DIMLTIKP.......g........EHGS..........TYGGNPLGCRVAIA   
2ORDA 254 VPIGAVIVNE..ran......VLEP.......g........DHGT..........TFGGNPLACRAGVT   

2ZUKB 263 LPLSAVIAPA.......EILDCA.........sa.......FAMQ..........TLHGNPISAAAGLA   
3A8UX 288 IPMGAVIAST.......EIYQT....fmnqptpeyavef..PHGY..........TYSAHPVACAAGLA   

3DU4A 287 LPIAVTFATE.......DIYKAFY....ddyenlktf....FHGH..........SYTGNQLGCAVALE   
3GJUA 298 APLSGVIVAD.......RVWQVLV....qgsdklgsl....GHGW..........TYSAHPICVAAGVA   
3HMUB 294 APIGGSIVCD.......EVAHV........igkdef.....NHGY..........TYSGHPVAAAVALE   

3I5TB 286 VPLGGLAISE.......AVLARI.....sgenakgswf...TNGY..........TYSNQPVACAAALA   
3N5MA 291 LPLSATAVKR.......EIYEAFK.....gkgeyeff....RHIN..........TFGGNPAACALALK   

3NX3B 239 LSVGAFVINQ.......KVASNSL.....................eagdhgstyg...GNPLVCAGVNA   
3Q8ND 289 LPLSAVTGRA.......EIMDGPQS.......g........GLGG..........TYGGNPLACAAALA   
4A0GA 618 VPLAVTLATD.......AVFDSFS.....gdsklkal....LHGH..........SYSAHAMGCATAAK   

4AO9B 272 MSFGAFGGRA.......DVMALF......dprtgpl.....AHSG..........TFNNNVMTMAAGYA   
4E3QA 291 FPMGAVILGP...............elskrletaieaieefPHGF..........TASGHPVGCAIALK   

 

3D Number 285   291  292     299         311                             312  317 
1D7VA 315 VLDVVQR.d..GLVARAN.VMGDRLRRGLLDL.............merfdc............IGDVRG   

1MLZB 320 SLAILES.g..DWQQQVA.DIEVQLREQLAPA.............rdaem.............VADVRV   
1OHVC 357 VINIIKR.e..DLLSNAA.HAGKVLLTGLLDL............qarypqf............ISRVRG   
1VEFA 289 AIRYLER.t..RLWERAA.ELGPWFMEKLRAI..............pspk.............IREVRG   

2EO5A 317 VIDIVKD.....LLPHVN.EIGKIFAEELQGL...............................ADDVRG   
2GSAB 284 TLELLRQ.p..GTYEYLD.QITKRLSDGLLAI.............aqetgh............AACGGQ   

2JJGA 330 ILEVIEA.e..GLFERAV.QHGKYLRARLDEL............aadfpav............VLDPRG   
2OATA 301 ALEVLEE.e..NLAENAD.KLGIILRNELMKL..............psdv.............VTAVRG   
2ORDA 290 VIKELTK.e..GFLEEVE.EKGNYLMKKLQEM.............keeydv............VADVRG   

2ZUKB 299 VLETIDR.d..DLPAMAE.RKGRLLRDGLSEL.............akrhpl............IGDIRG   
3A8UX 334 ALCLLQK.e..NLVQSVA.EVAPHFEKALHGI.............kgakn.............VIDIRN   

3DU4A 331 NLALFES.e..NIVEQVA.EKSKKLHFLLQDL.............halph.............VGDIRQ   
3GJUA 342 NLELIDE.m..DLVTNAG.ETGAYFRAELAKA.............vgghkn............VGEVRG   
3HMUB 333 NLRILEE.e..NILDHVRnVAAPYLKEKWEAL.............tdhpl.............VGEAKI   

3I5TB 330 NIELMER.e..GIVDQAR.EMADYFAAALASL.............rdlpg.............VAETRS   
3N5MA 334 NLEIIEN.e..NLIERSA.QMGSLLLEQLKEE.............igehpl............VGDIRG   

3NX3B 277 VFEIFKE.e..KILENVN.KLTPYLEQSLDEL.............inefdf............CKKRKG   
3Q8ND 326 VIDTIER.e..NLVARAR.AIGETMLSRLGAL.............aaadpr............IGEVRG   
4A0GA 661 AIQWFKD.........................petnhnitsqgktlrelwdeelvqqisshsaVQRVVV   

4AO9B 313 GLTK...lftpEAAGALA.ERGEALRARLNAL............canegvam.............QFTG   
4E3QA 335 AIDVVMN.e..GLAENVR.RLAPRFEERLKHI.............aerpn.............IGEYRG   

 

 
 



!
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3D Number 318       328               329          341     349     350        361 
1D7VA 355 RGLLLGVEIVK....drrtkepad....GLGAKITRECMN.LGLSMNIVQ.lpgmg.GVFRIAPPLTVS   
1MLZB 359 LGAIGVVETTH........p........VNMAALQKFFVE.QGVWIRPFG.......KLIYLMPPYIIL   

1OHVC 398 RGTFCSFDTPD........e........SIRNKLISIARN.KGVMLGGCG...d...KSIRFRPTLVFR   
1VEFA 327 MGLMVGLELKE..................KAAPYIARLEKeHRVLALQAG...p...TVIRFLPPLVIE   

2EO5A 349 IGLAWGLEYNE........k........KVRDRIIGESFK.RGLLLLPAG...r...SAIRVIPPLVIS   
2GSAB 324 VSGMFGFFFT..egpvhnyedakksdl.QKFSRFHRGMLE.QGIYLAPSQ...fe.....AGFTSLAHT   
2JJGA 371 RGLMCAFSLPT........t........ADRDELIRQLWQ.RAVIVLPAG...a...DTVRFRPPLTVS   

2OATA 339 KGLLNAIVIKE.......tkd.......WDAWKVCLRLRD.NGLLAKPTH...g...DIIRFAPPLVIK   
2ORDA 330 MGLMIGIQFRE........e........VSNREVATKCFE.NKLLVVPAG...n...NTIRFLPPLTVE   

2ZUKB 339 RGLACGMELVC....drqsrepar....AETAKLIYRAYQ.LGLVVYYVG..mng..NVLEFTPPLTIT   
3A8UX 373 FGLAGAIQIAP......rdgdai.....VRPFEAGMALWK.AGFYVRFGG.......DTLQFGPTFNSK   
3DU4A 370 LGFMCGAELVR...sketkepypadr..RIGYKVSLKMRE.LGMLTRPLG.......DVIAFLPPLAST   

3GJUA 382 DGMLAAVEFVA...dkddrvffdasq..KIGPQVATALAA.SGVIGRAMP...qg..DILGFAPPLCLT   
3HMUB 373 VGMMASIALTP..nkasrakfasepg..TIGYICRERCFA.NNLIMRHVG.......DRMIISPPLVIT   

3I5TB 369 VGLVGCVQCL......lgtaedk.....AFTLKIDERCFE.LGLIVRPLG.......DLCVISPPLIIS   
3N5MA 374 KGLLVGIELVN....dketkepidn...DKIASVVNACKE.KGLIIGRNGmttagynNILTLAPPLVIS   
3NX3B 317 LGFMQGLSLDK........s........VKVAKVIQKCQE.NALLLISCG...e...NDLRFLPPLILQ   

3Q8ND 366 RGAMIAVELVK.....pgttepda....DLTKRVAAAAHA.QGLVVLTCG..tyg..NVLRFLPPLSMP   
4A0GA 705 IGTLFALELKS........l.........YAKSLLIMLRE.DGIFTRPLG.......NVIYLMCGPCTS   

4AO9B 353 IGSLMNAHF..vqgdvrssedlaavdgr.LRQLLFFHLLN.EDIYSSPR..........GFVVLSLPLT   
4E3QA 374 IGFMWALEAVK...dkasktpfdgnl..SVSERIANTCTD.LGLICRPLG.......QSVVLCPPFILT   

 

3D Number 362              379 
1D7VA 413 EDEIDLGLSLLGQAIERAl                

1MLZB 404 PQQLQRLTAAVNRAVQDEtffc             
1OHVC 444 DHHAHLFLNIFSDILADF                 
1VEFA 372 KEDLERVVEAVRAVLA                   

2EO5A 395 EEEAKQGLDILKKVIKVV                 
2GSAB 381 EEDIDATLAAARTVMSAL                 

2JJGA 417 TAEIDAAIAAVRSALPVVt                
2OATA 387 EDELRESIEIINKTILSF                 
2ORDA 376 YGEIDLAVETLKKVLQGI                 

2ZUKB 395 ETDIHKALDLLDRAFSELsavsneeiaqfagw   
3A8UX 423 PQDLDRLFDAVGEVLNKLl                

3DU4A 426 AEELSEMVAIMKQAIHEVtsled            
3GJUA 440 REQADIVVSKTADAVKSVfa               
3HMUB 430 PAEIDEMFVRIRKSLDEAqaeiekqglmkse    

3I5TB 419 RAQIDEMVAIMRQAITEVsaahgl           
3N5MA 435 SEEIAFVIGTLKTAMERI                 

3NX3B 363 KEHIDEMSEKLRKALKSF                 
3Q8ND 421 DHLLDEGLDILAAVFAEVk                
4A0GA 749 PEICRRLLTKLYKRLGEFnrt              

4AO9B 408 DADIDRYVAAIGSFIGGHgallpran         
4E3QA 430 EAQMDEMFDKLEKALDKVfaeva 
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P%3%&%T)!(%!(P+!='6B!T+/+!%<!B(1/9=,&&-($2,+-&'2(=!;-99$\/2/6$2FFHU!OQU!HKYOHKN=!

m>Hn! ^01&+)U!5=!,=r!;-.(U!@=!F=r!g+/<%&'U!@=!;=U!;!(P1-'!T+/+!0<<+9(1/T!S;^;!(-0/.031/0.+!&+2+&.!1/!B(1/9=,&&'2($
2,+-&-(=!\/2/6$!/(d$;')5$2FURU!#bU!"K>O"LY=!

m>En! `0-()/16JU!5=!\=r!;d0'U!,=r!@6-&+)U!,=r!$1/T+-U!G=!4=r!G-6'+06U!R=!Q=U!S&6(0319!091'!'+90-7%D)&0.+!KIU!K>U!0/'!
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m>In! X6-1P0-0U!M=r!X0(%U!X=r!;.0'0U!X=r!X630T01U!@=r!M6k6J1U!@=U!;!*6(-+.91/+O1/'6917&+!*0(Pd0)!9%3*-1.1/T!g664O
i/+:!1/!dP19P!�O031/%76()-0(+!1.!'+T-0'+'!1/(%!.6991/0(+!1/!@(48/9,48,'$4*&,!XO"#=!`$3'46/9,*&$?R2RU!"QOU!
EIL#OEIN"=!

m>Kn! M9P/+1'+-U!^=!Q=r!,+1(k+-U!Q=U!g0(Pd0)!0/'!+/k)3+!-+'6/'0/9)!1/!*6(-+.91/+!90(07%&1.3!1/!@(48/9,48,'$4*&,=!`$
3'46/9,*&$?R2?U!"Q_U!EYLYOEYLL=!

m>>n! Q16U!j=r!g+(+-.%/U!g=!4=r!Q0/T.(%/U!\=!;=r!\1/U![=r!fP%6U![=r!$1.P+-U!;=!\=r!G%/+)U!`=!8=U!X1/+(19!0/'!
9-).(0&&%T-0*P19!0/0&).1.!%<!09(12+!.1(+!36(0/(.!%<!@(48/9,48,'$4*&,!�O031/%76()-0(+!031/%(-0/.<+-0.+=!
3,*48/),(69.$?RRGU!__U!#NL#O#NN#=!

m>Ln! Q0&U!g=!^=r!M9P/+1'+-U!^=!Q=r!R6U!X=r!,+1(k+-U!Q=U!GP+!-+'6/'0/(!031/%(-0/.<+-0.+.!1/!&).1/+!0/'!0-T1/1/+!
.)/(P+.1.!0/'!(P+!+D(+/(!%<!031/%(-0/.<+-0.+!-+'6/'0/9)!1/!@(48/9,48,'$4*&,=!>*&$>,49*5,*&$?R2!U!/A0O/A0=!

m>Nn! ^-69+U!@=r!G60/U!;=!F=r!M0/9P+kU!\=!`=r!Q++.+U!5=r!@%*d%%'U!\=r!@)'+U!,=r!@0-(U!M=r!G6-J+/76-TU!\=!g=r!S-%T0/U!S=U!
M(-69(6-+.!%<!0!eO031/%76()-0(+!?S;^;B!(-0/.031/0.+!<-%3!(P+!(O(-10k1/+O'+T-0'1/T!%-T0/1.3!B9689*5'46/9$
'-9/(4/2(!G5"!1/!9%3*&+D!d1(P!gQg!0/'!d1(P!1(.!+D(+-/0&!0&'131/+!gQgOS;^;!0''69(=!B46'$;9.(6'&&*=9$W$769-46$
3,*&$;*))-2$?R2?U!baU!"">IO""LY=!

mLYn! R%+&&)3U!,=r!Q+1.1/T+-U!G=U!,%&+!%<!EO031/%76()-0(+!031/%(-0/.<+-0.+!1/!(P+!0-T1/1/+!3+(07%&1.3!%<!
%(/-+*)*2'($'/9-=,2*('=!`$3'46/9,*&$2FVHU!"OaU!>##O>#N=!

mL"n! 5P%6U!@=!G=r!Xd%/U!8=!@=r!@+T0k)U!`=r!Q6U!5=!8=U!G-0/.9-1*(%3+!0/0&).1.!%<!0T30(1/+!0/'!*6(-+.91/+!90(07%&1.3!
1/!%(/-+*)*2'($'/9-=,2*('!g;C"=!`$3'46/9,*&$?RRUU!"QPU!"NKKO"N>I=!

mL#n! 4.*1/%.0Oa-T+&U!`=r!,03%.U!\=!Q=U!4D*-+..1%/!%<!0!%(/-+*)*2'($1-6,+'!031/%(-0/.<+-0.+!1/2%&2+'!1/!&).1/+!
90(07%&1.3!1.!1/'69+'!1/!(P+!-P1k%.*P+-+=!B11&$@2:,9*2$>,49*5,*&$?RR2U!bNU!I#"NOI##E=!

mLHn! ^0/'%6/0.U!Q=r!^0&&+-.(+'(U!@=r!'+!j1/'+U!\=!@=r!,61t..+/00-.U!@=!\=U!,+'6/'0/9)!1/!*6(-+.91/+!90(07%&1.3!1/!
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mLEn! g0-JU!8=!@=r!`1-07+&&0U!,=r!^-%/.(+1/U!g=!;=r!g-+.(%/U!S=!`=r!@0-1/TU!`=!;=r!Q13U!5=!X=r!5%&&3+-U!;=r!M9P66-1/JU!,=!
5=U!`6(0(1%/.!1/!eO031/%76()-19!091'!?S;^;B!(-0/.031/0.+!T+/+.!1/!*&0/(.!%-!%(/-+*)*2'($(.9,2='/!-+'69+!
709(+-10&!21-6&+/9+=!%&'26$`$?R2RU!b_U!H"LOHHY=!

mLIn! ^+&1(.J)U!^=!,=r!M%/+/.P+1/U!;=!Q=U!S07,U!0!3+37+-!%<!0!/%2+&!*-%(+1/!<031&)U!-+T6&0(+.!(P+!6(1&1k0(1%/!%<!�O
031/%76()-0(+!1/!3'4,&&-($(-56,&,(=!>*&$>,49*5,*&$?RR?U!_TU!IKNOILH=!

mLKn! g-+&&U!\=r!^%+.(+/U!^=r!g%%&+U!g=r!g-1+<+-U!a=!^=U!GP+!!8,E*5,-)$&/=-),2*('9-)!72=!:,4,'/!R$HN!�O031/%76()-0(+!
?S;^;B!031/%(-0/.<+-0.+!T+/+!?='5KB!1.!1/'69+'!7)!S;^;!0/'!P1TP&)!+D*-+..+'!1/!709(+-%1'.=!>,49*5,*&*=.$

?RR?U!"_aU!K"IOK#H=!
mL>n! `0)+-U!\=r!5%%JU!;=!`=U!@%3%(06-1/+!3+(07%&1k+'!(%!HO.6&<%*-%*0/%0(+!1/!;-19,':,+-($2/4'6*9!@"KV!+/k)3+.!

0/'!T+/+.!1/!0!*0(9Pd%-J!*0(Pd0)=!`$3'46/9,*&$?RRFU!"Q"U!KYI#OKYIL=!
mLLn! X13U!X=!@=U!g6-1<190(1%/!0/'!*-%*+-(1+.!%<!0!31/+!fOJ+(%T&6(0-0(+!(-0/.031/0.+!<-%3!@(48/9,48,'$4*&,=!`$3,*&$

;8/)$2FH!U!O#QU!>LHO>LK=!
mLNn! i+%U!M=O\=r!\+%/TU!\=O@=r!i6U!M=OF=r!X13U!i=OS=U!5-).(0&&1k0(1%/!0/'!*-+&131/0-)![O-0)!9-).(0&&%T-0*P19!0/0&).1.!%<!

iTtS!<-%3!@(48/9,48,'$4*&,=!B46'$;9.(6'&&*=9$W$769-46$3,*&$;*))-2$?R2?U!baU!"Y>YO"Y>#=!
mNYn! 5P0U!@=!\=r!\+%/TU!\=O@=r!,%t21-1)0U!5=r!X13U!i=OS=U!M(-69(6-+!%<!*6(-+.91/+!031/%(-0/.<+-0.+!<-%3!@(48/9,48,'$4*&,!
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g-+*0-0(1%/!%<!?!BO031/+.!<-%3!-09+319!031/+.!d1(P!0/!?7BO031/+!(-0/.031/0.+!<-%3!3'4,&&-($)/='6/9,-)=!
B+:$7.268$;'6'&$?RRUU!#TPU!"HK>O"H>I=!
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m"YLn! X06&30//U!a=r!M31(P1+.U!X=r!M31(PU!`=!4=!^=r!@01&+.U!@=!5=r!j0-'U!\=!`=U!M67.(-0(+!.*+9(-63!%<!uO(-0/.031/0.+!
<-%3!;89*)*5'46/9,-)$:,*&'4/-)!8M`HY"N"!0/'!1(.!*%(+/(10&!<%-!71%90(0&).1.=!@2E.)/$>,49*5$K/482*&$

?RRVU!_"U!K#LOKH>=!
m"YNn! M(+<<+/O`6/.7+-TU!$=r!R19J+-.U!5=r!GP%/(%d1U!;=r!M9P�(k&+U!M=r!G63&1-.9PU!G=r!M2+'+/'0P&!@637&+U!`=r!Q0/'U!@=r!

^+-T&6/'U!g=r!^%-/.9P+6+-U!a=!G=r!@sP/+U!`=U!5%//+9(1/T!6/+D*&%-+'!*-%(+1/!9-).(0&!.(-69(6-+.!(%!+/k)30(19!
<6/9(1%/=!;8/);'6;8/)$?R2KU!TU!"IYO"IH=!

m""Yn! g0-JU!4=OM=r!MP1/U!\=OM=U!uOG-0/.031/0.+!<-%3!C9P-%709(-63!0/(P-%*1!:.!8+2%1'!%<!M67.(-0(+!0/'!g-%'69(!
:/P171(1%/.=!B11&$@2:,9*2$>,49*5,*&$?R2KU!NQU!E"E"OE"EE=!

m"""n! g0-JU!4=r!X13U!`=r!MP1/U!\=!M=U!C/+O*%(!9%/2+-.1%/!%<!QO(P-+%/1/+!1/(%!QOP%3%0&0/1/+V!71%90(0&)(19!*-%'69(1%/!
%<!0/!6//0(6-0&!031/%!091'!<-%3!0!/0(6-0&!%/+=!B+:$7.268$;'6'&$?R2RU!#TOU!HHN"OHHNL=!
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Amine transaminases (ATAs) are powerful enzymes for the synthesis of chiral amines. Although

the request for amines with more than one chiral center is increasing, their synthesis is still 

challenging. Here we show a casacde reaction combining an enoate reductase (ERED) and an 

amine transaminase (ATA-VibFlu), which allows access to optically pure (1R,3R)-1-amino-3-

methylcyclohexane. Because all known wildtype EREDs show a (S)-selectivity for 3-

methylcyclohexanone and the ATA-VibFlu only showed a modest enantioselectivity, different 

variants of EREDs and ATAs were investigated and suitable mutant enzymes were identified. In 

whole cell biocatalyses using the ERED YqjM Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr and the ATA-VibFlu 

Leu56Ile (1R,3R)-1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane was obtained at high optical purity (97 %de).  

2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction  

The interest for chiral amines increased dramatically in the 

last years. More than 80% of the top 200 current drugs contain 

amino functions
1
 showing the importance of chiral amines as 

precursors for the pharmaceutical and fine-chemical industry.
2-

4
 Although several chemical methods to produce chiral amines 

have been developed,
5
 the production by biocatalytic routes 

became more and more into the focus.
6-9,2,10

 Compared to 

chemical routes biocatalysts mostly work at mild conditions, 

i.e., in aqueous phase at physiological pH, at ambient 

temperature and normal pressure. Furthermore, the high 

selectivity of enzymes can replace expensive chiral metal 

catalysts, which are required to achieve a chiral environment 

for chemical routes
5
; also the eco-efficiency can be 

increased.
11,12

 One of the most famous example is the 

production of Sitagliptin, an antidiabetic compound. In this 

case the rhodium-catalyzed asymmetric enamine 

hydrogenation was replaced by biotransformation using an 

amine transaminase (ATA), which was optimized by protein 

engineering for this synthesis.
13,14

 Indeed, transaminases 

become highly popular biocatalysts for the production of 

various chiral amines in the last decade.
2-4,15,16

 Next to their 

ability to produce optically pure amines from a racemic 

mixture through kinetic resolution, they also can catalyze an 

asymmetric synthesis, which starting from a prochiral 

precursor allows a theoretical yield of 100%. 

Transaminases are pyridoxal-5'-phosphate (PLP) dependent 

enzymes and catalyze the transfer of an amino group from an 

amino donor to an amino acceptor.
17-19

 Depending on their 

substrate scope transaminases can be divided into �-, �- and 

amine transaminases.
20 �-transaminases convert substrates with 

a carboxylate in α-position to the carbonyl function, whereas 

for ω-transaminases at least one C-atom is in-between. Amine-

transaminases substrates can lack completely the carboxylic 

group and hence ATA are the preferred enzymes to synthesize 

chiral amines.  

ATA usually show high enantioselectivity
21-23

 and this 

facilitates to synthesize compounds with multiple stereocenters 

by combining several enzymes in cascade reactions. Compared 

to chemical routes, the compatibility of different biocatalysts to 

each other is easier and they can be adapted to a certain range 

of reaction conditions.
12

 Furthermore a missing selectivity of 

one enzyme for a certain chiral center can be overcome by the 

combination of various selective enzymes.
24

Recently, we reported the synthesis of two 1-amino-3S-

methylcyclohexane diastereomers by the combination of an 

enoate reductase and an amine transaminase.
25

 The flavin-

mononucleotide (FMN) containing and NAD(P)H-dependent 

enoate reductases (ERED) catalyze the selective reduction of 

α,β-unsaturated ketones or aldehydes.
26

 Whereas the wildtype 

enzyme of the ATA from Vibrio fluvialis (ATA-VibFlu) only 

showed a moderate selectivity for the conversion of racemic 3-

methylcyclohexanone 2, the enoate reductase Old Yellow 

Enzyme exhibited excellent (S)-selectivity for 3-methyl-

cyclohex-2-enone. 3DM guided protein engineering of the 

ATA-VibFlu led to two improved variants. 3DM is a structure-

based database, which connects structure-guided sequence 

alignments with various other bioinformatic tools.
27,28

Sequences, structure information, protein ligands and 

mutational information from literature are integrated into this 

software. The ATA variants Leu56Ile and Leu56Val from 

Vibrio fluvialis were generated guided by 3DM. In the 

application of the cascade reaction the diastereomeric purity of 

(1R,3S)-1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane was enhanced from 14 

%de to 66 %de by the Leu56Val variant. In contrary, the 

cascade reaction of the OYE and the variant Leu56Ile resulted 

in 70 %de of the (1S,3S)-diastereomer. The diastereoselectivity 

for the (1R,3S)-compound could be further enhanced by the 

addition of 30% DMSO to give 89 %de. A recently published 

paper by Monti et al. described the synthesis of (1R,3S)- and 

(1S,3S)-1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane in a cascade reaction, 

too.
29

 They used the Codexis ATA Screening kit (Codexis Inc., 

USA) and the OYE3 to achieve diastereomerically pure 

compounds. Nevertheless also they could only generate two 

out of the four diastereomers. 

Scheme 1: Synthesis of 1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane in a cascade 

reaction combining an enoate reductase (ERED) and an amine 

transaminase (ATA). The LDH/GDH enzymes are required to shift the 

equilibrium of the ATA-catalyzed reaction. 

For the synthesis of the missing two diastereomers (3a and 

3b, Scheme 1) an enoate reductase with opposite 

enantioselectivity is required. The described wildtype enoate 

reductases all exhibit (S)-selectivity for 2.
26,30,31

 Only a mutant 

of the enoate reductase YqjM from Bacillus subtilis, described 

by Bougioukou et al., led to a switch in the selectivity.
32

 The 

application of this mutant in a cascade reaction was already 

shown by Agudo et al. for the synthesis of 3-oxo-cyclohexane 

carboxylic acid methyl ester.
33

 In this contribution, we aimed 

for using this enoate reductase to access the required two 

further diasteromers 3a and 3b. 

2. Results and discussion 

2.1. Choice of appropriate enoate reductases 

From literature data,
32

 the two double mutants YqjM 

Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr and YqjM Cys26Asp/Ala104Trp were 

chosen as prime candidates. In addition, we also introduced 

these mutations into the xenobiotic reductase A (XenA) from 

Pseudomonas putida ATCC 17453
31

(corresponding positions: 

Cys25Asp, Ile66Thr and Ala101Trp) as this enzyme belongs as 

YqjM to the group of thermophilic like enoate reductases 

although they share only 38.4 % sequence identity. 

Unfortunately, no soluble protein could be obtained. 

Nevertheless, the double mutants YqjM Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr 

and YqjM Cys26Asp/Ala104Trp could be generated via 

QuikChange mutagenesis and expressed in active form as 

reported.
32

 Biocatalyses confirmed the (R)-selectivity described 

for both mutants, but as variant YqjM Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr was 

better expressed, all further experiments were performed with 

this variant. 

2.2. Biocatalyses with the enoate reductase variant 

In our earlier work purified EREDs were used,
25

 but for 

YqjM it was reported that different tags impair the activity of 

the enzyme
34

 and hence all reactions were now conducted as 

whole cell biocatalyses, which has the advantage that cofactor 

recycling is more easily facilitated. Whole cell 

biotransformation performed then using E. coli containing the 

YqjM Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr variant gave full conversion of rac-
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3
3-methylcyclohex-2-enone after 1.5 h (4 mmol L

-1
) or after 4.5 

h (10 mmol L
-1

). 

2.3. Cascade reaction of the YqjM variant and the amine 
transaminase VibFlu Leu56Ile 

Thanks to our previous studies with different variants of the 

ATA-VibFlu using racemic 3-methylcyclohexanone 2, the 

absolute configurations of the diastereomers of 1-amino-3-

methylcyclohexane was already known
25

 and hence we could 

easily determine the diastereomeric ratio between the (1S,3R)- 

and (1R,3R)-diastereomers after the cascade reaction: for all 

three variants of ATA-VibFlu (Leu56Ala, Leu56Ile and 

Leu56Val) the (1R,3R)-diastereomer was preferred over the 

(1S,3R)-diastereomer. As the Leu56Ile variant was the most 

stereoselective ATA in the synthesis of the (1R,3R)-

diastereomer this variant was used in subsequent cascade 

reaction studies. The initial experiment was performed using E. 

coli whole cells harboring YqjM Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr to which 

the purified ATA-VibFlu Leu56Ile mutant was added. This 

biocatalysis resulted as expected in the formation of the 

(1R,3R)-1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane diastereomer and we 

were pleased to find that this resulted in excellent optical 

purity (97 %de). The use of purified enzyme dramatically 

reduces the economic value of such a reaction and furthermore 

requires addition of LDH/GDH to shift the transaminase 

reaction towards product synthesis. Hence, we next 

transformed both plasmids encoding YqjM Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr 

and ATA-VibFlu Leu56Ile into E.coli BL21 (DE3) and after 

expression at 30°C could obtain both enzymes in soluble form 

(Fig. 1).  

Fig.1: SDS-PAGE of cultivation samples of the co-expression of the 

ERED YqjM Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr and the ATA VibFlu Leu56Ile. Lanes 1 

and 4: crude extract, lanes 2 and 5: insoluble protein, lanes 3 and 6: soluble 

protein. Lines 1-3 show the protein content at the time of induction and 

lanes 4-6 show the protein content 5 h after induction. The upper frame 

shows the ATA, the lower frame the ERED. 

Cascade reactions with resting cells containing the ERED as 

well as the ATA were performed in the presence or absence of 

LDH/GDH enzymes and the cofactor NADH. The comparison 

gave that the synthesis of 1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane was 

8-fold higher after 60 h in the presence of the LDH/GDH 

system (83 % conversion) compared to biocatalysis without it 

(11 % conversion). This indicates that without this system 

pyruvate accumulates and the amine transaminase reaction is 

slowed down because of an unfavored equilibrium. Pyruvate is 

excreted by E. coli by an overflow production
35,36

 and perhaps 

the added LDH/GDH system is able to reduce the excreted 

amount of pyruvate to balance its extracellular and 

intracellular concentration and thus enables a shift of the 

equilibrium to the desired asymmetric synthesis of the chiral 

amines. A similar system was described by Börner et al. for 

whole cell biocatalyses with ATAs to shift the reaction to the 

product site.
37

 It was also observed, that after 60 h biocatalysis 

in the presence of LDH/GDH, substrate 1 was nearly 

completely consumed, whereas the intermediate 2 was still 

present. The supplementation with LDH/GDH at this time 

point led to > 99% conversion after 89 h. Similar to the first 

test with purified ATA, stereoselectivity of both enzymes was 

not altered and the product (1R,3R)-1-amino-3-

methylcyclohexane was again obtained with 97 %de. 

2.4. Investigation of further amine transaminases to produce 
(1S,3R)-1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane 

To identify amine transaminases, which prefer to produce 

the (1S,3R)-diastereomer instead of the (1R,3R)-diastereomer, 

both enantiomers of 3-methylcyclohexanone were docked with 

YASARA
38

 into the crystal structure of the amine transaminase 

from Vibrio fluvialis (pdb-code: 4e3q). Additionally to Leu56, 

three further residues (small binding pocket: Phe19, Val153, 

large binding pocket: Ala228) were identified, which could 

influence the binding of (R)-3-methyl-cyclohexanone. These 

three residues were also targeted in other protein engineering 

approaches of this amine transaminase to alter its substrate 

scope.
39,22

 With the help of 3DM suitable mutations on this 

positions were chosen, which led to fourteen further variants in 

addition to the previous reported ones: Phe19Tyr/Cys/Val, 

Leu56/Met/Ser, Ala228Ie/Gly/Val/Cys/Ser/Thr and 

Val153Ala/Ile/Ser. All mutants could be expressed as soluble 

proteins. The screening against racemic 3-

methylcyclohexanone showed unfortunately that none of these 

mutants produce (1S,3R)-1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane in 

excess compared to the (1R,3R)-diastereomer (Table 1). 

Table 1.Composition of the diastereomers of 1-amino-3-

methylcyclohexane produced by different variants of the 

ATA from Vibrio fluvialis using rac-3-methylcyclo-

hexanone as substrate. 

Variant 
Conver

sion 
[%] 

(1R,3R) (1S,3S) (1S,3R) (1R,3S) 

WTa 99 40 26 4 30 

Phe19Cysb 16 34 50 4 12 

Phe19Valb 2 36 38 2 24 

Val153Alab 12 55 29 2 14 

Val153Ileb 15 45 44 3 8 

Val153Serb 3 41 42 7 10 

Leu56Metb 8 43 44 5 8 

Leu56Serb 5 38 30 6 26 

Ala228Thrb 4 42 39 10 9 

Leu56Ilea 99 45.5 47 0.5 7 

Leu56Vala 99 39 16 5 40 

aResults from previous work with purified amine transaminase.25

bThe screening against rac-3-methylcyclohexanone (10 mmol L-1) was 
performed in deep-well plates (0.6 mL per well) with crude extract of the 
ATA variants for 78 h at 30°C and 750 rpm. 

Hence, the creation of an ATA variant showing the desired 

(1S,3R)-enantiopreference turned out to be not possible so far. 

The reason for this could be the orientation of the amino- and 
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methyl-group at the cyclohexane ring. In the cis-diastereomer 

both substituents are positioned on one site of the cyclohexane 

ring, whereas in the trans-configuration, both are placed on 

opposite sites. These orientations seems to prevent the 

conversion of (R)-3-methylcyclohexanone to the (1S,3R)-

diastereomer, although the synthesis of (1R,3S)-1-amino-3-

methylcyclohexane did not suffer from this. Further 

investigations on the interplay between both binding pockets as 

well as mutations within each binding pocket of the ATA are 

hence required to explain and alter the selectivity of this amine 

transaminase from Vibrio fluvialis. 

3. Conclusion 

In this work we have achieved the highly diastereoselective 

two-step synthesis of (1R,3R)-1-amino-3-methylcyclohexane 

by the combination of the enoate reductase variant YqjM 

Cys26Asp/Ile69Thr and the amine transaminase variant 

Leu56Ile from Vibrio fluvialis. Mutagenesis studies for ATA-

VibFlu to produce also the missing (1S,3R)-diastereomer 

unfortunately failed pointing out the complex design of 

enzyme stereopreference. 

4. Experimental section 

4.1. Materials 

All chemicals were purchased from Fluka (Buchs, 

Switzerland), Sigma (Steinheim, Germany), Merck 

(Darmstadt, Germany), VWR (Hannover, Germany), or Carl 

Roth (Karlsruhe, Germany) and were used without further 

purification unless otherwise specified. Polymerases were 

obtained from New England Biolabs GmbH (NEB, Beverly, 

MA, USA) and primers were ordered from Invitrogen (Life 

Technologies GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). 

4.2. Bacterial strains and plasmids 

E. coli TOP10 [F’lacIq, Tn10(TetR) mcrA D(mrr-hsdRMS-

mcrBC) F80 LacZDM15 DlacX74 recA1 araD139 D(ara 

leu)7697 galU galK rpsL (StrR) endA1 nupG] was obtained 

from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, USA). E. coli BL21 (DE3) 

[fhuA2 [lon] ompT gal (l DE3) [dcm] DhsdS] was purchased 

from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA, USA). The plasmid 

pET24b bearing the gene encoding the ATA from Vibrio 

fluvialis (accession no. F2XBU9) was kindly provided by Prof. 

Byung Gee Kim (Seoul National University, South-Korea).  

4.3. Cloning 

The enoate reductase variants were generated via 

QuikChange PCR with specific primers for each variant: 

XenA: 

Cys25Asp fw:5' - CAT TCC GCC CGA TTG CCA GTA CAT G - 3' 

Cys25Asp rv:5' - CAT GTA CTG GCA ATC GGG CGG AAT G - 3' 

Ile66Thr fw:5' - GAA GGG CGC ACC ACC CCT GG - 3' 

Ile66Thr rv:5' - CCA GGG GTG GTG CGC CCT TC - 3' 

Ala101Trp fw:5' - GCA TCC AGA TTT GGC ACG CCG - 3' 

Ala101Trp rv:5' - CGG CGT GCC AAA TCT GGA TGC - 3' 

YqjM: 

Cys26Asp fw:5' - CATGTCGCCAATGGATATGTATTCTTCTC - 3'

Cys26Asp rv:5' - GAGAAGAATACATATCCATTGGCGACATG - 3'

Ile69Thr fw:5' - CCC TCA AGG ACG AAC CAC TGA CCA AGA C - 3' 

Ile69Thr rv:5' - GTC TTG GTC AGT GGT TCG TCC TTG AGG G - 3' 

Ala104Trp fw:5' - CGG CAT TCA GCT TTG GCA TGC CGG ACG - 3' 

Ala104Trp rv:5' - CGT CCG GCA TGC CAA AGC TGA ATG CCG - 3' 

The plasmid (2 �L) was mixed with Pfu
+
 buffer (5 �L), 

dNTPs (1.5 �L), Pfu
+
 polymerase (0.5 �L), primers (2 �L of 

each) and distilled water (35.5 �L). The PCR program included 

the following temperature steps: hold at 95°C for 5 min, 

afterwards 25 cycles of the following: hold at 95°C for 45 sec, 

53°C for 45 sec, 72°C hold for 7.5 min. Finally hold at 72°C 

for 10 min.

All ATA-VibFlu variants were generated via MegaWhop 

PCR with specific forward or reverse primer for each variant. 

The other corresponding primer was either the T7 forward or 

T7 reverse primer. 

Phe19Cys:5’ - G CTC TAT GGT TGC ACC GAC ATG C - 3’ 

Phe19Val:5’ - G CTC TAT GGT GTG ACC GAC ATG C - 3’ 

Phe19Tyr:5’ - G CTC TAT GGT TAT ACC GAC ATG C - 3’ 

Leu56Ser:5’ - GCC AAC TCG GGC AGC TGG AAC ATG G - 3’ 

Leu56Met:5’ - CGC AAC TCG GGC ATG TGG AAC ATG G - 3’ 

Val153Ile:5’ - GCC TAT CAC GGC ATC ACC GCC GTT TC - 3’ 

Val153Ser:5’ - GCC TAT CAC GGC AGC ACC GCC GTT TC - 3’ 

Val153Ala:5’ - GCC TAT CAC GGC CGT ACC GCC GTT TC - 3’ 

Ala228Cys:5’ - CGG TGA TGG GCT GCG GCG GCG TG - 3’ 

Ala228Ile:5’ - GTG ATG GGC ATC GGC GGC GTG - 3’ 

Ala228Gys:5’ - CG GTG ATG GGC GGC GGC GGC GTG - 3’ 

Ala228Ser:5’ - CG GTG ATG GGC AGC GGC GGC GTG - 3’ 

Ala228Thr:5’ - CG GTG ATG GGC ACC GGC GGC GTG - 3’ 

Ala228Val:5’ - CG GTG ATG GGC GTG GGC GGC GTG - 3’ 

The plasmid (4 �l) was mixed with Pfu
+
 buffer (5 �L), 

dNTPs (1.5 �L), Pfu
+
 polymerase (0.5 �L), specific primer 

(1 �L), T7 primer (2 �L) and distilled water (35.5 �L). The 

PCR program included the following temperature steps: hold at 

95°C for 5 min, afterwards 30 cycles of the following: hold at 

95°C for 45 sec, 54.8°C for 45 sec, 72°C hold for 6 min. 

Finally hold at 72°C for 10 min. The PCR products (8 �L) 

were mixed with 10x Pfu
+
 buffer (5 �L), plasmid (2 �L), 

dNTPs (1 �L), Pfu
+
 polymerase (1 �L) and distilled water 

(33 �L). The following program was used: hold 68°C for 

5 min, hold 95°C for 1 min, 10 cycles of the following 3 steps: 

95°C for 30 sec, 53°C for 30 sec and 68°C for 7 min. 

Afterwards 10 cycles of the following 3 steps were made: 95°C 

hold for 30 sec, 55°C hold for 30 sec and 68°C hold for 

11 min. 

4.4. Cultivation, expression and purification 

The cultivation and expression of the EREDs and the ATAs 

were performed as described elsewhere.
32,31,25

 The purification 

of the ATA VibFlu Leu56Ile was performed as described 

previously.
25

 After the co-transformation of the plasmids 

bearing the genes encoding ERED or ATA (each 1 �L) in 

chemo-competent E. coli Bl21 (DE3) cells, the cultivation was 

performed in TB media containing 0.1mg mL
-1

 ampicillin and 

0.05 mg mL
-1

 kanamycine. The cells were incubated at 37°C 

until an OD600 of 0.7 was reached. After the induction with 

IPTG (100 �mol L
-1

) the cells were further incubated at 30°C 

and 180 rpm for 5 h before they were harvested by 

centrifugation for 15 min at 4°C. The cells were used 

immediately for biotransformations. 

4.5. Activity measurements 

The activity of the amine transaminases was determined by 

the acetophenone-assay.
40

 The activity of the EREDs were 

determined via biocatalyses and GC analysis. 

4.6. Biocatalyses 

The total volume was 0.9 mL. Biocatalysis was performed 

in sodium phosphate buffer (50 mmol L
-1

, pH 7.5) with 

substrate (10 mmol L
-1

), glucose (3 mmol L
-1

) and whole cells 

or crude extract (0.2 g wet weight mL
-1

). The substrate solution 
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was prepared as a stock solution (1 mol L

-1
) in DMSO. The 

reaction was incubated at 30°C at 750 rpm. For whole cell 

biocatalyses containing the ERED and the ATA, L-alanine 

(200 mmol L
-1

), NADH (1 mmol L
-1

), GDH (0.9 U) and LDH 

(0.15 U) was added. Biocatalyses with ATA and rac-2 had a 

total volume of 0.6 mL and were performed in deep well 

plates. The biocatalyses contained: the crude extract of the 

amine transaminases, GDH (0.9 U), LDH (0.15 U), L-alanine 

(200 mmol L
-
1), glucose (1 mmol L

-
1), substrate 

(10 mmol L
-
1) and NADH (1.1 mmol L

-
1) dissolved in sodium 

phosphate buffer (50 mmol L
-
1, pH 7.5) including PLP 

(0.1 mmol L
-
1). The substrate solutions were prepared as stock 

solution (1 mol L
-
1) in DMSO. The reactions were incubated 

for 78 h at 30°C at 750 rpm. Biocatalyses samples (300 �L) 

were mixed with NaOH (150 �L of 1 mol L
-1

) and extracted at 

first with ethylacetate (300 �L) and then with hexane (150 �L). 

The organic phases were combined and dried with anhydrous 

sodium sulfate before GC analysis was performed. 

4.7. Docking studies 

The docking studies were performed with YASARA
38

 using 

the structure of the ATA from Vibrio fluvialis (pdb-code 4e3q). 

(R)- and (S)-3-methylcyclohexanone were alternatively docked 

into the active site. The chosen simulation cell was defined to 

be 18×17×18 �3
. All residues of the active site and the active 

site loop were included. 

4.8. Analytics 

The determination of the conversion, the ratio of the 

diastereomers or enantiomers were identified via GC as 

described previously.
25

 The derivatisation of the samples was 

performed with 5 �L trifluoroacetic acid anhydride. 
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